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A bstract
This thesis consists of four chapters, which deal with the estimation of images from noisy 
data. Chapter 1 contains a review of known and related results.
Chapter 2 deals with continuous image models in which the the true images have been 
systematically degraded by a known point spread function and stochastically degraded 
by a second order stationary random field. Partial Fourier inversion is shown to be an 
optimal image processing method when the noise has short-range dependence. Our main 
theorem shows how to construct optimal smoothing sets for the Fourier inversion and 
gives an optimal rate of convergence uniformly over classes of images. For specific classes 
of point spread functions and true images, explicit formulae for the optimal choice of the 
smoothing set and the associated rate of convergence have been derived in terms of the 
smoothness of the true image and the point spread function.
In Chapter 3, extensions of the method of cross-validation for selection of the smooth­
ing parameter are considered in connection with discretely defined blurred and noisy 
images. Two generalisations of cross-validation are considered: the first ignores the blur, 
while the second takes careful account of the blur. Both methods are shown to result 
in asymptotically optimal performance provided the amount of blur does not exceed a 
certain level. For a specific class of point spread functions and smooth images, precise 
bounds for the admissible amount of blur as well as the dependence of the performance 
on sample size, point spread function and image smoothness are given. The first method 
is shown to be superior to the second, as measured by mean square error. For the first 
method we also show how the mean square error results can be extended to almost sure 
results.
The last chapter examines smoothing by local medians for images which are degraded 
by random noise. The mean square error of the median smoother is calculated and it 
is shown that the median smoother performs asymptotically as well as the local mean. 
The optimal window size of the median smoother is given in terms of the sample size 
and the dimension of the image. The rate of convergence decreases as the dimension 
increases, and its functional dependence on the dimension changes when the dimension 
is 4 or larger.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
This thesis deals with theoretical aspects of some statistical problems which arise in the 
analysis and processing of images.
In Chapters 2 and 3 we look at blurred and noisy images and consider asymptotically 
optimal ways of deblurring the observed data. This is followed by proposals of criteria for 
determining the amount of deblurring needed. The method used for deblurring is partial 
Fourier inversion and the amount of deblurring required is determined by extensions of 
the method of cross-validation.
The last chapter explores the non-linear method of local medians as an estimation 
technique for noise-degraded images, and describes how the window size for the local 
median must be chosen to provide asymptotically optimal performance.
In these three chapters we present our asymptotic results in the form of rates of 
convergence of the estimator to the true image with respect to an appropriate distance 
measure.
1.1 Background and M otivation
Images come in many different shapes and sizes and arise in a large number of areas 
including science, engineering and medicine. The interpretation of an observed image is 
not always apparent from the observed data, since the true image has often been degraded 
in the imaging process, and may therefore only be available in a disguised form.
It is the task of image processing methods to uncover the true object and to obtain 
desired information about it from the observed image. Since the mid-fifties, when the 
processing of pictorial information by computer really began, many different methods
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of analysing and processing images have been developed with the aim of making the 
observed image more accessible to the human observer.
Many of the common processing techniques such as digitisation, coding, data com­
pression, image enhancement and restoration, and image segmentation are described in 
Rosenfeld and Kak (1976). An account of image reconstruction methods, including to­
mographic techniques, can be found in Chapter 5 of Hall (1979). These methods have 
been enjoying great popularity in particular in medical imaging. A statistical approach 
which regards the true images as Markov random fields can be found in Besag (1986).
From the large number of areas within image processing, we are interested in image 
enhancement and in particular in image restoration. Techniques used in these areas in­
clude ‘cosmetic’ operations for image enhancement to obtain a subjectively more pleasing 
image, as well as objective and automatic estimation procedures, whose goal is determi­
nation of the true image. Image restoration encompasses deblurring and smoothing as 
well as noise removal, and is applicable to many different types of observed data.
Before we focus our attention on some specific methods, it will be expedient to look 
at the types of images we shall be concerned with in this thesis. Let T  denote the true 
image and let € denote random noise. Put
Yj = Tj + tj ,  (1.1.1)
for j  belonging to some index set in Z d, for d > 1. In this case the true image has 
been distorted only by the addition of random noise. Examples of observed images of 
this type are picture transmission or the scanning of images by television cameras (see 
Section 6.1.4 of Rosenfeld and Kak (1976)).
In many applications, the true image cannot be seen directly, as in (1.1.1), but is 
transformed in the imaging process, resulting in indirect observations Xj  given by
X j  =  f ( T ) j ,
for j  in some index set. This transformation /  may be quite arbitrary, and need not be 
linear or deterministic. However, in applications it is often reasonable to assume that /  
can be approximately described by a combination of a linear operator acting on T  and 
additive noise which is independent of T. We restrict attention to observations of this 
kind and assume that the linear operator is a convolution operator K.  Our observations 
are then of the form
Xj  = K(T) j  + €j = (k * T ) j  + €j, (1.1.2)
where e denotes random noise, ★  denotes convolution, and k denotes the convolution 
kernel associated with K.  In contrast to the observations Yj given by (1.1.1), we shall 
sometimes refer to the observations Xj  of (1.1.2) as indirect observations and to k ★  T  
as the blurred image. One may conveniently think of K  as modelling the effect of the
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apparatus used in the imaging process. We shall assume that K  (or, equivalently, k ) is 
known and deterministic. These assumptions on K  do not conflict with reality as the 
apparatus effect is often known or can be determined accurately. The function k may be 
regarded as a measure of degradation of the true image, since it describes the blurring or 
spreading out of the true image. In the engineering literature, k is often called the point 
spread function or the impulse response (see Section 2.1.1 of Rosenfeld and Kak (1976)).
For images as in (1.1.2), engineers use a wide variety of restoration methods, includ­
ing inverse filtering, least squares filtering and constrained deconvolution, to name but 
a few. For descriptions of these and other deblurring methods, see Chapters 6 and 7 of 
Rosenfeld and Kak (1976). A more mathematical framework for inverse filtering can be 
found in Twomey (1965). These restoration methods explicitly exploit the fact that the 
convolution kernel is known (or can be measured accurately) and can therefore—at least 
in theory—be removed. Conceptually the simplest method is that of inverse filtering. 
It also provides a basis for some of the other methods, which address the shortcomings 
and the arbitrariness of inverse filtering in different ways. In Section 1.3 we describe 
the technique of inverse filtering, also known as Fourier deconvolution, and point out 
how it can fail. We then introduce the concepts of smoothing parameter and partial 
Fourier inversion and show how they can be used as a way of overcoming the instabil­
ities associated with Fourier deconvolution. The choice of the smoothing parameter is 
intimately connected with the domain of definition of the Fourier deconvolution. This 
choice is crucial as it determines the compromise between the smoothness of the esti­
mate and its faithfulness to the true image. In many practical applications of Fourier 
deconvolution, the smoothing parameter is chosen in an ad hoc manner or by exploiting 
specific properties of the underlying physical model. However, because of the trade-off 
between smoothness and faithfulness of the estimate, or between bias and variance, it 
is important to have a rigorous and objective basis for the selection of the smoothing 
parameter. We use a specific distance measure as the basis for the selection criterion for 
the smoothing parameter and then establish the optimality of partial Fourier inversion 
as a technique for estimating T. This is the topic discussed in Chapter 2. Our results 
are of an asymptotic nature; we treat a large class of realistic point spread functions si­
multaneously and allow for correlation in the error, in this way extending previous work 
in this area (see Hall (1990)).
From the point of view of numerical analysis, the blurred image k ★  T  of (1.1.2) 
is regarded as a Fredholm integral of the first kind, and the problem of recovering T  
from k ★  T  is usually ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard (see Bertero (1986)), that is, 
existence, uniqueness or continuous dependence of the solution on the data fails to hold. 
The method of regularisation (see Lukas (1980)) has been proposed as a solution to ill- 
posed problems. It extends an earlier method suggested by Tikhonov (1963a,1963b) (see 
also Tikhonov and Arsenin (1977)): A regularised solution Ta, a > 0, is the minimiser
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over a class of functions T  of
||X -  k * T ||2 -f aA(T), (1.1.3)
where A denotes a regularise^ such as the linearised curvature functional or an entropy 
functional. (For more details on regularises see Titterington (1985) and Koch and 
Anderssen (1986).) Although regularisation yields a unique solution, from a statistical 
point of view this is not enough, since
• the blurred image k ★  T  is usually also degraded by the addition of noise as in 
(1.1.2); and
• the question of how to choose the regularisation or smoothing parameter a  is not 
addressed.
For images as in (1.1.1), cross-validation provides an automatic and objective way of 
selecting the smoothing parameter. A brief account of cross-validation in nonparametric 
regression and references to the literature are given in Section 1.4. For indirect images of 
the form (1.1.2) no analogous method for choosing the smoothing parameter exists as yet, 
although the problem has been addressed by some authors (see Thompson et al. (1990) 
and Koch and Tarlowski (1986)). In Chapter 3 of the thesis, we propose generalisations 
of cross-validation to indirect images X j  which exploit the fact that partial Fourier 
inversion yields optimal estimates under suitable assumptions. The presence of the blur 
in the image adds another degree of complexity to the problem of giving a rigorous 
treatment of cross-validation. To make our analysis mathematically more tractable, we 
therefore restrict the blur to a specific class of point spread functions. This enables us to 
give precise bounds on the admissible amount of blur in the observed image. Under these 
conditions on the blur we show that cross-validation performs asymptotically optimally, 
and cross-validation fails if the blur exceeds these bounds.
So far we have been concerned with linear methods for estimating the true image. 
In some areas of image processing, for example, when one is interested in locating and 
preserving edges or in reducing the impulse noise and periodic interference patterns, non­
linear techniques, and in particular, median filtering have been found to perform better 
than linear methods. Tukey (1977) was among the first to suggest the use of running 
medians as a way of smoothing signals. Since then, the running median or median filter 
has gained in popularity, and in some areas has even become an effective alternative to 
linear smoothing techniques (see Bovik et al. (1983)). Fast algorithms for one- and two- 
dimensional median filtering have been developed (see Huang et al. (1979) and references 
therein). These developments and the interest in median filtering in the engineering 
literature are complemented by a renewed interest in least absolute deviation fitting 
in optimisation and numerical analysis. A further impact on the advance of methods 
involving medians came from robust statistics; the median smoother is a far more robust
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estimator than the mean, for example, in the presence of outlier contamination (see 
Hampel et al. (1986)).
The different areas of research in which medians arise—in the form of running medians 
or median filters—have developed quite independently so far and little cross-fertilisation 
exists. In a statistical context, least absolute deviation estimators have been employed in 
linear regression and time series, for example, and comparison with the mean and some 
Huber M-estimators exist for various regression models (see Chapter 2 of Bloomfield and 
Steiger (1983)). In the engineering sciences, on the other hand, median filtering is still 
very much a practical tool, and despite growing popularity and range of applications, 
theoretical results are still scarce, and when they exist, are usually of a special rather 
than a general nature. This may be due to the sentiment expressed by Huang (1981) that 
a ‘theoretical analysis of median filters is very difficult’, which precedes papers by Tyan 
on deterministic properties of median filters and by Justusson on properties of median 
filters applied to pure noise.
The great appeal of median filters in the engineering sciences combined with the lack 
of a theoretical foundation has motivated us to look at median filters or median smoothers 
from a more theoretical and statistical point of view in Chapter 4. Unlike Justusson (see 
Huang (1981)), who considers pure noise, we are interested in non-constant images which 
are degraded by noise and consider observations of the form (1.1.1). For such data we 
derive an expression for the asymptotic rate of convergence of mean square error of 
the median smoother as the sample size increases. From this expression we deduce the 
asymptotically optimal window size and the corresponding rate of convergence. To prove 
our results we use the framework of M-estimators and robust statistics, which is briefly 
described in Section 1.5. Our analysis also shows how the rate of convergence depends 
on the dimension d of the observations, and it may be rather unexpected to observe that 
the rate depends on d in different functional forms depending on whether d is less than 
or greater than four.
1.2 N otational Prelim inaries
In this section we summarize notation that may not be standard.
Norm s and the inner product. For x = ( x i , . . . ,  Xd)T € Rd, we use the following
norms:
d
1*1 = ]Cl*il
t = i
9
oo = sup |x,'|.
Sometimes we shall also write ||x||i for |x| and ||x | | 2  for ||x||. For vectors x, y G Rd, 
the inner product of x and y is
d
ix ,V) =  ^ 2 xiVi-
t=l
Spaces o f functions. Our images and point spread functions may belong to the fol­
lowing spaces:
= {/ : R d-< t : J  |/ |p < 00} p=l,2
L"(RJ,R) = : J  \ f \ ” < 00} p=l,2  
= { /  : -C  : £  l/(*)lP < °°} P=M
ke7Ld
C“(Rd) = { / : Rd —► ([ : f  is a times continuously differentiable}
C°°(Rd) = { f  : Rd —»C : /  is infinitely often differentiable}.
Functional relationships. Let f  and g denote positive real-valued functions defined 
on Rd. We write
f ~ 9
if there exists constants c\ and C2 > 0 such that ci<7(x) < /(x )  < C2 <jr(x) for all x 6 Rd; 
and
/(x ) x  g(x) as x —► xq
if f (x ) /g(x)  and g(x) / f (x)  are bounded as x —► xo-
Let an and 6n, n = 1 ,2 ,. . . ,  denote sequences of positive real numbers. We write
an = 0(bn)
if there exists a constant c > 0 such that an/bn < c as n —*• oo. We write
fln = o(6n)
if an/bn —► 0 as n —► oo; and
dn ~ bn
if an/bn —► 1 as n —► oo.
For a set A, 1a denotes the indicator function of A.
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1.3 Fourier Inversion Techniques
Fourier transforms apply to both discretely and continuously defined functions, and we 
consider both cases simultaneously in this section.
1.3.1 Definitions and Properties of Fourier Transforms
Let X  denote a blurred image B degraded by additive random noise e, so
X  = B + e. (1.3.1)
Here X , 5 , e and T  (below) either all denote functions defined on Rd or all denote 
functions defined on 7Ld. We assume that
B = H * T ,  (1.3.2)
where T  denotes the true image, H denotes the blur or point spread function and ★  
denotes the convolution product, which is defined in the following way. For F , G €
£ l ( R d),
( F*G) (x )  = /  d F(y)G(x -  y) dy for x € R*; (1.3.3)
J w \
and for / ,  g € t l {7Ld),
( f * 9 ) { j ) =  ^  f ( k)g(k - i )  for j  € H.d• (1.3.4)
ke7Ld
For indirect observations of the form (1.3.2) with known function H , Fourier decon­
volution represents a natural way of recovering T  from B. The method described in 
Subsection 1.3.2 works for discretely as well as continuously defined functions; the choice 
of the appropriate Fourier transform is the main distinguishing feature. For F  € X1(Rd), 
the d-dimensional Fourier transform, <f> of F  is given for 9 € by
4>{9) =  f  d F(x)e*'<x’*> dx, (1.3.5)
JR
and if € i 1(R'i), the inverse Fourier transform of is defined for x € R'‘ by
4>(x) = (2x)-J f  d <f>(6)e- il'x'e'1 de. (1.3.6)
JR
Sometimes it will be convenient to write <j> = FT(F)  and <j> = I  FT  (</>).
Similarly, for /  E ll (7Z.d), the discrete d-dimensional Fourier transform <f> and its
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inverse Fourier transform <j> (if it exists) are given by
m  = YfUVm > oel-*,’r]d
}<=ZlJ
4U) = (2v)-d f  W ) e - W l d 0 ,  j  € 7LJ. (1.3.7)
^ [ - 7 r , 7 r ] d
It is usually clear from the context which Fourier transform is appropriate, and we 
shall therefore often omit the word discrete.
For notational simplicity we shall describe the properties of Fourier transforms and 
the method of partial Fourier inversion in terms of functions F, G £ X1(Rd). The 
analogous properties of the discrete case can easily be derived from this and are therefore 
not usually given. For details on d-dimensional transforms and the results quoted below, 
see Vo-Khac Khoan (1972).
A. The Inversion Theorem. If F  6 Ll (Rd) and </> = FT(F)  6 T1(R<i) and if
<j>(x) = (2x)-d f  ä d0 for x € RJ,
J R
then <j> is continuous and
F(x) = 4>(x) a.e.
B. Conversion of convolutions to pointwise products. Let F , G 6 T1(Rd), and 
let (f> and 7 be their respective Fourier transforms. If H denotes the convolution of F  
and G and x  denotes its Fourier transform, then
XW = <t>Wl{0) for 0 e Rd. (1.3.8)
The next result constitutes one of the main theorems of Fourier transforms for L2- 
functions. We shall make use of it repeatedly in Chapters 2 and 3 and therefore quote it 
for L2(Rd) as well as for t 2(7Ld).
C. Parseval’s identity. If F, G £ L2(Rd), with Fourier transforms $  and T, and / ,  
g £ £2(7Ld), with Fourier transforms 4> and 7 , then
j Rd F(x)G(z) dx (2x)-dJ ^ m m  de,
Y  f (3)9(1) (2x)-d f i(9) d0.J[-TT,ir}d (1.3.9)
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1.3.2 Fourier D econvolution
As we have seen in result B above, the Fourier transform interchanges convolution and 
pointwise product. This property of Fourier transforms is the key to Fourier filtering 
and Fourier deconvolution. We now turn to the blurred image B  of (1.3.2).
Let r ,  x  and ß denote the Fourier transforms of T , H and £ , respectively. Assume 
that x($) 7^  0 for 0 £ Rd. Fourier deconvolution of B by \  is the process which results 
in the function f  given by
f(x) = /FT(/3X- 1)(x) = (2*)-J J ^ A ß W / x m e - ^  d9. (1.3.10)
Because of its special role in Fourier deconvolution, the Fourier transform \  of the point 
spread function is called the Fourier kernel. In the engineering sciences, x  is often called 
a transfer function (see p212 of Rosenfeld and Kak (1976)); it may also be called a 
characteristic function if H is a probability density.
The inversion theorem A and (1.3.10) together show that T  can be reconstructed a.e. 
from i?, provided x(#) i1 0- Problems arise however if x($) = 0 for some 9 £ Rd. Since 
ß = x r, ß = 0 whenever x = 0 and this leads to indeterminate ratios in the integrand of 
(1.3.10). Thus, even in the absence of noise, it is in general not possible to reconstruct T  
from B  exactly. The situation is exacerbated for observations X  which contain random 
noise €. If £ and u denote the Fourier transforms of X  and e respectively, then the zeroes 
of £ and v will not usually coincide. As a consequence, u/ x  would be very much larger 
than t in neighbourhoods of the zeroes of x-
The problem of zeroes of x in the deconvolution step can be overcome if one restricts 
the division by x and the subsequent Fourier inversion to a subset of Rd on which x is 
not too close to zero. This is the approach we adopt and now describe briefly.
Assume that H  £ X1(R(i). Let 0  be a subset of Rd on which x -1 is defined and 
bounded. For observations X  = H ★ T + e, the partial Fourier inversion estimator T  with 
smoothing set 0  is defined by
T(x)  =  (2* )~J J@{m/x(0)}e-(1.3.11)
The set 0  is also called the inversion set. Sometimes we want to emphasise which 
smoothing set is used in the definition of T. In this case we write T© instead of T.
Often, the smoothing set will depend on a parameter, as in the following examples, 
which illustrate the main types of smoothing sets we shall employ.
For 6 > 0, put
0« = { »  6 : |x(*)| > «}• (1-3.12)
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This choice of smoothing set is appropriate if x($) —► 0 as 9 —► oo. In this case, Os 
eliminates the high frequencies. These contribute very little in the case of smooth images 
T, and thus not much information is lost in employing 05 instead of Rd.
For functions x with isolated zeroes at 0,- € i = 1 , 2 , . . a possible choice for Os 
is given by the following: Fix ö > 0, and put
$5 = {ip £ Rd : ||ip — 0,|| < 6 for some i}
06 = Rd \ « s. (1.3.13)
Judicious choice of the inversion set 05 is important as it provides a compromise 
between faithfulness of the estimator T to T and roughness of T. As Os /  or as 
6 —► 0 in (1.3.12)), T —► T + IFT(v \~ l ), and therefore T becomes less smooth as more 
frequency components are included in the inversion set. A smoother estimator T is 
obtained by selecting a smaller inversion set 05 (e.g. by choosing a bigger value for the 
cut-off point 6); the noise component of T will be more smoothed out, while the image 
component of T becomes a worse approximation to T. Because of its role in the choice 
of the set 05 , 6 is often called the smoothing parameter, in analogy with smoothing 
parameters in statistical curve estimation.
The method of partial Fourier inversion has been used for a number of decades, 
especially in the engineering sciences where it is often referred to as Fourier filtering. 
In numerical analysis, on the other hand, the method is often described as numerical 
filtering (see for example Phillips (1962) and Twomey (1965)). Other authors (e.g. Hall 
(1987a), Titterington (1985)) call the estimator T of (1.3.11) a regularised estimator 
and associate zero weights with the set Rd \  Os, and unit weights with 0 5 . Practical 
implementations of Fourier deconvolution are described in Rosenfeld and Kak (1976) and 
in Koch and Tarlowski (1987).
1.4 Cross-Validation in N onparam etric R egression
1.4.1 Perform ance M easures and R ates o f C onvergence
Let Yj denote data observed at points xj, j  = 1 , . . . ,  n such that
Yj = m(xj )  + ej, (1.4.1)
where m is an unknown function and e denotes the observational error. Typically, in 
image analysis the unknown function m is the true image, and in regression m denotes 
the unknown regression function. In either case, one aims to find a function rh which 
approximates m. To answer the question of what constitutes a reasonable approxima-
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tion one usually considers pointwise or global distance measures. A common pointwise 
measure of accuracy is the mean square error, MSE, calculated at a fixed point x:
MSE(x) = E{rh(x) -  m(x) }2. (1.4.2)
Sometimes global measures are preferable, since arguments that have been developed in 
the more general framework of global convergence also apply to problems of pointwise 
convergence. The following quadratic measures are often used:
SSE = ^2{rh(xj ) - m ( x j ) } 2
j=i
MSSE = E(SSE). (1.4.3)
In some cases, weights are part of the definition of SSE and MSSE. The measure SSE is 
called sum of squared error or loss and MSSE is called mean sum of squared error or risk 
(see pl6 of Eubank (1988)). Many other choices of distance measure are available, such 
as the absolute and the maximum deviation of in and m, but we shall not be concerned 
with those. In Chapter 3 we shall use the global measures SSE and MSSE to assess the 
performance of cross-validation, while the simpler measure MSE of (1.4.2) will suffice 
when we consider the performance of partial Fourier inversion estimators in Chapter 2 
and of median smoothers in Chapter 4.
In many situations one wants to assess the performance of an estimator as the sample 
size increases and to determine its rate of convergence to the true function m. Consider 
functions / ,  g : N —► R+ which converge to zero as n —> oo. We say /  and g have the 
same rate of convergence if there exists a constant c > 0 such that /  ~  eg.
Let d denote a distance measure and assume that d depends on the sample size n of 
the data (e.g. d =SSE or d =MSSE). Let m = fh(n) denote an estimator of m. We say 
that a function r : R+ —► R+ is an optimal rate of convergence with respect to d if there 
exist constants ci, C2 > 0 such that, as n —► oo,
d{m(n),  m} < c\r{n)
_inf d{m(n) ,m}  > C2r(n),  (1-4.4)
m(n)
where the infimum is taken over all possible estimators for m. An estimator m of m  is 
called optimal with respect to d if it satisfies the first of the two conditions (1.4.4).
In Chapter 2 we shall see how this definition of optimal rate of convergence can be 
adapted to a continuously defined parameter instead of the sample size n used above.
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1.4.2 Choice of Smoothing Method
In practical applications of smoothing data one encounters two types of problems:
• the choice of the smoothing method;
• the choice of the smoothing parameter.
The selection of the smoothing method depends on a variety of factors, and different 
methods apply to regression data Yj and indirect observations X j  of the form (1.1.2). 
For this reason, we shall only briefly review some of the methods used in nonparametric 
regression. As far as the second problem is concerned, the method of cross-validation for 
selecting the smoothing parameter will be described in Subsection 1.4.3, and it is this 
method which we shall generalise and adapt to the requirements of indirect observations 
X j  in Chapter 3.
In the context of nonparametric regression, the commonly used methods include 
local averaging, kernel smoothing and spline smoothing. In many of these methods, the 
estimator m of m can be expressed as
rh(x) = ^2ctj(x)Yj  (1.4.5)
for suitably chosen weights Qj(z). For kernel smoothing methods, Priestley and Chao 
(1972) were amongst the first to suggest the use of weights which are derived from 
densities and which can be parametrised by a scale parameter h. This parameter adjusts 
the size of the weights and is often called the bandwidth of the kernel weights. Typically 
one has weights ctj(x) given by
OLj(x) = Kh(x -  Xj)/fh(x),  (1.4.6)
where
n
fh(x) =  n~l J 2 Kh(x -  Xj)
j=i
Kh(u) = h~1K(u/h). (1-4-7)
For details see Chapter 3 of Härdle (1989) and references therein.
In contrast to kernel smoothing, in the method of spline smoothing the estimator m 
of m is taken to be the minimiser of S \ over a class of admissible functions ra, where
S\(fh) = y^ {r7 - fh(xj)}2 + A J{m^^(x)}2 dx,  i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,—  (1.4.8)
j=i
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m(*) denotes the ith derivative of ra, and A > 0. A comparison of (1.4.8) and (1.1.3) 
shows that spline smoothing is a special case of regnlarisation. The most common form 
of Sx is that in which i = 2 in (1.4.8). For this case, Schoenberg (1964) and Reinsch 
(1967) have shown that if the class of admissible functions consists of all functions with 
square integrable second derivatives, then for each A > 0, S \ has a unique minimiser, 
which is a cubic spline. Furthermore, the minimiser of S \ is of the form (1.4.5). A nice 
account of spline smoothing can be found in Wahba (1990).
The smoothing methods mentioned so far are distinguished by the existence of a 
well-developed theory and a wide range of applicability. Other smoothing techniques 
may be preferable under certain circumstances. For example, if one wanted an estimator 
which is resistant against outliers and is capable of modelling discontinuities, median 
smoothing would be more appropriate. In connection with blurred and noisy data X j  = 
( k*T)j+€j  (see (1.1.2)), yet another smoothing method, namely partial Fourier inversion, 
is appropriate for finding an estimator T  of T. Common to all these methods, however, 
is the dependence of the estimator on a smoothing parameter.
1.4.3 S election  o f th e Sm ooth in g P aram eter by C ross-V alidation
We assume that the distance measure SSE has been chosen to assess the performance 
of the estimator ra. The estimator in depends on a smoothing parameter h, which we 
indicate in this subsection by writing ra^. The aim now is to choose h in such a way that 
ihh, minimises the order of SSE. Such a choice of h will be called optimal with respect to 
SSE. Let h denote the optimal smoothing parameter. Then
(1.4.9)
since the term 23 m(xj)2 does not depend on h. This definition of the optimal h is useful 
for a theoretical analysis. However, in practice this approach cannot be used, since 
SSE cannot be computed without a knowledge of m itself. Closer inspection of (1.4.9) 
reveals that the term 23 ^ ( ^ j ) 2 can be estimated from the data but the cross-term 
23 fn^(xj)m(xj) cannot. Since one cannot calculate this term from the data, the idea is 
to estimate it. A naive estimate would be '$2™’h{xj)Y j, where m(x j ) has been replaced 
by Yj.  This procedure, however leads to a biased estimate of SSE (see Section 5.1 of 
Härdle (1989)), and is therefore not recommended.
Amongst the possible methods of finding an unbiased estimate of SSE, we concentrate 
on the leave-one-out or cross-validation technique (for some other methods see Section 5
h — arg min SSE(h)
h
= a rg m in ^ { m /l(xj) -  m(xj )}:
j=l
= arg min <Y]rhh{xj )2 -  2 Y] m h{xj)m(xj)  > ,* U i  i= i J
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of Härdle (1989)). The basic idea of cross-validation is the following:
• For each j  = 1 , . . . , n, divide the data into two uncorrelated parts such as Yj and 
{Yl ,Y2, . . . , Y j . u Y1+1, . . . , Y n}.
• Use one part to assess the performance of an estimator defined on the other.
For this leave-one-out method, one would estimate m(x j) by fh(xj) = Yj and then 
compute an approximation rh\(xj) of rhh(xj) from {Yjt : k /  j} .  Thus
R = i t  ™h(xj)2 ™Uxi)™(xi)
j=l j=i
(1.4.10)
would be an estimate for
n n
R = Y^ ™hixj )2 -  2 5Z rhh(xj )m(xj ). 
j=i j=i
(1.4.11)
In fact, cross-validation is a technique for selecting the smoothing parameter which 
is mathematically justified because one can show that under appropriate conditions the 
minimiser h of R  satisfies
R(h) !
inf h R(h) a'S'
(1.4.12)
A proof of this for nonparametric regression can be found in Vieu (1991) and an earlier 
result, showing convergence in probability, is proved in Härdle and Marron (1985). For 
rates of convergence of h to h, see Härdle et al. (1988). For density estimation, an 
analogous result goes back to Stone (1984).
One of the features of cross-validation used in proving results of this kind is the fact 
that the cross-terms in fh\{xj)fh(xj) are calculated from uncorrelated parts of the data 
and the cross-term in R  has therefore zero expectation. This observation is an important 
consideration in our development of cross-validation for blurred data in Chapter 3.
1.5 M -Estim ation
For independent observations Z i , . . . ,Z n from a distribution with density fo, 6 an un­
known parameter, the maximum likelihood estimation strategy is to maximise the like­
lihood function, or equivalently, to minimise (over 9)
- y > g MZi). (i.5.i)
t = i
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The minimiser 9 of (1.5.1) is called the maximum likelihood estimator of 0. For the 
estimation of the parameter in a location family (for which fe(z) = f ( z  — 9)), the idea of 
maximum likelihood estimation was generalised in Huber (1964) by allowing a larger class 
of functions in the definition (1.5.1). The resulting estimator is called an M-estimator, 
and is defined by
n
9 = arg min />( Zt- — 9), (1.5.2)
6 * = i
where p denotes a ‘distance-like’ function. The interest in a generalisation of maximum 
likelihood estimation was motivated by a desire to bound the influence of extreme or 
outlying observations, while at the same time maintaining acceptable efficiency when 
outliers are not present.
Often, the function p is differentiable and 9 is then a root of the equation
n
2 > ( Z i - f l )  =  0, (1.5.3)
« =  1
where ip(z) = p'(z). If p(z) = z2, for example, solution of (1.5.3) leads to 9 = Z, the 
sample mean. As well as the mean, there are many other useful M-estimators which can 
be determined by choosing ip in (1.5.3) (see pl03ff of Hampel (1986)). In cases more 
complex than the mean, (1.5.3) must be solved numerically. Numerical methods for 
solving equations often rely on the existence of the derivative, and, similarly, theoretical 
properties of the estimator are also often derived under the assumption that ip has a 
derivative.
The median is an M -estimator with p(z) =  \z\. The function ip as in (1.5.3) exists 
for the median, namely, ip(z) =  sign(^), and the median is a root of (1.5.3), which 
can be found explicitly. However, because of the non-differentiability of this ip, 
theoretical properties of the median are more difficult to obtain.
There are many natural generalisations of these ideas to the estimation of parame­
ters in more general models. We shall be concerned in particular with nonparametric 
regression problems in which one wants to estimate locally the location of the dependent 
variable. To estimate the regression function at the point x by local averaging, one av­
erages the values of the dependent variable corresponding to design points in a suitably 
chosen neighbourhood of x. The influence of outliers on the mean is not bounded, so this 
procedure can lead to poor estimates if there is outlier contamination. It is this observa­
tion that leads to the idea of replacing the local average by a local location M-estimator 
which is more resistant to outliers. This approach was analysed by Härdle and Gasser 
(1984). In Chapter 4, we extend their results, which were derived under the assumption 
that the function corresponding to ip in (1.5.3) was differentiable, to include the case of 
the local median, for which the corresponding function ip is not differentiable.
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Chapter 2
Partial Fourier Inversion
2.1 Introduction
Most theoretical analyses of indirect images are confined to discrete observation points. 
This clearly reflects the practical set-up: data are recorded at discrete points in time or 
space. For the latter, lattices based on squares or rectangles are mostly employed, but 
some imaging devices such as texture analysers (see Serra (1982)) also use triangular and 
hexagonal lattices.
For a theoretical study of images, however, the discrete nature of the recorded 
data corresponds to modelling the sampling distribution, i.e. the point spread 
function, by a discrete distribution. This imposes severe limitations on the class 
of distributions tha t can be treated (see Hall (1990)), and excludes interesting and 
realistic distributions,such as those treated below.
For this reason, the analysis presented here is based on continuously defined obser­
vations. This situation may be regarded as the limiting case of discretely observed data 
when the pixel size or the separation between observation points tends to zero. Typically 
we shall assume that X  is observed at points in a convex subset 1Z of JRd. This will allow 
us to treat a large class of problems simultaneously, including the out-of-focus blur and 
the motion blur of Hall (1990).
In the models discussed in this chapter, we shall always assume that the point spread 
function is known. This corresponds to knowing (or measuring) the effect of the imaging 
apparatus, and is common practice in many applications in engineering.
All our observations are of the form
X  = H * T  + N , (2.1.1)
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where ★  denotes convolution, T  denotes the true image, H the known point spread func­
tion and N  denotes random noise. We examine the method of partial Fourier inversion
and show that it provides an optimal method for image enhancement for a widp rancro 
of images and point spread functions. Fourier inversion techniques and, in
particular, the Wiener filter are regarded as standard tools in the engineering 
sciences. We concentrate on deterministic images, while the W iener filter approach 
assumes the images to be weakly stationary random fields. For this reason the 
W iener filter does not apply to the situation considered here.
In Hall (1987a, 1987b) motion blur and out-of-focus blur were applied to piece-
wise constant images or test-patterns and the performance of restoration methods was 
considered from the viewpoint of consistency. Somewhat later, in Hall (1990), the same 
point spread functions were used to degrade images which may be regarded as discreti­
sations of continuously differentiable functions, and precise upper and lower bounds for 
the mean square error were calculated. The results presented here extend those of Hall 
(1990) in several important aspects:
• By considering continuously defined image models a wide range of realistic point 
spread functions can be treated in a systematic way.
• Dependent noise models are developed which replace the assumption of white noise 
treated in Hall (1990). Although much simpler to deal with, the white noise model
is les*3 general.
An abridged version of the results described here is given in Hall and Koch (1990).
In the next section we describe the class of images and point spread functions that 
will be considered. Section 2.3 is concerned with models for correlated noise, and consid­
ers moving average noise, which may be taken as a concrete example of the kind of noise 
we are dealing with. In Section 2.4 we describe our results, in particular our main result, 
Theorem 2.6, which shows that under suitable regularity conditions, partial Fourier in­
version is an optimal reconstruction method in a mean square sense. Section 2.5 contains 
some simple examples which demonstrate the scope of our theorem. Furthermore, we 
look at some applications which give specific rates of convergence for the partial Fourier 
inversion estimator. Proofs of the results of Sections 2.4 and 2.5 appear in Section 2.6.
2.2 M odels for Images and Im age D egradation
In this section we give a description of classes of images and blur which will form the 
framework for Theorem 2.6. We shall also consider specific examples of images and blur 
functions. These will lead to specific rates of convergence as well as demonstrate the 
necessity of the assumptions in Theorem 2.6.
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2.2 .1  Im age M odels
We assume that the true images T are real-valued functions, defined on Rd (d 6 N, 
d > 1), which are absolutely integrable. These properties of T we summarise by writing 
T 6 Ll (Rd,fV). The integrability of T guarantees the existence of a continuous and 
bounded Fourier transform r  of T. In fact, it is convenient to describe classes of images 
in terms of their Fourier transforms in the following way.
. (j e t c j 0 )  =
For tq 6 Z/(R , R+), To symmetnc^define the image class C(tq) by
C(t0) = { T €  L \ K d, R) : |r(0)| < r0 V0 € Rd} (2.2.1)
and call To the envelope of the class of images C(to). Thus To is an envelope if To G 
L l (Rd, R+), To is symmetric and To defines a class of images in Ll (Rd, R). Let To denote 
the inverse Fourier transform of r0. If To £ X1(Rd, R), then To G C(t0).
In this chapter, To will always denote an envelope of a class of images. From 
(2.2.1) it follows tha t the class of images C(t0) is completely characterised by 
properties of r 0. Of particular interest here will be those envelopes t0 of polynomial 
decay and of exponential decay, described next. Locally, images of this type may be 
regarded as approximations to realistic images such as extended brightness sources 
in astronomical imaging.
A. Images with poly normally decreasing Fourier transform s. Assume that 
there exist A > 0, a > 0 such that
to(0) = A(1 + 11011)-° for € Rd. (2.2.2)
Equation (2.2.2) implies that supö{ro(0)||0||“} < oo. If furthermore M kro € Lx(Rd), for 
k < a, where ( M kro)(d) = 0kTQ(0), then
C(r0) ={ T  ei '(R d,R) : |r(0)| < A(1 + ||0 ||) -  V0 6 Rd>
corresponds to the set of true images which are a times continuously differentiable, that 
is, C(t0) C Ca(Rd) (see p.26 theoreme of Vo-Khac Khoan (1972)). Here the parameter 
a indicates the smoothness class of the images. The higher the value of a, the smoother 
the images are. Images of this kind are used in Examples 1 and 3 of Subsection 2.5.1.
B. Images with exponentially decreasing Fourier transforms. For constants 
A > 0, a > 0, define t0 by
to(0) = Aexp(—a||0||jj) for 0 € Rd, p > 1. (2.2.3)
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This type of image is used in Examples 2 and 4 of Subsection 2.5.1. Of special interest 
are the cases p = 1,2, which we now consider.
If p = 2, then ro(0) = A [ ] t i  exp(—a | 1 2), and To = /T T (r0) is given by
T0(x) = A exp(-||x ||2/4a) for x G Rd. (2.2.4)
The class C(tq) then is a subset of R), the class of infinitely often differentiable
functions from to R:
C(r0) = {T G C°°(R^R) : |T(x)| < A exp(-||x ||2/4a) Vx G Rd}.
If p = 1, then To = IFT(r0) is given by
d
To(x) = A JJ{2a/(x2 + a2)} for x G Rd, (2.2.5)
t=i
and C(to) corresponds to the set of images which are proportional to products of Cauchy 
distributions (see also paragraph A of Subsection 2.2.2 below).
We could easily treat more general classes of images than those given in paragraphs 
A and B above, such as combinations of (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) or images with envelopes 
ro of the form to(6) = A(l  + ||0||)-O{1 + max(0,log ||0||)}~6, A, a ,b > 0. For reasons of 
clarity and simplicity, the examples given in later sections will concentrate on images of 
the classes described above .
2.2 .2  M odels for th e  B lur
In our model, the true image cannot be observed directly, but is degraded in a linear and 
systematic way by a deterministic function. This function is assumed to be known and 
will be denoted by H throughout this chapter. It is called the blur or the point spread 
function; its Fourier transform \  is called the Fourier kernel.
We assume that
H : Rd —► R is symmetric, and J  H(x) dx = 1.
The assumption f  H = 1 allows us to regard H as a density, and its Fourier transform 
X as a characteristic function, as will be convenient in paragraph A below.
The blurred image, denoted by B , is of the form
B = H * T .
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This image would be observed in the absence of random noise.
A. Point spread functions with thin tails. We are interested in point spread 
functions H which are concentrated near the origin, that is, point spread functions with 
compact support or with “thin” tails .
Polynomially decreasing kernels: For a > 0, define \  by
xW  = c( 1 + ||0||)"a for 9 £ Rd, (2.2.6)
where c > 0 is chosen such that x € Ll (Rd) and f  H(x)dx  = 1 . If M °x 6 L l {Rd), where 
( Max)(0) = 0ax{0) f°r 0 € then H is an a times continuously differentiable function. 
(See also paragraph A of Subsection 2.2.1 and Examples 1 and 4 in Subsection 2.5.1.)
Exponentially decreasing kernels: For c > 0, a > 0 define x by
X(0) = exp(-c||0||a ) for 9 £ Rd. (2.2.7)
Fourier kernels of this kind are also used in Examples 2 and 3 in Subsection 2.5.1.
amd d -2 ..
Of particular practical interest is the case a  = I\ Fourier kernels of this kind appear, 
for example, in remote sensing problems. For a = 1 the blur function H becomes
H(x)  occ[}jx||~ ■+ c*~] for oc e (2.2.8)
which may be interpreted as the filter corresponding to downward continuation by dis­
tance c in the magnetic field equation (see Koch and Tarlowski (1987)).
Characteristic functions of stable distributions: For 0 < a < 2, c > 0, define
X by:
d
X(9) = e x p ( - c ^  |0j|°) for 9 £ Rd. (2.2.9)
t= i
The corresponding point spread function H is given by
H(x) = {2Tr)~d I exp(-c |0j|a ) exip(-i9jXj) d9j for x £ Rd. (2.2.10)
j=i
By Theorem 2.2.2, p43, of Ibragimov and Linnik (1971), it follows that x is the 
d-dimensional product of characteristic functions of a stable distribution. Such distribu­
tions are of interest in their own right, as they are, under weak assumptions, the only 
possible limiting distributions of normal sums of stationary dependent variables.
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The point spread function H given in (2.2.10) is a symmetric function which has 
derivatives of all orders for x E Rd. Expressions for H for a = 1 and a = 2 were given 
in (2.2.5) and (2.2.4) respectively. For a = 2, the Fourier kernel x(#) = exp(—c||0||2) is 
also a special case of (2.2.7). A further description of the densities of stable distributions 
for a  /  1, a ^  2 can be found in Ibragimov and Linnik (1971), Theorem 2.3.1, p48.
B. Point spread functions with compact support. We describe two kinds of point 
spread functions here: products and convolution products of functions with compact 
support.
Products: For v E N, v > 1, define Hu on Rd by:
H (x) = I CiMn?=i{cos(7r:rt/2 )}1' - 1 if x , E [ - l , + l ]
o if x, e R \ [ - i , + i ],
(2.2.11)
where Ci(v) = {cos(7rx/2)}l/ 1 dx , so f  H = 1
For v = d = 1, Hi is just motion blur. As v increases, Hu becomes smoother near 1, 
and more concentrated near 0, becoming the d-dimensional Dirac delta-function in the 
limit.
The Fourier kernel \u  on Rd is given by
x ,W  = {2> - v - Ir(t/)}dc,(</)
X n sin (9 , -  ^ * ) r (  J { r (I + . (2.2.12)
This follows from Lemma 2.6.2, which is proved in Subsection 2.6.4. This lemma also 
gives the zeroes of \ u  for the case d = 1 , which occur at 0 = ±(v  —  1)t /2 + t i t , n > 
1. Since \u  is the d-dimensional product of the one-dimensional version, \u  = 0 on 
hyperplanes N„ given by
Afv = {0 = (0,) : 0, = ±(v  — 1)tt/ 2 -f tit, n > 1 for some i =  1 , . . . , d}
Furthermore, as
ix,wi x  n 
:=1
sin(0, — (i +  M ) "»
thus Xu decreases as ||0|| increases, as well as containing zeroes.
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Convolution products: Let II denote the rectangular function in Rd defined by
nix)=i 2~i * e [ - 1.+i]-
1 0 a; € Rd \  [ - l , + l ] d.
For v 6 N, v > 1, let Hu denote the //-fold convolution product of II:
Hu(x) = ci(u) n(x), (2.2.13)
where C\(u) is chosen so that f  Hv = 1.
As in the case of (2.2.8), for v = d = 1, H\ is motion blur, and for v — 2, Hv is the 
product of triangles with support [—2,2]. As v increases, Hu becomes smoother, and its 
support increases.
If IIi denotes the rectangular function on [—1,1] of height 1/2, whose Fourier trans­
form is 9~l sin#, then II(x) = nf=i IIi(xt), and thus the Fourier kernel \u  of Hv becomes
^ ) = ' > M n ( n x ) =ciWn ( x ) ^  $€*d- (2-2-14)
As in the previous example, \v  = 0 °n hyperplanes Af  where
Af = {0 = ( =  nir, n € 2Z for some i = 1
and, asymptotically, \ u decreases polynomially:
d
Xu{0) ~  +  \ei\)~l/ a s  \W\ ° ° -
t'=l
2.3 M odels for Correlated Noise
The random degradation in the observations is modelled by an additive random field 
N  : Rd —► R. As we are deviating from the white noise model, it will be convenient to 
characterise properties of the noise process N  in terms of the autocovariance function 
7 W of N  defined by
7n (x , v) = E [{7V(x) -  EN( x ) } { N( y ) ~  EJV(y)}] fo r^ t/G R '* . (2.3.1)
The process N  is (second order) stationary if its autocorrelation function 7 ^  satisfies
1n (x , v) = 1n {x + z ,y  + z) for x , y , z  € Rd. (2.3.2)
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If satisfies (2.3.2), it can easily be seen that 7^ depends only on the difference x — y, 
and may therefore be regarded as a function 7^ : Rd —>► R, as is done from now on.
Condition (2.3.2) is sometimes called weak stationarity or covariance stationarity. As 
a consequence of (2.3.2), 7jv is symmetric, 7jv(0) > 0, and 7^ attains its maximum at 
x = 0. (For further properties of 7# see pi Iff of Brockwell and Davis (1987).)
Assume that the random field N  : Rd —► R satisfies
N l EN  = 0, EN 2 = 1;
N2 N  is (second order) stationary; 
N3 1N 6 i 1(R‘i).
The last property of N  guarantees the existence of the Fourier transform fw  of 7#, called 
the spectral density, which is defined by
f N(0) = j  d 7w(i)e i<I 'e> dx for 0 € R^. (2.3.3)
The bounds on the mean square error discussed in the next section depend on the 
noise solely via its spectral density.
For the remainder of this chapter, N  will always denote a second order stationary 
random field, satisfying N l—N3.
Let 7n  = {7tv,* : t > 0} denote a family of autocovariance functions for N . The value 
of t governs the amount of dependence or the range of dependence of the noise process 
N:  we assume that the dependence between N(x)  and N(y)  decreases as t decreases.
As an illustration, let 7^ denote the autocovariance function of N  and define the 
family {7N,t] by:
W ( I )  =  W(X), I  for x € RJ , t >  0.7N,t(x ) = 7n (< *x ) J
As t —* 0, 7w,* tends to zero more quickly. It follows that the correlation between N (x ) 
and N(y)  diminishes more rapidly too.
A family of autocovariance functions { 7 gives rise to a corresponding family of 
spectral densities {fN,t} yia the Fourier transform relationship (2.3.3). If jN,t is defined 
by (2.3.4), then /)v,t satisfies:
/ am(0)
f N , t W
/ n (0) }
tdf N{to) J for 9 £ t > 0. (2.3.5)
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We are now in a position to state further properties of the noise process that will be 
required in Theorem 2.6. Let /y v  = { / at,*} denote a family of spectral densities of N  such 
that
N4 |/yv,*(0)| < c\td for 9 £ Rd;
N5 inf||0||<C2t-i fN,t(0) ^  c3^ for 9 € Rd;
for constants C2, C3 > 0, where C2 may depend on C3.
It is easy to check that the family {/yv,*} given by (2.3.5) satisfies N5, if /yv is bounded 
away from zero in a neighourhood of 9 = 0, since
inf
l l « l l < C 2 * - 1
fN,t(<>) = inf tdfiv(t9).
Note that /yv is bounded, being the Fourier transform of 7yv, and thus N4 holds.
For the remainder of this section we look at a specific example of a correlated noise 
process which satisfies N I—N5.
Let W  denote a d-dimensional Wiener process or Brownian sheet, that is, a Gaussian 
process defined on R+ with mean zero and covariance structure
d
E{W(*)W(#)> = XI(x; A »■•). (2.3.6)
t = l
where u A v = min(u,u). For more details on Wiener processes see Adler (1981).
For / > 0, put Ai = [0,/]*, and define N  : Rd —► R by
N(x)  = J ^ d b(u) dW (x — u), (2.3.7)
where b(x) = / d!2 if x £ A/ and 6(x) = 0 otherwise, and IF is a Wiener process as in 
(2.3.6).
Proposition 2.1 Assume that N satisfies (2.3.7). Then N  is an MA(l)-process with 
spectral density /yv given by
d
f N(0) = ld I J  sin2(/0t/2)/(/0 t/2)2 for 6 £ Rd (2.3.8)
t = i
which satisfies N I—N5.
Proof o f Proposition 2.1
Since N  satisfies (2.3.7), N  is given by a generalised Stieltjes integral in the 
sense of Doob (1953). It follows from Theorem 2.1 and Sections 2 to 4 of Chapter
( 28
IX of Doob th a t N  is a random process such tha t EN  =  0. By Section 8 Chapter 
XI of Doob, N  may be regarded as a moving average process, and is therefore 
stationary. A change of variable now allows us to rewrite N  in the following form:
N(x)  = l X b{x -  u) dW{u), (2.3.9)
Jx-lj
where j = (1 ,1 ,. . . ,  1)T G E d. Now, for x, r  G Rd, ^  (t)5* E iNte+'ONUXj is giue*
rx-\-T rx
E{N(x + t )N( x )} = / b(x + t -  u)b(x -  v)E{dW(u)dW(v)}
J x + T - l j  J x - l j  
rx+T rx
= / b(x + r — u)b(x — v)6(u — v) dudv.
Jx+T — lj Jx  — lj
Here 6 denotes the Dirac delta-function in d dimensions, and
6(u — v)dudv = E {dW (u)dW (v)},
which follows from (2.3.6). Next observe that f  f  6(u — v) dudv = f  dv, and thus
E{iV(x + t )N(x)} = j  b(x + r — v)b(x — v) dv
J x - i j
= / b(v — r)b(v) dv
Ja,
I  l~d n t l ( ' - N )  for r e  A,
I 0 for Ai.
This shows that N  is second order stationary. Thus we may write
7n (t ) = E{N(x + r )N(x)}  = / d £[(/ -  M)!^ (2.3.10)
where Xa , denotes the indicator function of A/. If r  = 0, 7n (0) = 1 by (2.3.10), showing 
that N  has unit variance for each x G Rd. Clearly, 7at G X1(R<i).
Since N  is stationary and IT is a Gaussian process, (2.3.7) defines a d-dimensional 
MA(/)-process.
It remains to show (2.3.8), N4 and N5. Here we use the fact that f u ,  the spectral 
density, can be written as the d-fold product of one-dimensional Fourier transforms. For 
9 G Rd,
/ N{9) = JRd~tN(x)e'(x'6) dx (by (2.3.3)) 
r d
— Z / TT(Z— |xt |)exp(iExtA ) dx 
J a ‘ i i
= l - d f[{sin(Wx/2)/(9t/ 2 ) r
i= 1 
d
= /<fn {sin (^72 )/(W ,/2 )}2. (2.3.11)
t =  l
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InSevT -£.*10 p  Iv-
Tq(x ) =  (27r)-d [  r (ö )e - i(l',’> d$
Jo
k6 {x) =  (2ir)-d d6. (2.4.3)
The limit (2.4.2) exists under the assumptions tha t N  has continuous sample paths 
and th a t x - 12© £ T1(Rd). To see this, note that
T*{x)  =  (2*)~J f  f ( H  * T )(y )IK(!/)x(Ö )-1I e ( ö ) e - (' '- I '4> dyd6 
Jo JR
+ (2x ) - d /  f  N(y)x(e)~1e - ^ - x'e> dydß
Jo Jn
For the deterministic part of Tr , the integrand is dominated by
Sl(y>Ö) = |(H*T)(y)x (ö)-1I 0 (e)|,
and gi G L1(Rd x Rd) by Problem 1, pl06 of Dudley (1989). The Dominated 
Convergence Theorem therefore applies to yield
- • hr- V
lim f  IDj( Ä * T ) ( y ) I Ä(y)X(Ö)-lI e (ö )e-i<’' - ^  dydO 
tctR Jo JR
= & * ) - * [  I . l imfK*T)(y)IK(y)x(ö)-1X0 (Ö)e-<!' - ^
Jo JR ^TlR
=  ( 2 i ) - d /  r(e )e ’<1>9> dfl =  T0 (x). (2.4.4)
Jo
Let ranft denote the random part of Tr . It follows tha t
ranTj(x) =  /  N(y)ke (x -  y) dy 
Jn
(2.4.4)
by (2.4.3) and the fact tha t 7Z is bounded and N has continuous sample paths. 
Equation (2.4.4) defines a mean zero, finite variance random  varible which has 
continuous and bounded sample paths. The variance of ran-^ is given by
var ran^(x ) =  /  E { N( x  — u)N(x — v)}ke(u)ko(v)  dudv
Jnxn
=  / 7n {u — v)kQ(u)kQ(v) dudv.
J-R-xn
As n  t  Rd,
j r 7n {u — v)kQ(u) du —> J^d 7iv(u — v)fc©(u) du =  (7^  ★  &©)(v)
by Theorem 7.14 of Rudin (1970). Since 7w ★  &© G L1(Rd), Proposition 5.1.13 of 
Butzer and Nessel (1971) yields tha t
var ranft(x) —* / d ^7n (u — v)ko(u)ko(v)  dudv
JR x R
This shows th a t lim ^ p d  var ran -^ z ) exists.
< 00.
Next let JZn denote a nested sequence of bounded increasing subsets of Rd. The 
corresponding sequence of random  variables ran ^n(x) forms a Cauchy sequence 
w ith respect to mean square, so ran # n(x) G L2(dP),  where P denotes the proba­
bility measure corresponding to the expectation E. But L2[dP)  is complete, and 
therefore the mean square limit ran(x) belongs to L2(dP).  Together with (2.4.3a) 
this shows tha t T (x) exists, and we may therefore write
T(x) =  T©(x) +  lim [  N(y )ke (x — y) dy, (2.7.6)
ätR“1 Jn
3  o ^
Putting fu{9)  = {Jn ,i(0)} it follows from (2.3.11) that N4 and N5 are satisfied for t = /, 
Ci = 1, C2 = 7T and C3 = (2/7r)2d. □
2.4 M ain Results
2.4.1 Bounds for the Mean Square Error
For observations X  = H * T  + IV, we now look at the performance of estimators T  of 
T, measured by the mean square error of T. Of special interest is the partial Fourier 
inversion estimator T  of T  (see (1.3.11)).
b o u n d e d  ,
We assume that the data X  are recorded in a^region 7Z C R . Let £7z denote the 
Fourier transform of the recorded data, that is,
= /  X(x)e i^ ' t) dx for 8 € (2.4.1)
Jn
and put
f n ( x )  = j  {?K(#)/x(«)}e-i(l’S> dO for x e Rd,
where 0  denotes a symmetric smoothing set for x, such as the set 0$ defined in (1.3.12). 
The partial Fourier inversion estimator T  of T  is then given by
f  (x) = Um f n (x) = (2x)-d lim /  d8, (2.4.2)
RtRd KiRd Je
where the limit is taken in the mean square sense. Put in s e r t  p iö c i he>t 
For T  £ C(tq), N  a process with mean zero and unit variance,
MSE(x) = E{T(x) -  T(x)}2 for x 6 Rd (2.4.3)
is the (pointwise) mean square error of T  (see also (1.4.2)). We first derive some expres­
sions for the bias, B(x), and the variance V(x), of T(x).
Fourier transformation interchanges convolution product and pointwi«^ produGt-(-see- 
(1.3.8)), and the estimator T  of (2.4.2) thus becomes
f  (x) = (2tt) d lim f  ([{x(0M0)}ft + dO
v i  RdJe
r ^ ) - d lim /  ^ (^ )x (^ ) " 1e"‘<x’0> dO 
rcrRd de
-Tq (x ) I lim f  N(y)k0(x -  y) d y (2.4.4) 
vrRdJn
72|Rd
= (27T)-d /  Tid}" - '^
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Using arguments similar to those given in the derivation of T(x) ,  
the bias of T(x)  now becomes
B(x) = E{T(x)} — T(x)
= Tq(x) -f- lim E{ f  N(y)ke(x -  y) dy} -  T(x)  
niRd Jn
= -TRd\e(x)
= ~(2T)~d /  r(6»)e-,<x^  dO,J  Rd\ 0
since N  is a mean zero process, and
lim E /  N(y)ke(x -  y) dy = E lim /  N(y)k@(x -  y) dy. 
£TRd Jn «tR dJn72| °
For the variance V(z) of T(x)  one obtains 
V(x) =  var f  ( i )
var { lim f n ( x ) }  
niRd
=  E lim { f  N(y)ke(x -  y) dy}2 
i]Rd Jn
lim E{ [  N(y)ke (x -  y) dy}2, 
?tRd Jn
n \ a
n]
from (2.4.2) and (2.4.6). For x 6 Rd, the mean square error therefore is
(2.4.6)
(2.4.7)
MSE(x) = (2t ) 2 d \  j  . r(6)e ‘<x,ö> dfll -f lim E ( /  N(y)k&(x -  y) dy \  .
[ J R  \ ©  J  7 ^ T R d  W *  J
(2.4.8)
For the convenience of the reader, we summarise our assumptions on images, blur 
and noise before stating the results.
A1 The envelope r0 of the class of images C(r0),
C(r0) = { T 6  L \ R d,R) : |r(0)| < ro(0) V0 € R*}, 
is in L l(Rd,R+) and is symmetric.
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A 2 The point spread function i f  is a  symmetric real-valued function defined on 
R d with J H(x)dx  = 1. The Fourier transform of H  is x , and for smoothing 
sets 0  C Rd x - 1^ 0>^0 € T1(Rd).
A3 Either the image T  E L2(Rd) for T  E C(tq), or the point spread function H E L2{Rd).
A 4 The noise AT is a mean zero, unit variance, (second order) stationary random 
process with continuous sample paths, a family of autocovariance functions 
*yN — {7^ 4} such tha t 7J7 1' E and a family of spectral densities
I n  = { f N,t} C  L ' ( R d).
A 5 The family / at = {/at,*} satisfies
and
~  ci <d f°r 0 € Rd,c i > 0
inf
ll l^l<C2t-1 fN,t(0) > c^ d (c2,c3 > 0).
Note that A4 and A5 incorporate N 1-N 5 given earlier.
Proposition 2.2 Assume that Tq , H and N  satisfy A l ,  A2 and A4. Then
sup sup E{T (x) -  T(x)}2 < (27r)"d 
TeC(r0) xGRd
+ /  x(0)-2f N(0)d6 .
Jg
The proof of this proposition is given in Subsection 2.6.1. The upper bound for the
* 9 ^pressed na o-? -Wie pamwiekv-
mean square error MSE(x) = E{T(x) — T (x)}2 can be sharpened^ if one also assumes
that //v = { /at,*} satisfies A5.
Corollary 2.3 If  To, H, N  satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 2.2. and {/jv,f} sat­
isfies A5, then there exists a constant c4 > 0 such that for t > 0,
sup sup E{T(x) -  T(x)}2 < c4
T€C(To)x€Rd
ro(0) dd
Note that 0 < V(x) < (2tt) d fQ \(0) 2fN(0)d0 by (2.4.7) and the proof of Proposi­
tion 2.2. The upper bound assumption A5 for / at, namely
l/jv,*(0)| < c i t d ,
implies now that for t > 0, and V = V*,
V(z) = |V(x)| < ( 2 * ) ~ d f  x(»r 2\fN,m \ d e  <  c 4 t d f  x ( 0 ) ' - 2 d e
J @ J  0
for some constant c4 depending on c\ . □
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To obtain a lower bound for the mean square error, we consider arbitrary estimators 
T  and regard the estimation problem as one of discriminating between pairs of images 
T\ and T2.
For x, / n , t0, take T\, T2 € C(r0), and define
Tm = max{7i,T2}, t m  -  FT(TM); (2.4.9)
a1 = (27r)“d f  dTM(0)2x W 2f N(0 )-1 dß. (2.4.10)
J  W\
Using this notation, one obtains the following estimate for the lower bound.
Proposition 2.4 Assume that To, H , N  satisfy A 1-A 4, and that N  is Gaussian. I f  a2 
is given by (2.\.10) and Ti ,T2 6 C(r0), then for any estimator T
max sup ET{ f ( i )  -  T(x)}2 > P <t/2}Tm (0)2/8,
where Z denotes a standard normal random variable, and E j denotes expectation given 
that the true image is T.
The proof of Proposition 2.4 is given in Subsection 2.6.2.
In Proposition 2.4
and Corollary 2.5 below the lower bound is given in terms of Tm  at x = 0. A 
similar result could be proved for arbitrary  x. We have chosen x = 0, since
rM(o) = (2x)-J f  rM(fl) de
which is the object of interest when constructing bounds in Theorem 2.6.
as i-?>o
Corollary 2.5 I f  a2 < c^and the assumptions of Propositions 2.4 hold, then there exists 
a constant Ce > 0 such that
max sup Er { f  (x) -  X(x)}2 > 0)2.
T=Tl’T2xeR''
2.4.2 Optimality of the Partial Fourier Inversion Estimator
In Theorem 2.6 below we show that under suitable regularity conditions the method of 
partial Fourier inversion restores blurred and noisy images optimally. Here optimality 
is interpreted in a mean square error minimax sense (for details see Hall (1989)) and 
may be regarded as the continuous analogue of (1.4.4). Instead of the sample size n, we 
express the rate of convergence here as a function of the noise parametrisation t as t —► 0
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(or equivalently as a function of s = t~l as s —► oo). For estimators f  of T  € C(ro), 
p : R+ —► R+ is an optimal rate of convergence in a mean square error minimax sense if 
there exist constants Ci,C2 > 0 such that, as s —► oo,
1. supr€C(To) supxGRd E {f (x) -  T(x)}2 < cxp(s);
2. inf?  supT€C(To) supxGRd E { f (x) -  T(x)}2 > c2p(s);
where the infimum is taken over all possible choices of estimators for T. An estimator f  
of T  is called optimal in a mean square error minimax sense if it satisfies the first of the 
two conditions above.
Our theorem is given in two parts: the first part describes an upper bound to the 
mean square error of T, and the second part describes a lower bound to the smallest 
mean square error of T, where the minimum is taken over all possible choices of T. As 
we shall see in the examples given at the beginning of Section 2.5, upper and lower bound 
estimates are in fact of the same order, thereby showing that partial Fourier inversion 
provides an optimal restoration method in many cases of interest.
A summary of assumptions for 7o, H , and N  is given just before Proposition 2.2. 
In addition to these assumptions, we shall be considering smoothing sets Os and their 
complements COs, S > 0, of the form
0 { = {« € R' : r0(#)xW 2 > 6 }
C0S = Rd \  0s = {$ € Rd : to(8)x(0)2 < «} (2.4.11)
as the underlying sets for the partial Fourier inversion estimator T  = 7©Ä.
Theorem  2.6 Assume that To, H , N  satisfy A 1-A 5. Assume that for some a > 0 and 
a decreasing function k : R+ —► R, To satisfies
<5a_1 /  ro(0) dO x  k{6) as 6 -► 0, (2.4.12)
JCQs
where COs is given by (2.f. 11). Let k\ > 0. For T  = Tqs, Os as in (2.4-11), choose the 
smoothing parameter 6 = 6(t) such that
f  ro(0)2xW 2 dO =  (2.4.13) 
JCe,
Then there exists a constant > 0 such that for sufficiently small t > 0
sup sup E{T(x) -  T{x)}2 < k2{ f  r0(0) d6}2. (2.4.14)
rec(ro)x€Rd
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I f  the noise process N is also Gaussian, then there exists a constant k^ > 0 such that for 
sufficiently small t > 0
inf sup sup E { T ( x ) - T ( x ) }2 + { /  ro(0) dO}2 > ks{ f  to(0) dd}2. (2.4.15)
f  r€C(To)r€Rd •'11*11 >c2t~' JCe6
The proof of this theorem is given in Subsection 2.6.3.
2 .4 .3  D iscu ssion  of R esults
Optim ality of Tq6. Observe that the upper and lower bounds are not directly compa­
rable, as the lower bound (2.4.15) contains the extra term {J||0||>C2<-i T°{0)d0}2. However, 
in most cases of interest, and in particular in Examples 1-3 of Section 2.5, it turns out 
that
/  To(0) d9 = o ( [  TO(0) do\  . (2.4.16)
« / | |0 | |> C 2 t  — 1 \JC.Qg )
This implies that Tqs is, in fact, optimal in a minimax sense.
Explicit expressions for 0$ and the rate of convergence. If (2.4.16) holds, the 
estimates (2.4.14) and (2.4.15) show us how to construct the optimal smoothing set 0$ 
for a class of images C(ro). They furthermore give us the optimal rate of convergence, 
again uniformly over C(tq), namely To(0)d0}2. In the next section, we calculate
this rate explicitly for particular examples.
Rate o f decrease of r0 and x* Condition (2.4.12) describes a relationship between 
the image envelope r0 and the Fourier kernel x of the blur. It holds if ro and x decrease 
at about the same rate in their respective tails. In Example 4 below, r0 decreases much 
more quickly than x- A consequence of this is that (2.4.12) fails to hold. In the proof 
of Theorem 2.6, (2.4.12) is used to show that V, the variance, and B, the bias, satisfy 
V = 0 ( B 2). As we shall see in Example 4, B2 = o(V), and the rate of convergence of 
mean square error cannot therefore be given by B2.
Dependence o f 0$ on t. For a fixed envelope r0 and blur function H,  condition 
(2.4.13) tells us how the smoothing set 0 $ varies with the correlation parameter t of the 
noise process. As t decreases, the smoothing parameter S = 6(t) decreases, and thus 
the optimal smoothing set 0 $ becomes larger with decreasing correlation in the noise 
process.
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2.5 A pplications
Theorem 2.6 tells us that the optimal rate of convergence of mean square error is 
{ Jcqs to(9) d9}2 for a large class of images and blur functions. In this section we look at 
some specific image envelopes tq and blur functions H and exhibit the rate of convergence 
as a function of the noise parameter t.
We first consider some simple examples in which the blur ha5 a rapidly (that is, 
polynomially or exponentially) decreasing Fourier kernel \  (see paragraph A of Subsec­
tion 2.2.2). For these examples we calculate the optimal rate as a function of t. For 
blur functions with compact support (see paragraph B of Subsection 2.2.2) we also give 
a precise description of the optimal smoothing set 0$ which excludes suitably chosen 
neighbourhoods of points for which \  is zero.
2.5.1 R apid ly  D ecreasing Fourier K ernels
For smoothing sets 0$ of the form (2.4.11),
In fact, the right hand side of (2.5.2) represents an estimate of the absolute value of the 
bias term B(x) (see Proposition 2.2). We are justified in using this simplification, since 
we are only interested in the rate of convergence r of the mean square error, and not in 
the bias term per se. Provided the assumptions of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied, the rate of 
convergence r of the mean square error is then regarded as a function of t and calculated
The examples given below follow the pattern outlined here. For 0$ and Bs given 
by (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) respectively, we show that the assumptions in Theorem 2.6 are 
satisfied and then calculate the rate of convergence as described in the conclusions of the 
theorem, that is, we
1. show that there exist a  > 0 and k : R+ —► R, decreasing, such that
05 = {0 € Rd : r0(9)X(9)2 > 6}, 6 > 0 (2.5.1)
and their complements C0 5  = Rd \  0 5 , put
(2.5.2)
by r{t) = r(B28{t)).
6a l Bs x  k(6) as 6 —► 0; (2.5.3)
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2. choose 6 = <$(£) > 0 which satisfies
L  TO(d)2x(0)2 dd = kxtd; 
K q6
(2.5.4)
3. calculate the rate of convergence r of mean square error as a function of t
r(t) = (2.5.5)
For notational simplicity we shall sometimes omit the normalising factor in x  in the 
examples given below.
Example 1. Let d > 1, r0(9) = A(1 + ||0||)“a, x W  = (1 + ||0||)_b, where A > 0, a > d, 
b > \d.  Note that a > d guarantees that r0 £ Ll{Rd) and b > d/2 that x  € L2(Rd)—see 
also assumption A3 in the paragraph preceding Proposition 2.2.
Now for <5 > 0,
0s = { »  : 1 + ||0|| < tf-1/<°+20})
and thus
Bs ~  const
Take 0 < a < (d -f 2b)/{a + 26), then k(s ) = 5-°+(*t+2i,)/(tt+2fc) satisfies (2.5.3). Equation
(2.5.4) leads to
/  (1 + ||0 ||)-2<a+i,> dO ~  c16(2(°+‘)-'i)/(a+26) =
JC&6
for ci, C2 > 0, and thus the rate of convergence of mean square error is
_  j.2d(a—d)/{2a+2b—d} (2.5.6)
Figure 2.1 shows the negative logarithm z of the convergence rate in the case of 
Example 1: z = /(a , 6) where /(a , b) = 2d(a — b)/{2(a + b) — d} and d — 1. Note that 
the rate of convergence increases with increasing 2 . This rate improves with smoother 
images and less smooth point spread functions.
Example 2. Let d > 1, ro(0) = A exp(-a ||0 ||i/), x(0) = exp(-6||0 ||I/), where A > 0, a, 
b > 0, v > d. For 6 > 0, the smoothing set 0$ is
0 5 = {0: | |# f  < (a + 26)-1log6~1}.
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Figure 2.1: Negative logarithm of convergence rate for Example 1.
To obtain an expression for Bs, consider
B$ x  /  e x p (-« ||* |n  dO.
JC@S
Put r = ||0|| = {E l^l2}1/2, and consider the change of variable to spherical polar co­
ordinates 9 = (0 i , . .  ^  (r, </>l , . • One gets
d6 = \J\drd<f>i. .  .d<f>d-1 ,
where the absolute value of the Jacobian |J| is proportional to the surface area of the 
d-dimensional sphere of radius r, that is, |J| oc rd~l .
Writing A for (a + 26)-1 log6_1, we obtain
Bs =  ci f  exp{—aru)rd~l dr
J rv > \
= C\ [  ( -a v )~ l r~^~l \ d~l d(exp(—aru))
Jrv> A
~  c2^ d O/" exp(—aA)
= C2 (logS~l )^ d~t/^ d6a^ a+2^ for some ci,C2  > 0.
For 0 < a < 2b/(a -f 26) and k(6) = (log6 1)(d 2i>/(a+2t)? one now has
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6a~1Bs x  k(<§). Furthermore
L  ro{ 0 ) \ { 6 f
J Ce«
dO ~  c3(log<5-1)(d- I/)/ I/<5(2o+26)/(a+26) = c4td
(c3, c4 > 0), which is calculated in a fashion similar to that for the bias term Bs. To 
estimate the rate r of mean square error, we use the fact that
r(t) oc t2d0 2,
to obtain the following rate
r(t) = (log t~l>)(d- ,')(a+‘2b)/l'(a+b)tda/(a+b). (2.5.7)
In the first two examples we considered envelopes To and Fourier kernels x with 
comparable rates of decrease in their tails. Next we consider two examples in which tq 
and x  have tails decreasing at different rates.
E xam ple 3. Let d > 1, tq{9) = A(1 -f ||0||)-a , x(^) = exp( —||0||6), where A > 0, a > d, 
b > 0. For 6 > 0, 0$ and B$ are given by
05 = { f l i P f c l o g * - 1}
Bs ~  const (log<5_1)(d_o)/6.
Let 0 < a  < 1 and put k(£) = (log<$_1)(d-a)/6<$a~1. Then Sa ~ 1Bs x  k(<$) as S —* 0. 
Methods similar to those used in deriving the bias term Bs in Example 2 above lead to
[  to(6)2x (0)2 dO x  f  (l +  ||0 ||) -2aexp(—2||0||6)</0
JCe6 ^ l|ö ||b> io g 5 - i
~  c^logtf-1)^ -6“2“^ 2 
=  c2td (c i,c2 > 0).
From this last equation one obtains the rate r of mean square error
r(t) = (lo g t-1)<J- b- 2a>'1’. (2.5.8)
Figure 2.2 shows the negative logarithm z of the convergence rate for Example 3.
E xam ple 4. Let d > 1 ,7o(0) = Aexp( — ||0||a), x W  = ( l  +  ||0 ||)-6> where A > 0, a > 0, 
6 > \d . As before, for S > 0 one obtains
0* = {0: HÖH“ < log« '1}
Bs ~  const (logtf-1) ^ - 0)/0«.
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Figure 2.2: Negative logarithm of convergence rate for Example 3.
However, in this case condition (2.5.3) fails: for every a > 0, 6a~l Bs does not tend to 
infinity as 6 —► 0.
Proceeding as in the previous examples, one may show that (2.5.4) leads to
(log <5—1 )(d— 2fe)/a^2 = const td.
A calculation of the variance V$, here taken to be Vs = td x{0)~2d0, gives
Vs ~  const td{\og6-l i 2b+d)la.
A comparison of Bj and now shows that
B] =  o(V5),
and thus the conclusion of Theorem 2.6 cannot apply.
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2.5 .2  Fourier K ernels w ith Zeroes
In the previous examples several important point spread functions including the normal, 
where x($) = exp( —1| |^|2), were considered. In other cases, the Fourier kernel may have 
zeroes for finite 9. The following example will show the complexity of the smoothing set 
under these circumstances as well as the dependence of the rate of convergence of mean 
square error on the smoothness class of the image envelope tq and the Fourier kernel x- 
The point spread functions and Fourier kernel considered are described in paragraph B 
of Subsection 2.2.3.
For simplicity let d = 1. Assume that r0 and H are given by
ro(0) = A( 1 + |#|)~a for 9 € R, A > 0, a > d = 1;
H(x)  = * ,(* )  = (  «* * e [ - i , + i ]
{ o for x £ [-1 ,+1],
where
C\(v) = [ /  {cos(xx/2)}t/ 1 dx
- l
(2.5.9)
(2.5.10)
The smoothing set 0  is constructed in the following way: for J  > 0, 0 < £j  <  1, 
j  € N, 1 < j  < J,  put
Ij = [(u -  1)tt/2 + ; tt -  €j,(is -  1)tt/2 + jir + ej] ;
0+ = [0,^1 \  U  I j ,
1 <j<J
0_ = { ^ R : - ^ 0 +};
0  = 0 + U0_ .  (2.5.11)
The optimal smoothing set will be of the form (2.5.11); however the choice of J  and €j 
will depend on the noise parameter £, v and the smoothness class a of r0 .
Define r : R+ —► R by
r(t) =
t 2 ( a - l ) / ( 2 a + 2 » - l )  jf 2l/ -  a + 2 > 0
<2/3 if 2v -  a + 2 < 0
f2/3(log r 1 )4/3 if 2v -  a + 2 = 0.
(2.5.12)
For the set-up just described, the theorem below is a special version of Theorem 2.6.
Theorem  2.7 Assume that tq and H are given by (2.5.9) and (2.5.10), respectively, 
and that N  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.6. ForT  = Tq , 0  as in (2.5.11), there
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exists a constant ki > 0 such that
sup sup E{T(x) -  T (x)}2 < k ir(t) (2.5.13)
T£C{t0) x g R
as t —► 0, where r(t) is given by (2.5.12).
If the noise process is also Gaussian, then there exists a constant &2 > 0 such that
inf sup sup E{T(x) — T (x)}2 > k2r(t) (2.5.14)
f  T€C(t0) x€R
as t —► 0.
Figure 2.3 shows the negative logarithm z of the convergence rate for the example of 
Theorem 2.7. As can be seen, the rate now varies with a and v in a much more complex 
way than the rates of the examples treated in the previous subsection.
Figure 2.3: Negative logarithm of convergence rate for the example of Theorem 2.7.
The proof of Theorem 2.7 is given in Subsection 2.6.4. In contrast with Theorem 2.6, 
we have not assumed here that
ba~l f  tq($)  dd x  k(5) as 6 —► 0,
JCq6
the condition which failed to hold in Example 4 above. As a consequence, we have to
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calculate rates for V and B separately for the three possible cases given in (2.5.12).
2 .6  P roofs
This section contains proofs of the propositions and theorems given in the previous two 
sections. For the convenience of the reader, the results are re-stated before proof.
2 .6 .1  P ro o f  o f P ro p o s itio n  2.2
P roposition  2.2 Assume that To, H and N satisfy A l, A2 and A4. Then
sup sup E{T(x) — T(x)}2 < (27r) d
Tec(r0)x6R<<
To(0)d0 > + /  x(0)d@
- 2 fN(0)dO
P ro o f of P roposition  2.2
Fix r0. For x £ let B(x) denote the bias of T  at x. From (2.4.6) it follows that 
for 0  C
|ß(x)|2 = j Rd^ T(e)e-‘W  def
< (2* r 2i{ L  V m d e } 2 <(,2*)-u { t  }2,dRd\Q dRd\@
since T  £ C(r0). The last expression is independent of x £ Rd and T  £ C(ro), and thus
sup sup \B(x)\2 < (2jk)~2c1{ f  To(6) dd}2. . (2.6.1)
T €C{t0) r €R “ d R  \0
To estimate the variance V(:r) of T(x), recall from (2.4.7) that 
V(x) = lim E{ f  N(y)k(x -  y) dy}2,
where k = k& is given by
k(x) = (27T)—^ /  x(0)-1e- ^x’^  dO (see (2.4.5)). 
dQ
Consider Vn(x)  = f n f n  E { N ( x  — u ) N ( x —v)}k(u)k(v)  dudv. Let f ( u , v )  denote 
the integrand in V*(®) and let g(u,v)  = \ f (u,v)\ .  By pl06 of Dudley (1989), 
/  £ L \ R  x IRd). Furthermore, /  is dominated (in modulus) by g. The la tter is a 
positive measurable function and therefore Fubini’s Theorem (see Theorem 4.4.5 
of Dudley (1989)) yields
^ f ^ i ^ v )  dudv =  Jn f KxK9 ( u , v ) d ( u x v x  P)
=  L  _ f  g(u,v)  dPd(u x v).
Observe that
[  g (u ,v ) c?P/Ze9|A:0(u)fc0(v)|EiVr2 < oo a.e. 
with respect to du x dv. This shows that f ( u , v ) E Ll (Rd x Rd X Q), and therefore
V-£ — / / 7jv(w — v)k(u)k(v) dudv (by A4)
Jn Jn
=  {2n)~d f  \  [  J N(0)k{U)k(v)e -t{u- v'd) dudvdd (by (2.3.3))
Jn Jn JR
=  (2ir)~d J Rd f N(0) J' (fc(u)e~i(u’e> J  k(v)ei{v'e) dvd$
-  (2* ) - d j Kj Nm x ( 8 ) - ' i e y  d0 
=  (2ir)-<i [  M e ) x ( 0 ) - 2 de.
J o
since A;(u)e- ^U’0^  du —» x(^)_1^T/ieto(^) as 7^  |  R .^ (See also the derivation of T  
in Section 2.4.)
Since V(x) = lim ^pd Vt^ (x), it follows that
V(x) = (2 w)-dj  f N(d)x { » r 2 de.
Jo
Thus V(x) is independent of x E Rd and T E C(tq). This implies that
sup sup V(x) = (2r) d / / at(#)xW  2 d0. (2.6.2)
r€C (7ö)x 6 R -  7©
The desired result now follows from (2.6.1) and (2.6.2). □
2.6.2 P ro o f o f P roposition  2.4
Proposition 2.4 Assume that To, H, N satisfy A l - A4, and that N is Gaussian. If a 2 
is given by (2.f.l0) and T\,T2 E C(tq), then for any estimator T
max sup Et {? { x) -  T{x)}2 > P{Z > a/2}TM(0)2/8, (2.6.3)
T=T"T2x6Rd
where Z denotes a standard normal random variable, and E j  denotes expectation given 
that the true image is T.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of this proposition.
Lemma 2.6.1 Assume the conditions of Proposition 2.f. Let £ = B *
p 2 = ( 2 T ) ~ d J f  ( 6 f x { 0 ) 2 f N ( 0 ) ~ l  dO
l\r>
and
W = JRd JRd n (x){i n (x -  y)}^l)B (y) dxdy. I'*» vr>eav-v 3«
Then ojitln ^  Cx)( *■= (9) 'e. ' / ol9
T f 2 = f Rd f a  B2(x ){i n (x ~ y)}~1B2(y) dxdy; a»d
2. W  is a mean zero Gaussian random variable with variancep2
P ro o f of Lem ma 2.6.1
To prove part 1, put bn = J^d B ( x ) { 7jv(x — y)}( ^ B ( y ) l n x n { x ) y) dxdy.
Then r r
b = lim bn = B(x){'yN(x -  y)}^~l)B(y)  dxdy
ätR jR  jR
is well-defined. This can be seen by applying Lebesgue’s Dominated Conver­
gence Theorem and Fubini’s Theorem with the dominating function g(x ,y )  = 
IB ( x ){t n {x — 2/)}^ -1^(2/)l £ L 1(R d x Rd) together with the fact that B  £ L 2(Rd) 
and £ Zd(Rd). It now follows from Parseval’s identity (1.3.9) that
JRd B {x)dx JRd{lN{x -  y ) f  ^B {y) dy 
JRdB (x){B- ★ 7n1>Kx) dx
(2 *rd J^mkwNW-1 de,
where ß denotes the Fourier transform of B , and thus ß = xr ,? since B , = H *(T2t7J). 
Note that by applying Parseval’s identity we made use of the assumption that H or T,
(i = 1,2) belongs to L2(Rd). It follows that
t> = (2*)~d J^JrXOfxW2 MO)"1 de = p 2.
For part 2, put Wn = In In ^ { x ){t n {x — y)}^~^B(y)  dxdy. Then Wn  is 
Gaussian with RWn  =  0 and finite variance. Similarly to the derivation of T  in 
(2.4.2) as a mean square limit, one shows that W  = Y\m.Wn in mean square as 
1Z I Rd. Put T}2 = Yim.'EWn. By uniqueness of the limit it follows that
7,2 = E J ^ J r,äJ^JRäN (x){'yN{x-y)}~1B{y)N (s ){ 'yN{s- t ) } i- 1'>B{t)dxdydsdt
= J  J  j  J ' i N i x - s ) { ' i N( x - y ) Y l { l N { s - t ) } i-~1'>B{y)B{t)  dxdydsdt,
since E { N (x )N (s ) }  = ^ n {x — 3) .  Thus
V2 = J B { y ) dy J B( t)  dt J { i n {x ~  2/)}(_)1 dx J ^ yN(x -  s){'yN{s -  *)}(_1) ds 
= J B(y)  dy J 13(f) dt J {7N(x -  2/)}(-1)6(x -  t ) dx
= J J B(y)B{i){iN{y -  *)}(_1) dydt
= p2,
by the proof of part 1. □
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P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s it io n  2.4
I t  suffices to  show (2.6.3) for x =  0. F ix  r 0 £ L 1(R ci). Take T i,  T2 £ C (t0). 
W ith o u t loss o f genera lity  we may assume th a t T\  =  0.
P u t Bi =  H  ★  Ti, i =  1,2. The observations are now o f the fo rm  X  =  B  +  
AT, where B  is e ithe r the b lu rred  image or B 2. We want to  test tw o  sim ple 
hypotheses: £ X ( i )  =  ( f f  ★ T 1)(x )  and E X (x )  =  ( i f  ★  T2)(x ). To do th is , we firs t 
re s tr ic t a tte n tion  to  a bounded region 7Z C IRd. Since X  is a Gaussian process, 
we m ay use the approach of Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980), p l6 9 ff and w rite  
the  like lihood  ra tio , say i f ,  as R =  l im r n , where r n denotes the corresponding 
like liho o d  ra tio  fo r discrete data. In  th is  case, r n =  / in/ i / n , where pn and vn now 
denote like lihoods w ith  respect to  Lebesgue measure A. I t  follows fro m  Basawa 
and Prakasa Rao th a t
R =  dP/dQ ,
where P  and Q are p ro b a b ility  measures on the space o f observables w ith  discrete 
analogues Pn and Qn respective ly such th a t pn =  dP/dX and un =  dQn/ d \ .
In  the  s itu a tio n  considered here, we use the p ro b a b ility  measures L{T ' * ) ,  i =  
1,2 , given by
m * )  ot e x p ( - r , * / 2 )
where
Y? = J  ^J ^ {X (x )  -  Bi( i)}{7^(x  -  2/)} (_1){ X ( 2/) -  Bt(y)} dxdy. (2.6A)
For a s im ila r set-up see Exam ple 4.1 p l7 7 ff o f Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980). 
Before d isc rim in a tin g  between T\ and T2, we extend Y^1 to  the region Rd in  the 
fo llow ing  way: P u t
A  =  lim  ( y *  -  Y * ), (2 .fc .^
tttlR
where A  is regarded as lim it  in  mean square. I f  the tru e  image is T i,  then
-  v? =  Jn ~ -  y )}(' 1){^ (y )  -  b .(»)}
- { X ( x )  -  B 2{x)}{'yN(x -  2 /)}(_1){X (7 /)  -  B 2(y)}] dxdy 
=  J ^ J j 2 N ( x ) { ' y N(x -  y ) } {~1\ B 2 -  B i ) (y )
~ ( B 2 -  5 i )(® ){7 at(x -  y )Y~ 1\ B 2 -  B i) (y ) ]  dxdy (2.6.<4,) 
B y  p a rt 1 o f Lem m a 2.6.1,
b =  l im  f  \  (B2 -  5 x) ( x ) { 7 ^ ( x  -  ? /)}(_1)( ß 2 -  Bi)(y)} dxdy 
«TR Jn Jn
exists and is well-defined; and the random  part in  Y ^  — Y ^  above has a l im it  in  
mean square by p a rt 2 o f Lem m a 2.6.1. Th is shows th a t A  exists as a l im it  in  
mean square.
To test the  hypotheses m entioned at the beginning o f th is  proof, by Basawa and 
Prakasa Rao (1980), Theorem  4.1 and Exam ple 4.1 p l6 9 ff, we use the like lihood  
ra tio  o r Bayes ru le , say D 0, fo r d iscrim ina tion  between T\ and T2 in  order to  decide 
in  favour o f T2 i f  and on ly  i f  A  >  0. The p ro b a b ility  p o f in co rrec tly  decid ing  in  
favour o f T2 g iven th a t the true  image is T\ is given by
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(2.6.3)p =  P(A  > 0|T  =  2 \)  =  P t i(-Do =  2).
Equations (2.6.4a)(2.6.4b) and (2.6.5) now yield tha t
~ b i ){x){i n (x -  y)}(_1)(.B2 -  Si)(y) dxdy]
Using the definition of W  and p2 given by Lemma 2.6.1 and putting Z = p_1W ,it 
follows that
p = P{2W > p2} = P{2Z > p}.
Next, let T  denote an estim ator of T = 7 i ,T 2. We define a decision rule D for 
choosing between T\ and T2 in the following way:
D = 1 if |f (0) - T i ( 0)| <  | f ( 0 ) - r 2(0)|
D = 2 if |f (0) - r 2(0)| < |f ( 0) - T 1(0)|.
If D = 2 and T = Ti, one has
|T(0) — Ti(0)| > |f (0 )  -  Ta(0)| =  |Ti(0) -  Ta(0) +  f  (0) -  Ti(0)|
> |r1( o ) - r , ( o ) | - | f ( o ) - r 1(o)|,
and therefore it follows that
If (0) -  T,(0)| > 1|T,(0) -  ra(0)| = l|f(0 )|. (2.6.1)
Similarly, if D = 1 and T = T2, one obtains
|f(0) -  r,(0)| > ||2 \(0) -  r,(0)| = l|f(o )|, (2.6. g)
where T = T\ — T2.
Now let Et denote expectation given tha t the true image is T. Then
> 1  [Er^no) -  T,( 0)}2 + ETj{ f ( 0) -  r2( 0)}2]
> 1 [ETl{X(D=2)|f (0) -  7 i(0)|2} + ET,{X(D=1)|f ( 0) -  X2(0)|2}]
>  l [ E Tl{X(D=2)f ( 0 ) 2} +  ETj{X(D=1)T (0)2}] (by (2.6.7), (2.6.8)
>  l { P r 1( ß  =  2) +  P Tj( ü  =  l ) } f ( 0 ) 2
>  l { P r 1P o  =  2) +  P T2(7)o =  l ) } f ( 0 ) 2, (2.6. *»)
where we have used the Neyman-Pearson lemma for D0, the Bayes rule (see also 
Theorem 4.1 of Basawa and Prakasa Rao (1980)) defined in the paragraph preced­
ing (2.6.5), and T(d=2) (respectively, T(d=i)) denotes the indicator function of the 
set D = 2 (respectively, D = 1). Clearly,
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P t i ( D 0 = 2) + P t2(A) = 1) > P:z\ (A d =  2),
and thus combining (2.6.5), (2.6.6) and (2.6.9) yields
Et {T(0) -  T (0)}2 >  i { P Tl( ö o =  2 )} f(0 )2
=  i p ( Z  >  cr/2)f(0)2,
O
To obtain the desired result, take T\ =  0 and let T2 denote an arbitrary image 
in C(r0). This is justified, since we are primarily interested in Ti(0) — T2(0). By 
taking T  =  0, p2 as defined in Lemma 2.6.1 reduces to cr2 given by
o 2 (2 h W l W M « ) - 1 de
and T(0) becomes T(0) =  T2(0). From this and (2.6.9a) the desired result follows 
immediately. □
A similar proof for discrete data and uncorrelated noise is given in Hall (1990).
2 .6 .3  P ro o f  of T h e o re m  2.6
T heorem  2.6 Assume that r0, H , N satisfy A 1-A 5. Assume that for some a > 0 and 
a decreasing function k : R+ —► R, Tq satisfies
6a~l \  ro(0) dd x  k (<$) as 6 — 0, (2.6.10)
JCq6
where COs is given by (2.4-11)- Let k\ > 0. For T = T®6, Os as in (2-4-11), choose the 
smoothing parameter 6 = 6(t) such that
l  ro(0)2x(0)2 do = kitd. (2.6.11)
JCOs
Then there exists a constant fc2 > 0 such that for sufficiently small t > 0
sup sup £{T(x)  — T(x)}2 < A:2{ [  ro(0) dO}2. (2.6.12)
T€C(r„)x e K ä J
I f  the noise process N  is also Gaussian, then there exists a constant k$ > 0 such that 
for sufficiently small t > 0
inf sup sup E{ f { x ) - T ( x ) } 2 + { [  ro(0) dd}2 > k3{ /  tq(<9) (2.6.13)
T  TeC(ro)x6 Rd fll^l^cat- 1 J C©Ä
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P ro o f o f Theorem  2.6
We start with a proof for the lower bound of the mean square error. Recall from 
Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 that if
a2 = (2x)-J L rM(e)2x(9)21 d» < c5 (2.6.14)
Jw\
for some constant C5 > 0, where Tm  = m&x.(Ti,T2) with true images T\, T2 G C(to), then 
there exists a constant Cq > 0 such that
max E { f (0) -  T(0)}2 > c6T(0)2. (2.6.15)
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4 we assume, without loss of generality, that T\ = 0. 
Now consider T2 G C(r0) such that
r 2 —  r o (2.6.16)
where $  C Rd is symmetric. Then T  = Tm  — T2 and
T(x)  = (2?r)"d f  w T2(d)e-1^  dd = (2;r)-d [  ro(0)e-‘<x’*> dB.
J R  d < I>
Furthermore, from (2.6.15) and T = T2, it follows that
E { f(0) -  T(0)}2 > c7{ J r0(tf) d«}2, (2.6.17)
where C7 = (27r)-2dC6, provided a2 < C5.
Consider
2>i = sup sup E{T(x) — r(x )} 2 > cj sup { f  to(6) dd}2, (2.6.18)
rec(T0)x6Rd *es! J<*
where
Si = {4> C Rd : $  is symmetric, f  ro(0)2x(0)2/ v (0)-1 dd < c5}.
The aim of this part of the proof is to construct a symmetric set $  € Si which maximises 
MB) dd subject to (2.6.11). To achieve this, we construct collections Si of symmetric 
subsets of Rd, the last of which, *S4, will satisfy (2.6.11).
Let B denote the closed d-dimensional X2-ball of radius c2t~l , i.e. B  = {d 6 Rd : 
I X]#2]1/2 5: c2t~^}. By condition A5 in the list of assumptions prior to Proposition 2.2 
in Subsection 2.4.1,
fN ,tW  t  c^ d f°r ® £ B,
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and it thus follows that
L\ > c7 sup { [  t0(9) dO}2, (2.6.19)
where
5 2 = {$  Q B : $  is symmetric, /  to(9)2x(0)2 d9 < c3c5td}.
The inequality (2.6.19) follows from (2.6.18), since «S2 C $ !, which can be seen in the 
following way: for $ 6 S2, fN,t(0) > c3^  whenever 9 € $ , and thus for $  £ <S2
/  M 9)2x(0)2fNi ß r l d0 < c5,
J<I>
which implies that $  6 «Si.
Now consider
£3 = {$  Q Rd '■ $  is symmetric, /  ro(0)2x(0)2 d9 < c3c5^ } ,
and put 4>' = $ fl B for $  6 S3. Then
sup { f  tq{9)2 d9}2 < 2 sup { f  ro(0) d9}2 +  { /  ro(0) d0}:
$es3 d<i> $e«s3 L M * '
< 2 sup { [  t0(9) d9}2 +  2{ f  r0(9) d9}'2 
$es2 J* JR \ b
and hence
L = inf L\ T { /  . ro(0) d0}2 > eg sup { /  7o(0) d0}2, (2.6.20)
f  d ir\ß  <j»€53 d<&
where cg =  ^min(c7, 1).
Choosing C5 > 0 in (2.6.14) large enough such that C3C5 > k\, where k\ is as in
(2.6 .11), leads to
L > eg sup 
$€Sa
{ [  r0(9) d0}2, (2.6.21)
where
£4 = {$  Q : $  is symmetric, f  to(9)2x(0)2 d9 =  k\td}. 
Clearly, S4 C «S3 C S\.
Now observe that
sup [  ro(0) d9 = [  t0(9) d9, (2.6.22)
$e<s4 JCq6
where C0«5 = {9 € Rd : tq(9)x{9)2 < 6} and 6 = fj(t) is chosen such that (2.6.11) holds.
To see (2.6.22), one may argue by contradiction: assume there is a set T =  {9 £ 
Rd : to(9)x(&)2 > <$} such that (2.6.22) and (2.6.11) hold for T instead of CQ,$. Consider 
0i € T, 02 £ r , then
t-o(^i )x(^i )2 > > ro(02)x(^2)2.
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Let Af denote a neighbourhood of 9\ of size €d where e is small enough such that AT C T. 
It follows that ftfTo and Xy^oX2 are approximately e^To^i) and edTo(0i)2x(#i)2? respec­
tively. Let M  denote a neighbourhood of 92 of size T]d = €d{ro(0i)x(^i)}2{/ro(02)x(^2)}-2* 
Note that the size of A4 is chosen such that JM Tq\ 2 is approximately T)dTo(02)2x(&2)2 = 
edTo(0i)2x(^i)2- (That is, the contribution to the constraint is of the same order.) How­
ever, f M r0 is approximately equal to ^dro(^2), but
VdM d2) > edro(^i),
which establishes (2.6.22).
This completes the proof of (2.6.13).
In Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, we showed that an upper bound for MSE(x) is 
given by
sup sup E{T(x) — T(x)}2 < c4
o)x£Rä
{ L d r0(d) dd}2 + td f  x W  2 de
J Rd\© J o
where T  = T@ is the partial Fourier inversion estimator, defined on the inversion set 
0  C R d. Taking 0  = 0 6 = {d € R d : t0(9)X{9)2 > £} as in (2.4.11), C Q S = R d \ Q s 
therefore gives
U < c4 { L ro(0) dd}2 + td I  x W  2 dO L JC©t Jo6 J
(2.6.23)
To obtain the desired result (2.6.12), it thus remains to show that the estimate for the 
variance is of the same order as that of the square of the bias, that is,
td f  x W ~ 2 dO < c9{ /  r0(fl) (2.6.24)
J o 6 J C e 6
for some constant C9 > 0.
By the definition of Os and by (2.6.11), (2.6.24) will follow if we show that
{Jc@ T0(6)2x(e)2 dS){J&x(0)-2 < c,o{ JCe r0(fl) (2.6.25)
for some constant Cio > 0, which may depend on k\ and eg, and sufficiently small 6 > 0.
To show (2.6.24), let Y  denote a d-dimensional random vector whose density is pro­
portional to To- Put
2  = r0(Y)X(y )2.
Then (2.6.25) is equivalent to
E{ZI(z<s)}E{Z-1I (z>i)} < cI0{P(Z < Ü)}2. (2.6.26)
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To show (2.6.26) observe that
E{ZI(z<s)} = /  * dP(Z < z ) <  6P(Z < 6); and
J  z<6
E{Z-1I(z><)} = f  z - ' d P ( Z < z )  
J  z>6
= - r ' P  ( Z  < S )  + J{ z - 2P(Z < z) dz
< [  z~2P(Z < z) dz. 
J  z>5
(In the second expectation we used integration by parts.) Applying these estimates to 
the left hand side of (2.6.26) yields
E { Z l iz<s)} £ { Z - l2iz>s)} < SP(Z < f )  f  z~2P(Z < z) dz.
Jz>6
It remains to show that
6 f  z~2P(Z < z) dz < c10P(Z < 6). (2.6.27)
J z>6
We now make use of assumption (2.6.10) of the theorem and apply it here to the random 
vector Z = tq(Y)x { Y )2• (Recall that we assumed that the density of Y  is proportional 
to r0.) Thus, for some a > 0,
za~1P(Z < z) x  k(z) as z —► 0,
where k /  oo as z —► 0. Using this relationship, (2.6.27) will follow if we show that
6 [  z~l~aK(z) dz < Cu6l~ak(6) (2.6.28)
Jz>6
for some constant cn > 0. The left hand side of (2.6.28) is estimated by
6 [  z~x~ak(z) dz < Sk(S) f  z~l~a dz (since k /  oo as z —► 0)
Jz>6 Jz>6
= S1- “ k(6),
which shows that (2.6.28) holds. The last calculations imply that (2.6.24) holds, and this 
together with (2.6.23) completes the proof of the theorem. □
2 .6 .4  P ro o f of T heorem  2.7
For the convenience of the reader, we repeat some notation here before stating and 
proving Theorem 2.7.
Let d — 1. Assume that r0 and H are given by
tq(0) = A(1 + |#|)-a for 0 € R A > 0, a > d =  1, (2.6.29)
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H{x) = Hu(x) = (2.6.30)
where
ci(^){cos(ttx/ 2)}i/ 1 for x £ [ - l , + l ]  
0 for [—1, +1].
ci(j/) = J  {cos(ttx/ 2)}t/ 1 dx - l
The smoothing set 0  is constructed in the following way: for J  > 0, 0 < ej < 1, 
j  6 N, 1 < j  < «7, put
Ij = [(» -  1)tt/ 2 + j7T -  €j, {is -  1)tt/ 2 + J7T + Cj] J
0+ = [0,J*]\ (J
*<j<J
0_ = { ^ € R : - ^ € 0 +};
0  = 0 + U0_ .  (2.6.31)
The optimal smoothing set will be of the form (2.6.31); however the choice of J  and ej 
will depend on the noise parameter t, is and the smoothness class a of r0.
Define r: R+ —. R by
( (2(o-l)/(2a+2K-l) if 2v — a -f 2 > 0
r(t) = ( (2/3 if 2u — a +  2 < 0 (2.6.32)
( (2/3(log r 1)4/ 3 if 2u — a +  2 = 0.
Theorem 2.7 Assume that Tq and H are given by (2.6.29) and (2.6.30), respectively, 
and that N  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.6. For T = Tq , 0  as in (2.6.31), there 
exists a constant k\ > 0 such that
sup sup E{T(x) — T{x)}2 < k\r{t) (2.6.33)
T GC(to) x gR
as t —► 0, where r(t) is given by (2.6.32).
I f  the noise process is also Gaussian, then there exists a constant &2 > 0 such that
inf sup sup E{T(x) -  T{x)}2 > /^ ( O  (2.6.34)
T T gC(to) x e R
as t —► 0.
We begin the proof of Theorem 2.7 with some properties of the point spread function 
H . These are given in
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L em m a 2.6.2 Let H : R —*• R denote the function
H ( x ) = l  {cos(,rx/2)}'/ 1 * € [ - 1, 1]
\0 x € R \ [ - l , l ] .
Then the Fourier transform \  of H satisfies
1-X(0) = sin(# -  ^ 7 T ) r ( f  -  ^ i ) { r ( f  +  for 0 € R.
2. x(#) =  0, for 9 = ±{(u  -  1)tt/2  + mr , n € l\l, n > 1}.
3. x { 0 )  ~  (1 + |0 |)-1/sin(0 -  as |0| —► oo.
P ro o f o f Lem m a 2.6.2
The Fourier transform x  of H is given by
x(«) = 21-*,r(j/)r(^±-i + e- m ^  -  -)}-1-
z  7T Z 7T
(See Bateman Manuscript Project (1954), 1.6 (27).)
Put z = 9/ir — (v -  l)/2 . The reflection formula for the gamma-function yields
r( y + l2 r(i -  z)
7r{r(z) sin(7rz)}-1
7r{sin(0 — ~ r ~ 7r)r(~' z 7r
Thus x can be re-written as
x W  = 21-*,r(t/)7r-1 sin ( « -  ^ = 2 * ) r ( £  -  ^ ) { r ( £  +
Next observe tha t sin(0 — (v — 1)tt/ 2) = 0 for 9 = {v — 1)tt/2  + titt, n =  ± 0 ,1 ,2 ,__
Since T has simple poles at the points 9 — [v — l)7r/2 — rtt, n =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  and T“ 1 has 
simple zeroes at the points 6 = - ( u  + 1 )7T/2 — mr, n = 0 ,1 ,2 , .. . , .  combining the zeroes 
and poles of the three functions sin, T and T_1, it can be seen that
x(0) = 0 for 9 =  ± ((t/ -  1)tt/ 2 -  n7r), 72 = 1 ,2 ,3 ,__
while x(0) 7*= 0 for 9 = - ( v  -  1)7T/2, - ( i /  -  1)7t/2 4- tt, . . . ,  (i/ -  1)tt/ 2 — 7r,. . . ,  (u — l)7r/2, 
by L’Hospital’s rule.
As |0| —► oo, T(9) ~  \/27r99~l /2e~d, which is Stirling’s formula. Thus, putting y = 
9/n + 1/2 -  i//2,
r(? - ^ ){r(! +^ )}"‘ = row»+«o'*
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-  (yy- l '2e~y){(y +  v)y+,/- 1/2e- (y+,/)} - 1 
~  y~vev ~  (1 -1- \9\)~u, as \d\ -+ oo,
since 1/ is finite.
The asymptotic expression for x therefore becomes
x W  ~  sin(0 -  + |0|) 17 as |0| - + oo,
which is the desired result. □
P roof o f  Theorem  2.7
Since r0, H and N  satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 2.3, an upper bound U for 
the mean square error is
for some constant C3 > 0, where { J]r\© 7o(0) d9}2 bounds the squared bias and t f Q x(0) 2 d9 
bounds the variance of T.
Consider the second term on the right hand side of (2.6.35). For fixed v > 0 and 
H = Hv as in (2.6.33), the Fourier transform x °f H is
by Lemma 2.6.2. For 0  defined by (2.6.34), one now obtains
f  ^
V < t /  x(0)‘ 2 d6 < (2.6.36)
Jb j=i
since, by Lemma 2.6.2, sin(9 -  (1/ — 1)tt/ 2) = 0 for 9 6 Mv = {9 : 9 =  ±{v  — 1)7t/2  +  
7i7r), n > 1}, and thus | sin(0 — (u — l ) 7r /2)| > €j for some j  = 1 , . . . ,  J  and 9 6 0 .
Write B for the absolute value of the bias. Then
U =  sup sup E{ f ( x)  -  T(x)}2 < C3 { f  r0(9) d9}2 + t [  x W  2 d9 (2.6.35)
T £ C ( tq) xgR
x W  ~  Ci(i/)sin(ö -  ^y ^7t)(1 + |0|) * for 9 € R,
B
(2tt) ' dA \  (1 + i r  dff
< c5{Er% + /-(a-1)} (2.6.37)
j = i
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for some C5 > 0, and thus an estimate for U as defined in (2.6.35) is
U < c6 E A  + S-'“- '))  + < E i 2V
L j=l J j=1
(2.6.38)
where cq > 0.
To exhibit a lower bound for the mean square error, we proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.6 by putting r  = ToIqq6 as in (2.6.16) and maximising
f  To(0) dO subject to [  tq(9)2 x{9)2 dd = cjt.
JCq JC ©
For 0  as in (2.6.31), take
$ = C0 D [—t 1, t 1], r  = TqI q , (2.6.39)
that is, t (6) = A( 1 + 9)~l for 9 (or -9)  £ /j, 1 < j  < t~l , and t(9) = 0 otherwise. As in 
the proof of Theorem 2.6, we deduce that the lower bound L of the mean square error 
satisfies
L = inf sup sup E{T(ar) — T(x)}2 > eg sup{ f  r0(9) d9}2 (2.6.40)
f  TeC(r0)x6R *
(see (2.6.19)-(2.6.22)) for some eg > 0. For $  and r  as in (2.6.39), write for the 
absolute value of the bias of r. Then
r t_1
B* = / TO(0) d0 X a£Ü
J = 1
and thus
/  t0(9)2X(9)2 d 6 ^ Y j r 2l' - 2ae)\
H  j=1
L > eg sup < 
J ,C j
subject to ^ 2  J 2a 2i/£j ^  t >
j - 1 J (c9 > 0). (2.6.41)
To obtain the optimal rate r(t) postulated in the theorem, we consider three separate 
cases. For each we choose values for J  and Cj (see (2.6.31)) in order to determine an 
optimal smoothing set 0 . For these values of J  and Cj, we calculate rates of convergence 
for V and B and show that V = 0 (B 2). This then implies that U = 0 ( B 2). For the lower 
bounds it suffices to calculate B subject to the constraint Y?j=i j ~ 2a~2u^  x  t as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.6.
C ase I: 2v — a + 2 > 0 (i.e. a -  1 < 2v + 1). We choose values of a and ß in the
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following way: Let a > 0 be such that
Put
a -  1 < a(2a -f 2v -  1) < 2v + 1. 
ß = a(2a -\-2v -  1), €j = min(l, taj ß), J = t~l^ 2a+2l' - 1l
Using these values of and J  in the definition of 0 , one obtains 
J  J
B X  ^ 2 r a€j = ta Y , i ~ a+ß X  taJ 0~a+1 = t ( « - l ) / ( 2 a + 2 V- l ) .  
j = i  i = i
J  J
V x _  t l - a  j 2 i s - 0  x  j l - a j 2 i / - 0 + l  _  t 2 ( a - l ) / ( 2 a + 2 i / - l )  
j=1
Hence, V = 0 ( ß 2) and U = 0(*2(a- 1)/(2a+2t'-i)).
For the lower bound, put m = £ 1/(2o+2j/ i )^  an(j
1 m < j  < t~l
£j  — \
0 otherwise.
Then
t-1
r1 £ r2o'2,/fj X r'rn-P*«'-1) = 1;
j = m
t ~ 1
ß* X £  j - a(jx  m~a+1 = t(«-l)/(2«+2‘'- l ) i
j = m
for $  as in (2.6.39); and therefore it follows that MSE x  f2(a~1)/(2a+2i/- 1). 
Case II: 2u —  a + 2 < 0 (i.e. (2i/ — a)/2 < -1 ). Put
a = 1/3, ß = (2z/ + a)/2
Cj = min(l, taj 0), J  = r a/ß.
For the upper bound one obtains
B x  j - %  = *a Y ,  j {2l/~a)/2 x f a = i1/3;
i=i j=i
V x  x  i1- “ = t2/3,
j = l j = l j =1
and therefore U = 0 ( /2/3).
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For the lower bound, put m = t 2/{3(2"+a)}? and
€j =
£l/3^(2j/+a)/2 fQr 1 < j  <
otherwise.
Then for 0 < €j < 1,
t ~ 1 m
j=l j=l
m m
X  j ~ a€j =  t 1/3 j (2l/- a)/2 X  f 1 /3 ,
i=i i=i
which implies that MSE x  t2/3.
C ase III: 2i/ -  a +  2 = 0 (i.e. 2(v +  1) = a — 1). Put
€j = m in { l,( i/lo g f_1)1/3j a_1}, J -  t~l .
For the upper bound one obtains
B ~  £  = (</ log t- :1 ) 1/3 £  r 1 = <1/3(log 1 )2/3;
j=i j=i
V x  ( f j 2V  = <J/3(logt_1)1/3] ^ j -1 = <2/3(logt_1)4/3, 
i=i j=i
and therefore
u = 0(*2/3( io g r x)4/3).
For the lower bound, put m = t 1 and
(< /logr-1)1/ 3^ 2""*'“)/2 for 1 < j  < m
tj otherwise.
For 0 < €j < 1, we have
t i Y ^ j  2a 2l'e)  = t \ t / \ o g t  1 - 1;
j=i i=i
m m
B* x  = ^ ( lo g r 1) - 1/3 ^ - - 1 x  ^^(lo g r 1)2/3,
j=i j=i
and therefore we conclude that MSE x  <2/3(log2-1 )4/3, as required. □
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C hapter 3
Cross-Validation
3.1 Introduction
A common problem of image enhancement, nonparametric regression and density esti­
mation is the selection of a smoothing parameter. Sometimes the smoothing param­
eter is selected by eye or by using additional information that may be available. Of­
ten, however, it is necessary to rely on an automatic, data-based and objective way of 
choosing the smoothing parameter. In nonparametric regression and density estimation 
cross-validation has become a well-established and mathematically justified method for 
choosing the optimal amount of smoothing, and many other methods of determining the 
smoothing parameter are also now available (see e.g. Golub et al. (1979), Stone (1984), 
Silverman (1985), Silverman (1986), Härdle (1989) and Wahba (1990)). The basic ideas 
of least squares cross-validation in nonparametric regression have been briefly described 
in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1.
In the processing of indirect images, automatic methods for choosing the smoothing 
parameter are still rather scarce. Attempts at obtaining the right amount of smoothing 
can be found in specific practical problems (see Koch and Tarlowski (1987)). More 
closely related to the problem discussed in this chapter is a paper by Thompson et al. 
(1990) on the method of generalised cross-validation (GCV) for blurred and noisy data 
(see also Golub et al. (1979)). In the research presented- here we are concerned with 
x ross-validation only and- not with generalised cross-valid-akion, and consider -extensions 
of cross-validation to image-analysis primarily from a theoretical point of view?
Ir ise rl firoirr\ o p p o srte  p»^e
One of the differences between nonparametric regression and image enhancement is 
the presence of blur. For this reason, the cross-validation formalism outlined in Chapter 1 
cannot directly be applied to image processing problems. Amongst the possible ways of 
generalising cross-validation, we consider two distinct approaches, both of which are 
shown to yield asymptotically optimal image enhancement provided the amount of blur
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in the observed image does not exceed a certain level.
Because of the mathematical complexity of cross-validation in image processing— 
accommodating the blur in the image adds a new degree of difficulty beyond those already 
present in nonparametric regression—a very general feasibility study of cross-validation 
is rather forbidding. This has forced us to make a number of simplifying assumptions in 
order to arrive at a more tractable analysis:
• the true image is modelled by a smooth deterministic function;
• the point spread function is assumed to be known and has a specific form;
• the noise in the observations is modelled by additive white noise.
Real images are much more complex than smooth deterministic functions. Describing 
true images in terms of the smoothness class they belong to, however, will allow us to 
assess the effect of image smoothness on the success of the procedure in a precise manner. 
Similar conclusions hold for the restriction to a specific class of point spread functions. 
Under the above assumptions we are able to describe the two generalisations of cross- 
validation precisely and can give specific bounds on the admissible amount of blur.
We describe our models for the true images and the point spread functions as well as 
our two methods of cross-validation in Section 3.2. The models will be seen to be closely 
related to some of those discussed in the previous chapter. In Section 3.3 we present our 
results on the performance of cross-validation. In Proposition 3.4 we first show that sum 
of squared error (SSE) and mean sum of squared error (MSSE) are asymptotically the 
same. Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 give precise conditions under which our two cross-validation 
methods are, to first order, asymptiotically the same as SSE. As we shall see in these 
two theorems, the first (naive) cross-validation method performs better than the second 
method. For the former we then strengthen the mean square results of Theorem 3.5 to 
a.s. results. This is done in Theorems 3.8 and 3.10. We conclude our section of results 
with some simulations of the two cross-validation methods which confirm our asymptotic 
results. The proofs of our propositions and theorems are given in Section 3.4, and the 
Appendix (Section 3.5) contains results on martingales adapted to our needs.
A much condensed version of the mean square results presented here can be found in 
Hall and Koch (1991).
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3.2 M athem atical M odels and Cross-Validation in Im age  
A nalysis
3 .2 .1  M ath em atica l M odels for the O bservations
Cross-validation is a practical technique which is applied to real data. In this chapter we 
therefore restrict attention to discretely defined observations. As we shall see below, our 
images and point spread functions can be regarded as discretisations of the continuously 
defined models of the previous chapter.
A . T he true im age t. We assume that the true image is the deterministic function 
t : 7Z.d —*■ R whose (discrete) Fourier transform r is
t(6) x  nd(l  -|- ||n0||)_a for 9 £ fl =  [—7r,7r]d, a > 0. (3.2.1)
From (1.3.7) it follows that t is of the form
t ( j )  = (2*)- i  f  r(#)e-<J’9> d» for j  €
Jn
The image t may be interpreted as a digitised version of a continuously defined image 
T : Rd —► R restricted to Jd =  [—1,1]**: for fixed n > 0, let G„ denote a regular square 
based grid on J d consisting of nd equally spaced points. For l £ Gn define i  on Gn by
t(l) = T(l) for/ = ld)T, |M < 1, ( = 1 , ( 3 . 2 . 2 )
and put
t ( j )  = for n~lj  € Gn. (3.2.3)
Equation (3.2.3) defines a function t on a subgrid Qn C 7Ld where
Qn -  { j  € 7Ld : \ji\ < n, i = 1 , . . . ,  d}.
Furthermore, the Fourier transforms r and f  of t and i  respectively are related by
t(9) = ndf(n0) for 6 £ ft.
In this sense t may be regarded as the digitised version of an a times continuously 
differentiable image T (see (2.2.2) and paragraph A of Subsection 2.2.1). Furthermore, 
if a > 1, then T' is bounded, and T satisfies a Lipschitz condition, that is, there exists 
M  > 0 such that
IT(x) -  T(y)\ < M\x -  y\ for x, y £ Jd. (3.2.4)
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If t is regarded as a discretisation of T  onto C/n, then (3.2.4) implies that
\t(j) -  t(k)\ = 0{n~l ) for j,Ar € <7n, ||j -  *||oo < 1* (3.2.5)
We shall meet with a condition of this form in Subsection 3.3.3 in the context of the a.s. 
properties of the first cross-validation method.
Varying n in the definition (3.2.1) corresponds to a variation of the pixel grid Gn and 
increasing the value of n may thus be regarded as increasing the sample size. Further­
more, large values for n imply that t resolves fine details of the image T.
B. The point spread function h. For 0 < p < 1 define a family of point spread 
functions h by
M i) = {(1 -  /»)/(! + P))JPli1 for j  € TL\ (3.2.6)
where the parameter p is known. The factor {(1 — p)/{ 1 + p)}d ensures that h is a 
density, and thus h preserves average image intensity. For p > 0, h may be regarded as 
the discretisation of the out-of-focus blur H given by
H(x)  = cJ/exp(-M|x|) for x £ Rd, ^ > 0 ,  (3.2.7)
which is a special case of the point spread functions described in paragraph B of Sub­
section 2.2.2. Using the above interpretation of h as a discrete version of H implies that 
p = exp(—A m) where A denotes the separation between adjacent pixels, -Trow*
Although (3.2.6) is a natural digitisation of the out-of-focus blur (3.2.7), from a 
mathematical point of view it will be more convenient to reparametrise the family of 
point spread functions h by putting
A = (1 -  p)~l for 0 < p < 1.
This leads to the family h = {h\} of point spread functions
ftA(j)  =  ( 2 A - l ) - d( l - A - 1)lfl for A > 1, (3.2.8)
which we shall use in the sequel. Let \ \  denote the (discrete) Fourier transform of h\,  
then
d
xx(0) = n { l  +  2A2( l - A - 1)(l-CGS0i)} -1 for 0 = (0, , . . . , $ df  6 fi. (3.2.9) 
i= 1
We shall often drop the subscript A and write \  for the Fourier transform of h. As can 
be seen from (3.2.8), A = 1 corresponds to the no-blur case, that is, h{j) = 1 for j  = 0 
and h = 0 for j  ^  0.
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C. The observed  d a ta  X.  As in the set-up of the previous chapter, the true image 
is degraded linearly by the point spread function h to yield the blurred image
b(j) = (h * t ) ( j ) = Y ,  M0<0' -  0  for j  € 7Zd. (3.2.10)
laH.*
If b = h ★  t is regarded as a discretisation of the blurred scene B = H * T ,  H and T  as 
in the previous paragraphs, the following effects may occur: if v > 0 in (3.2.7) is fixed, 
then this corresponds to assuming that A(n) ~  const.n as the discretisation becomes
,av">d 5 o  X '5’ °»s w —)üo.
finer) On the other hand, assuming that A grows at a slower rate than n is equivalent to 
modelling the effect of digitising the blurred scene B  when the amount of blur decreases 
with increasing sample size.
The blurred image (3.2.10) is further corrupted by random noise e. We assume that 
the observed data are of the form
Xj = (h * t ) ( j ) + €j for j  e 7Z.d, (3.2.11)
where the €j are independent and identically distributed with mean zero and finite vari­
ance a2.
3.2.2 T h e  E s t im a to r  i
For the discretely defined observations X j  of (3.2.11), the partial Fourier inversion esti­
mator i is given by
i(j) = (2 i ) - ' / { ( ( « ) / # ) } r W  de for j  6 , (3.2.12)
where £ and x now denote the discrete Fourier transforms of X  and h respectively, and 
denotes an inversion or smoothing set (see (1.3.12)), which is now a subset of 0  = [—tt, 7r]d 
and depends on the smoothing parameter S.
Fix n > 0, and put
H n = { j e 7 L d : j  = ( j i , . . . , jd ) T, \ j i \ < K n ,  * =  1, — ,rf}, (3.2.13)
where K  > 0 is a constant. Fixing K  in the definition of lZn corresponds to considering 
a fixed region K  x K  x . . .  x K  (d times) in Rd of the corresponding continuously defined 
image T. For mathematical simplicity it is sometimes convenient to take K  = 1, but the 
analysis is not affected by this.
In this chapter we are interested in assessing global performance of i on 7Zn. In 
analogy with nonparametric regression we consider the distance measures SSE, sum of
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squared error, and MSSE, mean sum of squared error, given by
SSE(rc) = 5Z {t(i) -  t(i)}2, 
j e n n
MSSE(n) = E{SSE(n)}. (3.2.14)
The variable n indicates restriction to the region 7£n, and thus sums of 0 (n d) points 
in 7Ld are considered. If no ambiguity exists, we shall often drop the parameter n, and 
write TZ, SSE and MSSE.
For us, to obtain a ‘good’ estimator i  of t amounts to choosing the smoothing param­
eter 6 such that i  is close to t on 1Z with respect to SSE or MSSE. Both these measures 
are based on the unknown image £, and they cannot therefore be used in the selection of 
the smoothing parameter in practice. In the next subsection we describe two methods 
of selecting a smoothing parameter which are based on the data, and do not rely on 
knowledge of the true image t.
In the definition (3.2.14), SSE and MSSE are functions of n, which is classically 
interpreted as the sample size. Sometimes in our analysis, we shall consider sums over 
7Ld. To distinguish between the finite sums over TZn and the infinite sums, throughout 
this chapter we shall always write sums over lZ n in the form J2jei?„» while sums over 7Ld 
will usually be abreviated in the following way: Y j  = Yhj^nd ' w^en the range °f the 
summation variable is omitted, 7Ld is implied.
3.2 .3  Two A pproaches to Cross-V alidation
We now consider two ways of generalising cross-validation to image analysis. These may 
be regarded as the two extreme cases. The first (naive) method mimics the situation 
of nonparametric regression in the sense that it ignores the existence of the blur. In 
contrast to this, the second method takes careful account of the blur by removing the 
entire blur before the cross-validation estimate is constructed.
Many intermediate ways may be possible; however, we shall only be concerned with 
the two above-mentioned approaches here for the following reasons. Comparing the 
results of ignoring the blur completely and of taking careful account of the blur will show 
clearly how the blur in the image affects cross-validation. In both cases, cross-validation 
fails for large amounts of blur. In the first method the failure is due to the increase in 
the bias as the amount of blur is increased, while in the second method cross-validation 
fails because the removal of blur from the data increases the variance term intolerably. 
Exactly what ‘large’ amounts of blur means can be seen in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. Any 
other method which takes some account of the blur will not demonstrate the effect of the 
blur as well as either of the methods mentioned above. This feature together with the 
very high mathematical complexity that cross-validation in image analysis presents has
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been the driving force in choosing our particular methods of generalising cross-validation.
For the remainder of this section we restrict attention to the distance measure SSE 
of (3.2.14).
As indicated in Section 1.4, in cross-validation the data are split into two disjoint 
parts, and one part is used to assess the performance of an estimator based on the other 
part. To see how this applies in image analysis, assume that one wants to assess the 
size of t ( j ) — t(j).  If t ( j ) is estimated by t(j),  calculated from a small number of data 
points in the neighbourhood of j  (e.g. t ( j ) = X( j ) ,  as in nonparametric regression), and 
£*(j), the estimate of t(j),  is calculated from the complementary part of the data, then 
t*(j) — t(j) should be close to t(j) — t(j). For fixed n > 0, this suggests the use of the 
distance measure
SSE= £ { * * ( j ) - * ( j ) } 2 (3.2.15)
as an approximation to SSE. Now, i*(j)2 *s usually close to Y^ j^ nKj )2» since i(j)
and t*(j) differ only at a small number of points. Furthermore, the terms Y l j zn K i ) 2 in 
SSE and Yljqn^U)2 SSE are independent of the smoothing parameter (see (3.2.16) 
and (3.2.23) below) and will therefore not affect a minimisation of SSE or SSE over 6. 
This leaves the cross-product term
E
jen
as the one for which we have to find a good estimate.
A. The naive cross-validation method. For j  £ 7Zn, we divide the data {Xk : k £ 
lZn} into the two parts { Xj }  and {Xk : k ^  j }  and define t \ ( j ) and t \{j)  by
h (j)  = Xj  = (h*t) ( j )  + €j
n u )  =  (2» r d de, (3.2.16)
where
(i(9)  = E X*e'<W) + (2d)-' E X3+ke W K
|fc| = l
(3.2.17)
In (3.2.16), it is clear that t\ copies the technique used for cross-validation in nonpara­
metric regression, and that t{(j) is based on the observations {Xk : k ^  j} .  However, 
unlike the case of nonparametric regression, we cannot leave out the j th  observation 
Xj  in the construction of but have to replace it by an average of observations
{Xj+k • \k\ = 1}, since we require that Ylje'R.^iU)2 be cl°se to H j & i K l ) 2- We can_ 
not satisfy this last requirement if the numbers of Fourier components in £(0) and £j(0) 
differ, since t ( j ) and ( j ) are obtained by partial Fourier inversion.
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From (3.2.16) it follows that t \( j)  and t(j) are related in the following way:
nu) = (2*rd / ( £ x ^ +(2d)-' E (**■* -
k |fc|=i
= ( 2 * y d f e {Z(0)/x(0)}e-'U'e) dS
+(2 d ) - 1 E  (* * *  -  X j)V * ) -dJ0 dS
de
1*1=1
= f(i) + (2d)-1M 0)
1*1=1
where
fceO) = (2rr)-J /  X(0)-V W >  d«,
Je
(3.2.18)
(3.2.19)
in analogy with (2.4.5).
Since (2rf)_1fc©(0)E|)t|=i(^j+* ~ ^ j )  is small in comparison with t(j),  E jgn ^ iU ) 2 
represents a good approximant to J2je7l Ki)2-
B. The deconvolved cross-validation m ethod. In this method we make use of the 
specific form of the point spread function h as given in (3.2.8). Let M-1) denote the 
convolution inverse of h, that is,
( A * / i (
1 if j  =  0 
0 otherwise.
Then h^~1^ is given by
h<--l \ j )  = (2jtH  f  x W - ' e ~ i m  d$. 
Jn
Now, (3.2.8) implies that
h( 1)U) = t [ rlUi),
where
' A2(1 - 2 A -1 + A"2) if / = 0 
77(f) = A2(A~1 -  1) if |/| = 1
0 otherwise.
(3.2.20)
(3.2.21)
(3.2.22)
From (3.2.21) and (3.2.22) it follows that M ^  has support in given in (3.2.24) 
below. Furthermore, h^~1^  = fcß, as a comparison with (3.2.19) shows.
For j  € fcn, we partition the data {Xk : k € TZn} in the following way:
{XJ+Jl : M)  and : l €  7Ld \ M } ,
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and define <2(j) and ^ 0 )
h (j) = ( X * h { 1)){j) = t(j) +  (e*h(  1})(i),
i*2(j) = (2 K)-J J j z i W / x m e - W  (3.2.23)
where
m  = e  ^ i<M> + E ^  E w (i+M>,
kii+Jd ktM
AT = {fceZ* : Plloo < 1},
M  = {fc € 7Ld :ll&Hoo = 2}, and
cm = \M\. (3.2.24)
Clearly f2(i) and <2O') are uncorrelated, since AT and A4 have no points in common. 
Furthermore, i^{j) and Kl)  are related by
i \( j)  = (2x )-‘i /  { E * * « i<M) + E ( CX! £  Xi+, - X i+ t)ei«+w >}x(«)-1e - iü’ö> de
= <0) + E (< £  E *i+< -  ^ +*)(2t ) - 1' /  x (9 )-‘ ei<M> d6
kqM le M JQ
= K i ) + E  M O  D/X, (3.2.25)
iqtf
with
and A:© as in (3.2.19).
D/^j = caJ E  ~ -Xj+fi
fcGA^
As in the case of <j (j ), it is reasonable to assume that the second term in (3.2.25) is 
small compared to f(j), making Yjqn  *5(j)2 therefore a good approximation to Ysjq.il K j )2
In both methods of cross-validation suggested above, f, and i* (i = 1,2) are defined 
from complementary subsets of the data. This is crucial to the performance of cross- 
validation as it implies that ü and t* are independent (just as t and i  are).
3.3 R esults
In the remainder of this chapter we regard 6, the smoothing parameter, and A, the blur 
parameter, as functions of n which satisfy
* 0, nS —► 00, A —► 00, as n —► 00. (3.3.1)
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In general we shall also assume that A > 1. This corresponds to excluding the blur-free 
case.
We call 6 the optimal smoothing parameter (in a mean sum of squared error sense) if 
6 minimises MSSE (see also (1.4.9)). We shall denote the optimal smoothing parameter 
by 6m. If 6 = arg min MSSE, then the estimator i  defined on 0  is called the optimal 
estimator for t. For given n and A let <$o =  <$o(ft, A) denote a smoothing parameter which 
minimises the order of MSSE. For our purpose it will often suffice to work with <$o instead 
of the optimal smoothing parameter 6mi since 6m = cmSo for some cm > 0, and since we 
are primarily interested in rates in our asymptotic results.
Before stating our results, we list the assumptions on t , h and e. This list represents 
a short summary of Subsection 3.2.1. Fix n > 0 and write 1Z for lZn.
A1 The image t is of the form t = IFT(r) with
t (0) x  71^ (1 + ||7T |^|)—a for 6 € 0  = [—7r,7r]d, a > 0.
A2 The point spread function h and its Fourier transform \  are given by 
h(j) =  ( 2 A - 1 ) - ,( 1 - A - , )W for j  € A > 1,
d
x ( 0)  =  JJ{1 +  2A2(1 -  A-1)(l — cos0t')}-1 for 0 E fF 
i=l
A3 The data X  are of the form
Xj  = (h ★  t)(j) + tj for j  € 7Ld,
where the Cj are independent and identically distributed with mean zero and finite 
variance a2.
3.3 .1  P rop erties of M SSE and SSE
For given image 2, blur h, noise e and smoothing set 0 , the partial Fourier inversion 
estimator i of (3.2.12) can be re-written as
Hi) =  (2*)-J +
= IqU)  + (fce *<0(j) for j e 7 L d, (3.3.2)
where
te{j) = (2w)-d f  r (# )e - ;<^) d$,
JQ
and v denotes the Fourier transform of e.
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Assume that t , h and € satisfy A 1-A3. For j  6 7Ld the bias B(j)  and the variance 
V(j>) of t(j)  are
B(j) = -(27T)-d /  r(ö)c-W > d0,
Jn\e
V(j) = E{(fc0 *c)(j)2}. (3.3.3)
Assuming that K  — 1 in (3.2.13), the variance V  on TZ becomes
V =  £ v ( j )
je n
=  E * W ) 2}
jen
= X X X E(€Jcm)Mi - /)fc©(j ~ m) 
= ^ X X M i - o 2
= n
jen i
V J > e (/)2
I
= <t2(2tt) dnd [  x(^) 2 dQ,
Je
where the last equality follows from Parseval’s identity (1.3.9). 
The mean sum of squared error, MSSE, on 1Z is now given by
MSSE = £ { ß ( j ) 2 + V(j)} 
jen
(3.3.4)
-(2ir)~2d Y  { /  r(0)e-*W> d0}2 + <r2(27r ) - V  [  x(0)"2 d0, (3.3.5)
“ 1 dm© d©
and we now obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.1 Assume that t, h and e satisfy A 1-A 3 and that a > d/2. I f  \6  —+ c 
where 0 < c < oo as n —► oo, then, as n —► oo,
MSS# x  n<*[(»Ä)'£- 2a + ^m ax{l,(A £)4d}].
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is given in Subsection 3.4.2.
For the two separate cases A<$ —► c < oo and A<$ —► oo one can determine <$o as a 
function of n and A, where <$o is the smoothing parameter which minimises the order of 
MSSE (see the beginning of this section).
If \S  —► c < oo, then the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 reduces to
MSSE x  nd{(nS)d- 2a + 6d}, (3.3.6)
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and thus So = n~1+d/2a minimises the order of MSSE. On the other hand, if XS —► oo as 
n —*• oo, then MSSE becomes
MSSE x nd{(nS)d~2a + (<$5A4)d}. (3.3.7)
The order of MSSE in (3.3.7) is minimised by So = (n<i- 2aA-4d)1/(4<i+2a), since S0 satisfies 
(nS)d~2a = (65A4)d. Let MSSE(<$) denote the value of MSSE at <$, then
C orollary  3.2 Assume the conditions of Proposition 3.1.
1. I f  XS c < oo, and
80 = n~l+d' 2a,
then 60 minimises the order o f M SSE amongst S such that XS —► c, and
M SSE(60) x  n * '* ,  oo.
2. I f  XS —> oo, then
S0 = (n ^~2a^-4d^l/(4ci+2a) 
minimises the order o f MSSE, and
MSSE(So) X  n i ( „ - 5 A‘l)<J(2a-<i)/(4d+ 2a)) a s  „  ^
Proposition 3.1 shows how MSSE depends on the variables n, S and A and on the 
fixed numbers a and d. The term nd(nS)d~2a derives from squared bias, and variance 
of i produces (nS)d max{l, (A<§)4d}. As one can see from this result, bias decreases as 
the true image becomes smoother. As far as the variance term is concerned, one has to 
distinguish two cases: XS —*• c < oo and A£ —► oo as n —► oo. In Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 
below, we shall see that the first case is the only one for which cross-validation works. 
In this case, MSSE is given by the simple formula (3.3.6). The requirement XS —► c puts 
bounds on A as can be seen in
C orollary  3.3 Assume the conditions of Proposition 3.1.
1. Assume that XS ► c < oo. I f  So minimises the order o f M SSE over S such 
that XS ► c < oo, then, as n  —» oo,
A =  0 ( n 1- ‘,/2a).
2. Assume that A8 —* oo. I f  So minimises the order o f M SSE over 8 such that 
XS —> oo, then, as n  —► oo,
n i d/ 2a _  a n ( i   ^ _  0(n 5/4)
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It is of interest to compare the rates of MSSE obtained above with those for non- 
parametric regression. In the case d = 1, a = 2 one gets the following. If 6m minimises 
MSSE and \ 6 m —► c < oo, then MSSE(<$m) ~ ein1/4, while the optimal bandwidth ho in 
nonparametric regression leads to MSSE(ho) ~  for constants C\, c? > 0 (see e.g.
pl31, Theorem 4.1 of Eubank (1988)).
Next we compare SSE and MSSE and show that, to first order, the relative difference 
between SSE and MSSE becomes negligible.
Proposition 3.4 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A l—A3. Assume further that a > d/2 
and Ee4 < oo. I f  \6  —► c where 0 < c < oo as n oo, then, as n —► oo,
E (SE- MSSE)2 =
For a proof of this proposition see Subsection 3.4.3.
3.3 .2  M ean Square R esu lts for the C ross-V alidation  M eth od s
We now turn to the performance of the two cross-validation methods described in Sub­
section 3.2.3. We shall compare SSE,- (i = 1,2) with SSE and show that the SSE,- are 
good approximations to SSE in the sense that
SSE, = SSE + Ni + o(MSSE) in mean square,
where JV, denotes those terms in SSE, — SSE which are independent of the smoothing 
parameter. The terms in A, may be large, but as they do not depend on 6, they can 
be ignored as far as the minimisation of SSE, with respect to 6 is concerned. Only 
in this sense, that is, by omitting A,, can we show that our cross-validation methods 
perform asymptotically optimally. This situation also occurs in standard cross-validation 
procedures (see Stone (1984)).
In (3.2.15) SSE, was given by
SSE,- =
j<=n
=  E  {‘"O')2 -  2i':o)‘.(i)+ to )2} (»= i,2).
As indicated in Subsection 3.2.3, the cross-validation estimates t*(j) are good approxi­
mations to t(j),  and f,( j ) and t ( j ) are independent of 6. Instead of considering SSE,-, we
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may therefore consider
SSE* = -  2i-U )ii(j) + t( j)2} (i = 1,2) (3.3.8)
j€7Z
as our cross-validation approximation to SSE. Put
N i  =  2
jen
N2 = 2 ^ /(;)(€★  h( 1})(j), (3.3.9)
jen
and define CV, by
CVt = SSE- -f Ni (i = 1,2). (3.3.10)
Clearly, the N{ are independent of 6. In view of the above comments concerning terms 
that do not depend on <$, showing that
therefore is tantamount to showing that the two methods of cross-validation work.
We first turn to the ‘naive’ cross-validation method which was described in paragraph 
A of Subsection 3.2.3.
T heorem  3.5 Assume that i, h and c satisfy A l—A3. Assume further that a > 5d/2, 
A > 1 and Ec4 < oo. I f 6m minimises MSSE over 6 for given n and X, then 1 and 2 
below are equivalent:
The cross-validation method treated in Theorem 3.5 ignores the presence of blur in 
the image. If one takes careful account of the blur in the image before calculating the 
cross-validation estimate, one obtains the following result.
T heorem  3.6 Assume that t, h and e satisfy A 1-A 3. Assume further that a > bd/2, 
A > 1 and Ee4 < oo. Then 1 and 2 below are equivalent:
E(CV, -  SSE)1 2 = o(MSSE2)
1. E{(CVi -  SS£)(<im)2} =
2. X = o in '-V 2“).
A proof of this theorem is given in Subsection 3.4.4.
1. E(CV2 -  SSE)2 = o(MSSE2);
2. (n - 'A 4^ ) ^ !  + (A^)4d}[(n^)d- 2“ + ^ { l  + (A<i)4J}]-2 0.
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IfSm minimises MSSE over 6 for given n and A, and if 6 = c^m for C3 > 0, then 2 holds 
if and only if A = o(n1/4).
A proof of Theorem 3.6 can be found in Subsection 3.4.5.
We conclude this subsection with some comments about our results.
3 .3 .3  D iscussion of R esu lts
A sym ptotic performance of cross-validation with respect to M SSE. In The­
orems 3.5 and 3.6 we compared the performance of CV, with SSE. In connection with 
Proposition 3.4, these results now also imply that
CV, = MSSE{1 + o(l)} as n —► 00 (3.3.11)
in mean square, and hence in probability.
Ceilings for the permissible amount of blur. The theorems show that both meth­
ods of cross-validation perform asymptotically optimally provided the blur is not too 
large. For the second method the blur ceiling is described by the condition A = c^n1/4), 
while A = o(n1_d/2a) describes the ceiling for the first method. The latter blur ceiling 
compares favourably with the blur ceiling for MSSE in the case where X6 —► c < 00 (see 
Corollary 3.3).
Implications of the blur ceiling for the model. The blur ceiling for both cross- 
validation methods is rather low: it grows at a much slower rate than n if cross-validation 
is to provide asymptotic minimisation of SSE or MSSE. Thus we are considering models 
in which optimal image enhancement is achievable by cross-validation only if the amount 
of blur in a scene decreases as the scene is recorded in more detail (see also paragraph C 
of Subsection 3.2.1).
Comparison of the blur ceiling for the two cross-validation m ethods. For
a > 5d/2 one can compare the two blur ceilings. Since then 1 -  d/2a > 1/4, the blur 
ceiling of the first method is higher than that of the second method. This means that 
the first method allows a wider range of blur than the second method, and therefore 
offers a greater range of application. This may seem rather unexpected in view of the 
fact that careful account has been taken of the blur in the second method. However, 
by deconvolving with the blur, as is done in the second method, the noise component 
— and therefore also the variance — increases dramatically. To understand why this
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happens, observe that i is calculated on a very small smoothing set 0  as n —► oo. The 
approximation <2 to £, however is of the form
2^ = = A ★ ^ ,
and the non-zero components of h^~1^ grow hke \ 2d (see (3.2.22)). The random part of 
2^, namely therefore also grows like A2d, and A —► 00 as n —► 00.
Comparison of CVi and SSE for large amounts of blur. The limitations A = 
o(n1~d^ 2a) and A = o(n1/4) are genuine restrictions which must be enforced to ensure that 
optimal performance is achievable. In fact, the proof of Theorem 3.5 can be extended to 
show that
E(CV, -  SSE)2/MSSE2 x  1 if A ~  eonst.n1- i/2a] and 
E(CV] -  SSE)2/MSSE2 -  00 if n ' - i/2a = A).
Corresponding results also apply to the second method.
Dependence of CV2 on the point spread function. The second cross-validation 
method makes explicit use of the finite support Af of h^~lK For example, for each j  E 7£n, 
the data is partitioned into {Aj+jt : k £ A/*} and {Xj+k : k E Af}. The former set 
is used to construct and the latter to construct <2- This method is therefore more 
restrictive in its applicability to other classes of point spread functions than the first 
method, which has an obvious extension to other classes of point spread functions.
Comparison of the two cross-validation methods. The comments and compar­
isons of the two methods seem to indicate that for the relatively low levels of blur for 
which both cross-validation methods work, the naive method is preferable in more than 
one way. This is confirmed by numerical results presented in Subsection 3.3.5.
3.3 .4  U niform  a.s. R esu lts for th e N aive CV M eth od
Proposition 3.4, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 show that SSE, CVi and CV2 converge to MSSE 
in a mean square sense. They imply that
(SSE -  MSSE)/MSSE —► 0 in pr.; (3.3.12)
(CV, -  SSE)(<$)/MSSE(<$) -+ 0 in pr., for * =  1,2, (3.3.13)
where 6 = C3<$m, 6m denotes the minimiser of MSSE and C3 > 0. These properties 
can be extended in two ways: one can show that (3.3.13) holds for a range of values
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of the smoothing parameter <5, and that convergence in (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) can be 
strengthened to a.s. convergence.
In this subsection we exhibit sufficient conditions for £, A and e which allow us to 
show that
sup |(CVi -  MSSE)(<5)|/MSSE(<$) -  0 a.s., (3.3.14)
sei
where I  denotes an interval which contains the minimiser Sm of MSSE.
Similar results may be obtained for the second cross-validation method, but no new 
insights would be gained by doing this, as the same techniques are used to prove either 
result.
The proof of (3.3.14) is accomplished in three steps: on the interval I  we define a 
grid; the grid points are equally spaced and separated by n-7 for some 7 > 0. We first 
show that for any two points p and </> in / ,  p a grid-point and \p — <f>\ < n-7 , the absolute 
value of the differences |CVi — SSE|/MSSE is at most ein-1 for some c\ > 0. In the 
second step, accomplished in Theorem 3.8, we show that
sup |(CVi -  SSE)(pi)|/MSSE(pi) 0 a.s. 
p*ei
To obtain a generalisation of (3.3.11) to a.s. convergence, one also has to show that 
SSE — MSSE = o(MSSE) a.s. uniformly on I. This is the purpose of Proposition 3.9. 
Sufficient conditions for our final conclusions are presented in Theorem 3.10, which is a 
straightforward consequence of Propositions 3.7, 3.9 and Theorem 3.8.
In some of the results of this subsection, we shall make use of the following assump­
tions on t and h.
A4 The blur parameter A grows with n like A = 0 ( n l 11 d/2a) for some 77 > 0.
A5 For 0 < A < d-1 , \t(j + k) -  t(j)\ = 0(n~Ad) for j,  k € 7£„, \k\ < 1.
Assumption A4 implies that A = o(n1-d/2a), the condition required in Theorem 3.5; 
and A5 expresses a Lipschitz condition of order Ad for t. In the case of differentiable 
functions with bounded first derivative, a Lipschitz condition of order 1 is always satisfied. 
Since we assume that a > 1, A5 is natural in view of the fact that one may regard t as 
a discretisation of an a times continuously differentiable function T  (see also paragraph 
A of Subsection 3.2.3).
Let Sm denote the minimiser of MSSE over S for given n and A. Then 6m = cmb0, 
with So = n~1+d/2a, cm > 0. For n > 0, 0 < Aq <  <  00 such that k\So < Sm < k2So,
put
I  = [Wo, M o]. (3.3.15)
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On I  define grid points p, and points 0,>r by
Pi =  kiSo - f  in 7 for 0 < i < k,
(f)i r = pi + rn -7 for 0 < i < k and 0 < r <  1, (3.3.16)
where 7 > 0 and k < fc37i7_1+d/2a, k3 > k2 -  k\.
The next proposition shows how to choose 7 such that the the quotients |CVi — 
SSE|/MSSE, calculated at p, and are at most ein-1 for c\ > 0. Recall that assump­
tions A 1-A 3 were listed at the beginning of this section.
Proposition 3.7 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A 1-A 4. Assume further that a > 3d 
and Ee4 <00. 7 /7  > 2 + 2a -  d/2a then
sup sup
0 < t < *  0 < r < 1
CV\(n,pi) -  SSE(n,pi) 
MSSE(n, pi)
CVi(n,<M  ~ SSE(n,  <fo;T.) 
MSSE(n , (fii'j.)
o(n x) o.s.
A proof of this proposition is given in Subsection 3.4.6.
We are now ready to present the generalisation of Theorem 3.5 to a.s. convergence.
Theorem 3.8 Assume that h and e satisfy A l—A5 with A > d/4a. Assume further 
that a > 3d and 7 > 2 + 2a — d/2a. If
1. b > (7 + u  + d/2a) max{2a/d2, (477) f o r u > 0 ,a n d
2. E]e|r < 00 for 1 < r < 2b,
then
sup
sei
CV(n, 6) — SSE(n,6) 
MSSE(n,6)
0 a.s. as n —► 00.
A proof of Theorem 3.8 can be found in Subsection 3.4.7.
A comparison of Theorems 3.5 and 3.8 shows that the latter requires slightly stronger 
assumptions on image, point spread function and the error distribution. As pointed out 
above, assumptions A4 and A5, which relate to the point spread function and the image, 
are not much more restrictive than the assumptions imposed on h and t in Theorem 3.5. 
As we shall see in the proof of Theorem 3.8, assumption 2 of Theorem 3.8 was made in 
order to prove the a.s. convergence by means of the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
We now turn to the strengthening of Proposition 3.4. Since the methods of proof of 
our Proposition 3.9 are virtually the same as those employed in the proofs of Proposition 
3.7 and Theorem 3.8, we shall only give an outline of a proof containing the essential 
features. This can be found in Subsection 3.4.8.
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Proposition  3.9 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A 1 -A 3  and that A = 0 (n1_d/2a). 
Assume further that a > 3d and 7 > 2 + 2a — d/2a. If
1. b > (7 + uj +  d/2a)2a/d for u  > 0 , and
2. E|e|r < 00 for 1 < r < 2b,
then
sup
sei
SSE(n,6) — MSSE(n,6) 
MSSE(n, S)
0 a.s. as n —► 00.
In Proposition 3.9 we restricted attention to point spread functions h with A = 
0 ( n 1-d/2a), the rate of growth given in Corollary 3.3. Since we are only interested in 
point spread functions up to this ceiling of A, the full analogue of Proposition 3.4 is not 
given here.
It is interesting to observe that Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 make use of the same 
grid I  where grid points are separated by n~7 . In contrast to this, it is worth noticing 
that the order of the bounded moments required in Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.9 
is slightly different. Furthermore, the Lipschitz condition A5 of Theorem 3.8 is not 
required in Proposition 3.9.
We conclude this subsection with Theorem 3.10, which is now a straightforward 
corollary of the previous results.
T heorem  3.10 Assume that f, h and e satisfy A 1-A 5  with A > d /\a . Assume further 
that a > 3d and 7 > 2 + 2a —  d/2a. If
1. b > (7 +  lj + d/2a) max{2a/d, (477) *} for u  > 0, and
2. E|e|r < 00 for 1 < r < 2b,
then
sup
sei
CV\(n, 6) — MSSE(n, 6) 
MSSE(n,6)
0 a.s. as n —► 00.
□
3 .3 .5  N u m e r ic a l E xa m p les
On the interval [0,1] we considered images and defined by
X ' ( i )
J 1(2)
sin(27rx) sin(27r(x — 0.3)) sin(27r(x — 0.5))
r § £ ) ( * -  0 .3 )C x-O .575)(x -  -4-0-2
-  0-2
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These images were discretised to 512 points, giving rise to the true (discrete) images 
and t^2\  The solid lines of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the graphs of and t ^  respectively.
The true images t ^  and t ^  were convolved with the family of point spread functions 
h = {h\}  (see A2) for A varying from 1 to 80. The blurred images h ★  t were further 
degraded by Gaussian additive noise e of mean zero, unit variance and standard deviation 
0.2, leading to observations
xM  = hx *t® + S  (i = 1, 2).
For A = 40, the observations and X ^  are displayed in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respec­
tively Ideally, all figures should be drawn on the same scale and the x-axis should 
cover the range [0,1]. The software S however did not easily lend itselef to  this.
The Fourier transform £ of X  was calculated at 512 points by means of the Fast 
Fourier Transform. For smoothing sets 0 , the estimates for and for t ^  were 
calculated using the inverse Fast Fourier Transform and (3.2.12). Because of the discrete 
nature of the Fast Fourier Transform, only integer values could be used for the smoothing 
parameter 6.
The sum of squared error, SSE, was calculated for 6 = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  10 and A E [1,80]. For 
the smoother image 6 = 4 minimised SSE over the range of point spread functions 
considered, while 6 = 3 minimised SSE for over the same range of point spread 
functions? The graphs of the optimal estimates for and i ^  for (calculated 
using 6 = 4 for the first and 6 = 3 for the second estimate) are given by the lines 
composed of dots and dashes in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively for A = 40.
Note that the estimates i^  and are rather smooth. This is to be expected for 
the following reason. If one identifies the smoothing set 0  with its indicator function T©, 
then one obtains
i(j) = (2*)-* f  ( (« )x W -% W e - 'W >  de
Jn
= (X*rh(-1) ★ we)C/),
where w q  denotes the inverse Fourier transform of 1©. Now observe that if 2L is the 
width of the rectangular window Z@, then iü@(j) = cj~l sin(jL) for c > 0. The larger the 
number of zeroes and sidelobes of wq  that He inside the region of interest (here defined by 
j  — 1 ,.. .,512), the rougher (or noisier) i  becomes. Similarly, i  becomes smoother with 
decreasing numbers of zeroes and sidelobes inside j  = 1 ,...,5 1 2 . The latter situation 
applies to our smoothing sets 0 , which are very narrow: they contain 8 points for 
and 6 points for of the possible 512 Fourier components.
To examine the performance of the two types of cross-validation, we calculated the 
pairs (i,-, f*), i = 1,2 as described in Subsection 3.2.3 and the cross-validation approxi­
mations CVi and CV2 to SSE over a range of 6s for each of the two images and t^2\  
For the range of point spread functions considered, the optimal smoothing parameters,
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Figure 3.1: True image and estimates for
Figure 3.2: True image and estimates for t 2^K
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Figure 3.3: Observations of t l^ \
Figure 3.4: Observations of t 2^K
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namely 6 = 4 and 6 = 3, minimised CVi for jO) and ^ 2). This shows that the naive 
cross-validation method selected the optimal smoothing parameter. The second method
parameters which minimised CVi and CV2 we calculated the estimates according to 
(3.2.12). The graphs of these estimates are displayed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. For the first 
cross-validation method, t\ agreed with the optimal estimate (since the same value of 6 
was used). The second cross-validation method selected smaller values of the smoothing 
parameter. This leads to the oversmoothed estimates £2 which are given by the broken 
lines in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
The numerical results confirm the theoretical results presented in Subsection 3.3.2. 
In particular they show that the first cross-validation method performs very well, and 
is better than the second method for the range of point spread functions and the rough 
and smooth true images and t^  which were considered.
3.4 Proofs
We begin this section by stating and proving some technical lemmas which are used 
repeatedly in the proofs of the propositions and theorems given in Section 3.3. Lemmas 
which are used in the proof of one proposition or theorem are stated and proved as part 
of that proposition or theorem. The lemmas appearing in this section are numbered 
consecutively as Lemma 3.4.1, Lemma 3.4.2, etc.
3.4 .1  Som e T echnical Lem m as
Lemma 3.4.1 For n > 0, a > d/k,  k = 1,2 and r(6) x  nd( 1 + ||n0||)-a , 9 € ft, the 
following hold as n —*■ 00:
did not perform as well: 6 = 2 minimised CV2 for tM and For the smoothing
1. fn\e T(0)k de x  nl-k- 1'>d(n6)d- ka ;
2. fn T(9)k d9 x
Proof o f Lemma 3.4.1
To prove part 1, put CO = H \  0  , then
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where COn = {ip € : t/> = nO, 9 E C0}. By a further change of variable
0 ^  (r,(f)i , . . . ,  with r = ||0|| , one now obtains
r rn7r
/  r(0 )fcd0 X n(fc- 1)d /  ( l +  r ) - '[a+J- 1 dr
yc©
x
This completes the proof of part 1.
To show part 2, take 0  = {0} in the proof of part 1. It now follows tha t
f rniT
/  r(9)k d9 x  nlk- V d /  (1 + rfr
Jn Jo
x  n t*-1) '.
since ka > d.
Lem m a 3.4.2 For \(9)  = n f= i{  ^ +  2A2(1 — A 1)(1 — cos #,)} 1, A > 1} one has 
[  X(@)~P d0 x  6d m ax{l, (A6)2p}d for p — 1 ,2 , . . .  as n —* oo.
J  ©
P roof o f  L em m a 3.4.2
If u  € [0 ,7r], then
1 — cos a; = 2 sin2(u;/2) x  J 2/2.
From this relationship it follows that
X(o) x f p i + a2(i -  a-1)»?}-1 x n < i + \ 2e])- \
i=l t=l
since A > 1. Similarly, for 0 6 0 ,
xw-xnu+A2*?)
*=1
follows, since x($) ^  0 on 0 . Hence
j  X(«rp deX n/V + A2«?)’’ dfl.'X
x  6J{(1 + \ 262)p}d x  ^ m a x ( l ,
□
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L em m a 3 .4 .3  For n > 0, a > d/2 and j  £ TZ, the following holds as n —► oo;
B (j)2 = 0[(n<$)2^ _a  ^ max {nr (n<$)_2r}].
M l
P ro o f  o f  L em m a  3.4.3
Recall tha t for n > 0 ,TZ = lZn is defined by
TZ = {j G 7Ld : \ji\ < Kn,  i = l , .
For j  G 7Ld \  TZ and 1 < r < d, put
^ ( r )  = {j G \  7e : | j i | , . . . ,  | j r | > K n  and |j r+ i|, • • \jd\ < Kn}]
and put
C0 = Q \  0 , C0n = { ^ 6  = nd, d 6 C0}.
For j  G 5 ( r )  one has
# 0 ')  =  {2ir)~d J^r{0 )co s ( j ,d )  dO
x  [  (1 + ||0||)-a cos(n_1j, 0) dd
J C0n
- »r(n*)-i/r c3-4-1)
»=1 •7(- 0 n  , = i
where cs(r) = ±  cos or cs^r  ^ = ± sin, depending on r.
We claim that
m  = Owdlrt-Hnsy(3.4.2)
t = l
To show (3.4.2) it suffices to estimate the integral in (3.4.1). Note tha t C 0n is of the 
form l l d
C O n  =  U R p  =  U IT [a m , 6 m ]
p = 1 p = l  m = l
with am,6m G R. Integration over C 0n can therefore be decomposed into a sum of 
integrals over R p . We use integration by parts on each R p .
Put
m  =  ( l  +  P I I ) - ;
(d/d»i)gr(0) = (3/00,)cs
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The first two steps are as follows for R  = Rp (p = 1 , . . . ,  / ):
i=2 
rb2 rbd
Jao */aw /((-,, «2, • • - , f tl){n (0 /0 ft)} S r(4 l, *2, • • •,
1/02 • • • dOd- / ( a l ,  02, • • • ,« { n W ^ ( a i , f c ,  • • •»fa)
i=2
-  J ^ { ( 3 / 3 f l i ) / ( 0 ) M n W W i ) } f f r ( 0 )  dfl
= / 6l • • ■ t " \ K b u h , » 3, . . . , 9 d ) { t [ ( d m ) } g r - i ( b l , b 2, e 3 , . . . ,
Ja  3 ^  L i=3
r
—/ ( b i ,a2,93, .. .,ö (i ) { J J ( ö / ^ t)}^r_1(ö1,a2,Ö3, • • -,0<l)
i=3
r
- f ( a l :  b2,  # 3 ? • • • ■> ^ ) { n ( ^ / ^ » ' ) } # r - l ( a i ,  & 2 i  # 3 >  • • •■»
+ / ( a i , a2, 03, . . . ,  , <*2, #3,•• •, 0d)
i= 3
rb2 rbd
dOs . . .  dOd
o e
./a? -'a.
X { I I W 9#0}Sr-x(6l,«2,
t=3
-{ (9 /a « 2) /( a i ,» 2, . . . , # d)}
r
X { I I ( ^ / ^ * ) } f i fr- l ( a i » ^2 ’ • • • » Od)
i= 3
^  '{ (a /a 9 1)/(« 1, t 2,«3, . . . ,f l i )}
dd2 . . . dOd
roi /-03 /•
i/ d| */ 03 */ d
X { n ( 0 / 0 0 i )}<7r_ l(0 l ,62 , 0 3 , . . . , 0 <()
i= 3
r
x {Y[(d/d0i)}gr- i (0 i , «2, Ö3, . . . ,  ed) dQ\ddz . . .  dOd
+ JR{(d2/de l d02) m } { f l W d e i)}gr-i(o.)de.
After r steps one obtains for pp terms of the form
PP = Y 1  / • • • / ( 1 + llöll(-r))"asin(n-1;,ö>(_r) d0r+i . . . d 0 d
+ci Y l  J  + ll^ll(-r+i))-a_2 i^ sin(n-1j,  ö)(_r+1) dßr . . . d d d
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+  . . .  +  cr £ /  (1 + ||<9||)-“- 2’- ( n  ö,)sin(Tz-xj,ö ) d ö i..  (3.4.3)
JR i= 1
where c i , . . . , c r > 0 and each summation has a finite number of terms which does not 
grow with 7i. The first integral is (d -  r)-dimensional, the next (d -  r +  l)-dimensional, 
and the last one is d-dimensional. We have used the notation ||0||(_r) and (n~1j,  0)(_r) 
to indicate that r of the d variables have been replaced by the limits of integration as 
indicated in the two steps above for /  and g.
As can be checked, each term in (3.4.3) is bounded by Ci(nö) a+d r for appropriate 
constants c, > 0, and thus it follows that
T s £ p p = 0 { (n
P= 1
This shows that (3.4.2) holds. Next observe that
£ ß ( j ) 2 = £  £  m 2- (3.4.4)
r=l jes(r)
It now remains to calculate J2jeS(r) # ( j )2- Using (3.4.2), one has for 1 < r < d 
£  B(jf< c1n2> « ) 2<‘,- ’- ‘> Y ,  (ijf)"r
j€<S(r) j€«S(r)
< c2n2r(n6)'2id- r- a)n - T 
=  c2nr(n<)2<J- r- a>
for constants ci,C2 > 0. Substitution of the last estimate into (3.4.4) leads to
B{j)2 < c3 max nr(nS)2 d^~r~a  ^ (c3 > 0)
j$n  r=1...d
= 0{{nb) 2^ d~a) max nr(n6)~2r},
T* —  1  I » » »yd
which is the desired result.
Lem m a 3.4.4 Put
d r6
ke( j)  = TT~d TT / {1 + 2A2(1 — A-1 )(l — cos0 j ) }  cos(j‘,0,) d0{ as n —► oo. 
,= i Jo
Then
^2  M i ) 2 = M O 2} n +• oo.
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P ro o f o f Lem m a 3.4.4
Let j  £ 7Ld \1Z. By (3.2.13), there is 1 < i < d such that |J,| > Kn.  The function 
is symmetric, and we may thus assume that for j  £ 1Z, j  = ( j i , . . . ,jd)T , \ji\ > Kn.  It 
follows that
^ f c 0 ( j)2 < c, ^  Y, E  M i ) 2
i&i \ji\>Kn j2z7Z jde7l
c2{ J 2 < l ) 2} { Y , e ( l f } d- '
| / |>n  izTL
for constants c\, c3 > 0. Here e : 7L —> R is given by
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that
since
e(0 2 =  o { J 2  e(0 2},
\i\>n ie7Z
E mo2 = {E e(')2}‘
Put /i = 2A2(1 — A *) and consider 
•6
(/) =  / {1 + /x(l — cos u)} cos(lu) du
Jo
= (1 +  //) / cos(/u) du — /x / cos ucos(lu) du
Jo Jo
(3.4.5)
(/) = 7T 1 [  {1 + 2A2( 1 — A *)(1 — cos u)} cos(lu) du. (3.4.6)
Jo
(3.4.7)
= (1 -f- ^i)/ 1 sin(M) — — 1) 1 {I cos6 sm(l6) — sin £ cos(/£)},>2 i \ - l
where we have used the identity 
•6ro
/ cos x cos ax dx = (a2 — l ) _1{a cos <5 sin(a<$) — sin £ cos(a^)}.
Jo
Collecting terms in sin(/<$), one gets
ne(l) = l~l sin(/<$)(l +  ^i[l — cos^{1 + (/2 — 1)—1}]) + (l2 — 1 )-1 //sin ^ cos(16)
and thus
e(/)2 < c3{l 2 sin2(/<$)(l -f /i[l — cos <${1 + (/2 — 1) ^ J ) 2
+ (/2 — l ) -2^ 2 sin2 6 cos2(/<$)}
for some c3 > 0.
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If A > 1, then p < 2A2. It therefore follows that
e(/)2 < C4 {/~2sin2(/<$)(l + 2A2[1 -  cos<${1 + (/2 — l ) " 1}])2
+ /~ 4A4 sin2 6 cos2(/<$)} (c4 > 0)
< c5(/~2[l + A4 sm4(<$/2){l + o(n-1 )}] + /~4A4sin2 <$) (c5 > 0),
since sin2(/£) < 1, cos2(l6) < 1, and since |/| > n imphes that (/2 -  l ) ” 1 = o(n-1 ). Next 
observe tha t for small 6, sin 6 x  6, and thus
e(/)2 < c6[ r 2{l +  (AÄ)4H l  +  0( n - 1)} +  r W ]
< c7/ - 2{l + (A(5)4 + (A(5)2}{l + o (n -1)}
< eg/“2 max{l, (A£)4}{1 + o(n-1 )} (3.4.8)
for constants cq, c7, eg > 0. To obtain the second inequality in (3.4.8), we used the fact 
that l~l X = 0 (1 ), which follows since |/| > n and A = 0 (n ).
To show (3.4.7), we now use the estimate (3.4.8) and obtain
Y2  c( 0 2 < c8max{l,(A<$)4}{1 + o(n-1 )} ^  l~2
| / |> n  \l\>n
< eg m ax{l, (A^)4}n_1{l + o(n-1 )}.
The desired result now follows, since n6 -+ oo implies that n -1 = o(<$). □
Lem m a 3.4.5 For n > 0 and a > d, put
Dj =  (2d)"1 Y 2 ( h * 0 ( i  - k ) - ( h *  t)(j) for j  G 7Ld. 
I*l=i
Then Dj =  o (l) for j  G 1Z, and thus Ylje'n = °(nd) as 71 ~y 00 •
P roof o f Lem m a 3.4.5
For j  G TZ,
\Dj\ = i(2d)-1 Y2 - * - o - - owoi
l*l=i '
< ^  /i(/) sup \t(j — k — l) — t(j -  /)|,
i l*l=i
since h > 0. Furthermore, for j  G \k\ = 1,
\ t ( j - k ) - t ( j ) I < Cl /  r(0 )|e‘<*’ö> -  1| d9
Jn
< c2 f (i + ii0||)-<y Wn’l’>- i iJ nfi de
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for ci,C2 > 0, where nCl = {nd : 9 £ Q}. Now, \k\ = 1, and thus k /n  —*• 0 as n —► oo. 
This implies that \edk!n'e) — 1| —* 0 as n —► oo for 9 £ Q,, and therefore
It(j - k ) -  t ( j )I = o(l)
follows, since f nü( 1 + ||0||)-a d9 = 0(1) by Lemma 3.4.1.
Since h is bounded and ^  h(l) = 1, the desired result now follows. □
Lemma 3.4.6 Put
p  = (2* r d f  T(e)2{ i - X(0)} de,
Jn\e
Q = (2tt )~d f  r(9)q{ l  -  x(0)~l Y  dO, for p, q = 1, 2, . . . .
Jn\@
1. I f  a > d/2 -f 1, then, as n —► oo,
P x  nd(nS)d~2a min{l, (A£)2}.
2. I f  XS < 1 and a > (2p + 1 )d/q, then, as n —► oo,
<3 s:
Proof of Lemma 3.4.6
To show part 1, take 0 £ [0,7r]. Then 1 — cos 9 x  92, and therefore
{1 -  x(0)} X 1 -  n u  + (A(,i)2}-1 x  min{l, A2||0||2}.
1 =  1
Put C0 = S7 \  0 . Using the above x-relationship for x, P  is estimated by
P x  n2d f  (1 + ||rc0||)_2amin(l, A2||0||2) d9 
J Ce
x  n2d J  (1 4- np)~2a m in(l, X2p2)pd~1 dp,
where p = ||0||, and where we have used the fact that the Jacobian is proportional to
Next we distinguish two cases: A<§ < 1 and XS > 1.
If XS > 1, then min(l,A2/?2) = 1 and thus
rn ir
P x  nd (1 + p)~2apd~l dp x  nd(nS)d~2a. 
Jn6
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If Xö < 1, then
P x  n2d{J6 (1 + np)2(Xp)2pd 1 dp + (^1 + np) 2apd 1 dp}
rnX~ 1 rn'K
x  nd{(Xn~1)2 (1 + p)~2apd+l dp + (1 + p)~2apd~l dp)
Jn6 J nX - 1
x  nd(nö)d~2a{ XÖ)2.
Combining the two cases gives the desired result.
To show part 2, take 6 € [0,7r]. Then
A W < x ( 0 ) - '  - 1 <  A W  + Ä*,
where
0 < Re < ci(A||e||)M , c, > 0.
An upper bound for Q is
Q < c2n"d j c e ( l + \n0|) -^ (A ||0 ||)2p +  (A||0||)2pV »
x  nqi J \  1 + np)~qa\ 2p p2p+d~1 { 1 + (Ap)2'’*1' - 1*} dp
rnir
x  nh-i)d-2P (l + p)-"<*A2V ' ,+,i- 1{l +  (An-1p)2p(<' - 1>}
Jn6
x  n’(,i- a>«'i- ’a(A«)2p,
for some C2 > 0, since XÖ < 1 and qa > (2p + l)d.
Similarly, a lower bound for Q is obtained as
Q > W > d [  (l + |M ||) - ‘'“(A||0||)2’’ <i0 
JCe
X n^d- a)6d- qa(X6)2p,
and thus the required estimate for Q holds. □
3.4.2 P ro o f o f P roposition  3.1
Proposition 3.1 Assume that t, h and e satisfy A l—A3 and that a > d/2. I f  XS —► c 
where 0 < c < oo as n —* oo, then, as n —* oo,
MSSE x  nd[(nö)d~2a + 6d max{l, (A6)4d}}.
To show this proposition, we require Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.3, which were stated and 
proved in the previous subsection.
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P roof o f Proposition  3.1
For n > 0, put
M«, = E ßw2 + E v0')’
j  j e n
where, the reader may recall, Y^ j denotes The difference between Mc
consists in the bias term; in MSSE, bias is restricted to 7£, while bias in Mc 
over 7Ld.
We first show that 'Yj B(j)2 x  nd(n6)d~2a, and thus
Mqo x  nd{(nÖ)d~2a + 6d max(l, A4<$4)d}.
To prove the proposition, it then suffices to show that
]T ß (j )2 = o{]Tß(j)2}. 
j
Put Boo = YjjB(j)2- By Parseval’s identity (see (1.3.9)),
Boo =  (2*rd f T(0) 2 d9,Jn\Q
and thus by Lemma 3.4.1,
Boo  X  nd(nS)d- 2a.
Furthermore, from Lemma 3.4.2,
Y .  V(j) x  Sd max(l, A4<$4)d.
Together, these last two results show (3.4.10). As shown in Lemma 3.4.3,
and since nö
£  B ( j f  = 0  ( n b f ^  max {nr(nS)-2r} 
itn  I- r_1.....d
oo and r < d, it thus follows that
E ß(»:12 -  0(5 «,).
But Boo = Y jen  ß Ü)2 + Hjpii B{j)2i an(i ^  now follows that
and therefore
as required.
£  ß w 2 x  ß »>
jen
MSSE x  Moo,
(3.4.9)
and MSSE 
is summed
(3.4.10)
(3.4.11)
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3 .4 .3  P ro o f o f Proposition  3.4
Proposition  3.4 Assume that t, h and e satisfy A 1 -A 3 . Assume further that a > d/2 
and Ee4 < oo. If XÖ —► c where 0 < c < o o  as n —* oo, then, as n —*■ oo,
E{SSE -  MSSE)2 = o{MSSE2).
The proof of Proposition 3.4 requires Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.4, which were given in Sub­
section 3.4.1.
P ro o f o f P roposition  3.4
Recall from (3.2.14) that SSE = Yl jeniKf)  ~ KJ) }2 an(i MSSE = E(SSE). Since
i(j) = Mi) + (*©*<0(i)>
t & U )  =  W *  f  d « ,Jo
ke(j)  =  (2t ) - j f  x ( e r ' e - w  de,
Jo
(as in (3.3.2)), SSE and MSSE can be re-written in the following form.
SSE = £{ß(i) +  (* e* « )0 ')}2 
je n
MSSE = ^ ß ( i ) 2 +  n V ^ f c @(i)2, (3.4.12)
jen j
where B{ j ) denotes the bias of t ( j ) which is given in (3.3.3), and V = nda 2Ylj fce(j)2 
denotes the variance of i  on IZ as derived in (3.3.4).
Consider
T = J 2 ( k Q-ke){j)2 -  a2nd^2kQ(l)2
jen  i
= Z) Z €i€i Z M i -  *)M i-O -^EE m o 2
i i jen jen  i
= Z (f2 - ° 2) Z M i - z')2 + Z Z €*e/ Z M i -  *)Mi -  0-
* jeft * jen
Put
5 = I > Ü ) ( * e * €)(i),
jen
T\ = X!(e2 - a2) Z Mi - o2»
«■ jen
t2 = £ £ * * / £  M i-O M i-O . (3.4.13)
» jen
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then
SSE-M SSE = ^ { 2 5 ( i) ( ^ e * € ) ( i)  + (A:@*€)(i)2} - a 2nci^ A :@(i)2
jen j
= 2 5 + T = 25 + Ti + r 2, (3.4.14)
and E(SSE — MSSE)2 < ci(E52 + ET2 + E r | ), for some constant c\ > 0. It thus suffices 
to show that
EP2 = o(MSSE2) for P  = 5 ,7 \, T2. (3.4.15)
Consider
E52 = E { £ £ ( j) ( fc 0 *€)(j)}2
jen
jen i£iz i
= £ {  £  ß U)keU  ~ *)}2- (3.4.16)
»  j e ? ?
Observe that the Fourier transform of B has support \  0  while the Fourier transform 
of ke has support 0 . From this it follows that
E B(j)keU -  0 = (2jr)-J /  r(«)Zo\exW1Z'ee"‘<''*) d8 = 0 for Z e Zd,
j •'ft
and therefore
E BU)k»U  -  0  = -  E « ( i ) M i  -  0- (3-4.17)
jen j t n
To estimate (3.4.16), let /C denote a subset of 7Ld. Using (3.4.17), one obtains
£ { £  B(i)keU -  l)}2 = £ { £  B(j)ke(j  -  l)}2 + £ { £  B(j)ke (j ~ 0 ) 2
/ je^  lefc j$n
< £  £  ß ( i)2 £  M i  -  02 + £  £  ß U f  £  M i -  i f
i<ifcj£n jen i£/cj$n j<tn
= E « (i)2 E £  M i  -  0 2 + E ß(i)2 £  E M i  -  0 2-(3.4.i8)
jen itrcjen j^n  lefCj^n
We have used Holder’s inequality here. Next observe that
E ß U)2 E E M i  -  Z)2 = o(MSSE2), (3.4.19)
j€72 ltK.j€K
provided that
E E M i -  0 2 = o(MSSE), (3.4.20)
i^icjen
since Y.3£ i iß { j f  < MSSE by Proposition 3.1.
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For the term Y,j$.n #(i) 2 E /ga: Ejgft *©(i ~ 0 2 in (3-4.18), one may take K = kiU  
for some k i > 0. In this case,
E Y  M i  -  l = o(MSSE)
lefCj^n
follows immediately from (3.4.20). Now Ejgtt^C ?)2 = o{Y^jen B ( j ) 2} is a consequence 
of Lemma 3.4.3. The proof that ES2 = o(MSSE2) thus reduces to showing (3.4.20). 
Since tC in (3.4.20) is arbitrary, we may take 1C = 11. Then
E  E  M i - 0 2 < «3 nJmage U ~ (c3 > 0),
j& U tn  * * 1 (1 1
and it thus suffices to show that
max J 2  ke (j -  l)2 = 0{ £  k@(j)2}. (3.4.21)
(Recall that Ylj k©(j)2 = (2 r)~d f Q x(0)~2d0 x  max{l, (A<$)4d} by (3.3.4) and Lemma 
3.4.2, and that nd Yhj ke( j )2 < MSSE.) Equation (3.4.21) follows therefore from Lemma 
3.4.4, and thus
E52 = o(MSSE2)
as required.
Next consider
Ti = X !(€? -  Y  M i  -  *)2
* jen
as given in (3.4.13). Observe that
E{E( f2 - * 2) } 2 = E (Ef? - A
and thus it follows that
ETi2 = Y ( Eei - ^ Y Y  M i  -  *)2M i  ~ I f
i jen ien
(3.4.22)
where
Consider
P =  E(4 -  <T4
Z(i, l) = Y  M i  -  O M i -  ')• (3-4.23)
)£K
Y Z (i , i f  =  E E E W " ' ) ^ 1“ ' ) 2
i i jen ien
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< E E M i - o 2E M / - o 2
j e n  i I
=  E { E m »)2}2
ien  >
= E « 2* ) " ' /  x(0 ) -2 d 6 } \
tek  Je
where the last equality follows from Parseval’s identity. By Lemma 3.4.2 applied to 
{ /e X (0) - 2 d9}2, we now have that
Y  Z(i,  i f  < c5nd62d m ax{l, (Atf)8*} < c6n~dMSSE2 = o(MSSE2) (3.4.24)
for constants C5, c8 > 0. This shows that ET2 = o(MSSE2) by substituting (3.4.24) into 
(3.4.22).
It remains to estimate E T |. By (3.4.13) and (3.4.23),
• ¥*
and thus
=  E E E E  E(€1£i €,tm)Z (i,/)Z (m ,j)
* m
=  2 E E <74Z(i’i )2 (since Z(i , l )  = Z(l , i ))  
i l #
= 2(j4 5Z E] 5Z 5Z “ OMi -  *)Mm -  OMi -  0
m^H j£TZ i l^i
<  c7 y  -  * ) M i  -  o } 2 (c7 >  0 )
mZTljE'R. i
= c7 Y  EZ'K^e 'Ar^ e )(m - ^)}2 (by the symmetry of fc@) 
m£TZ j€ H
< c7 y  !]{(£©* mc?)}2
m erc  j
'd f  ~/m - 4 de.= c8n /  xwJq (3.4.25)
The last equality follows from Parseval’s identity. A further application of Lemma 3.4.2 
yields
ET2 < cgndSd m ax{l, (A<$)8d) (eg > 0).
Using the result of Proposition 3.1, it now follows that
ET2 < c10MSSE = o(MSSE2) (cl0 > 0),
as required. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.4. □
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3.4 .4  P ro o f o f T heorem  3.5
Theorem 3.5 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A l—A3. Assume further that a > bd/2, 
A > 1 and Ee4 < oo. I f Sm minimises MSSE over 6 for given n and A, then 1 and 2 
below are equivalent:
1. E{(CVi -  SSE)(6m)2} = o{MSSE(6m)2};
2. A = o(nl ~dl2a).
In the proof of this theorem, Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.3, 3.4.5-3.4.6 are required. These 
together with their proofs were given in Subsection 3.4.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.5
Fix n > 0, and write 71 for 7Zn. Recall from (3.3.8)-(3.3.10) that
CVi = SSEJ + N u
where
s s e ; = £ { i ( j ) 2 -  2 t1(i)ti(j) + t ( j f }
jen
is the first cross-validation approximation to SSE, and
i f  i = 2 £  -  t(j)} + {(h * *)(i) -  «ü)}(« *
jen
contains only those terms which do not depend on 6. Thus N\  is omitted when comparing 
SSEj and SSE.
For notational simplicity we now omit the subscript 1 and write CV, SSE*, i* and i  
instead of CVi, SSE^, t\ and t\ in this proof. Put
jen
v  = and 
3 €K
je n
(3.4.26)
We have
C V - S S E  = - 2  (U + V + W).
To prove the theorem, we show the following
• E(I72 + V 2) = o(MSSE2);
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• E{VU(dm)2} = o{MSSE(<$m)2} if and only if A = o(n1 d/2a),
where 6m denotes the minimiser of MSSE, fU(<5m) is the value of W  at 6m, and
MSSE x  nd{{nö)d~2a + Sd max{l, (AS)4d}
by Proposition 3.1.
Define an operator D on points yj, j  £ 7Ld by
Dy, =  (2d)-1 £  yj+i -  y,. (3.4.27)
l*l=i
Consider
u  =
jen
= '%2{(h*i)U)D(h*t)(j) + (h*t)(j)Ö€j}ke(  0). (3.4.28)
jen
I
Now,
sup \(h*t)(j)\  < sup |t(j)| < (27t)—d [  t(6) d6 = 0(1) (3.4.29)
je n jen Jn
by Lemma 3.4.1.
For the first term in (3.4.28), which we denote by Ui, we have the following estimate:
|£M = l5>*0(i)D (fc*t)O ')*e(0)| 
jen
< |Are(0)| sup \(h*t)(j)\  ^  |D (/i* 0 (i) |
jen
= o[nd6d max{l, (A£)2d}]. (3.4.30)
Here we have used the fact that k&(0) = 0[6d max{l, (A<$)2d}] and that Y,jen D(h*t)(j) = 
o(nd) which follow from Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.5.
For the random term in (3.4.28) observe that
E ( £ D tjf  = 0 ( A
jen
since the e’s are independent. Using (3.4.29) and Lemma 3.4.2, one therefore obtains for
U2 = £ (Ä * 0 (i)D c j* e (0 ) 
jen
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the following estimate:
EVl  < I^ ©(0)12 sup \ {h* i) ( j) |2E( £  Dcj)2
jen
= 0[nd<52ti max{l, (A<Ü)4d}]. (3.4.31)
Combining (3.4.30) and (3.4.31) therefore yields
EU2 < cx(Ul + EU2) (Cl >0 )
= o[(n£)2d max{l, (A<$)4ci}] = o(MSSE2). (3.4.32)
We next estimate EU2, V  as in (3.4.26). From (3.2.18) and (3.3.2) it follows that the 
estimator t*(j) is
t*(j) = *(i) + M  Q)OXj
= *e(j) +  *e(0)D(fc*0(i) +  (Are ★ €)(.;) +  M 0)D e,.
Using this equality, V  becomes
V =
jen
= £ +  ^e(0)D(/i ★  00 ')}fj + {(£© * €)U) + AreCOjDcjJcj], (3.4.33)
jen
where B(j)  denotes the bias of t(j) (see (3.3.3)). Put
Vi = ^{ ß (j)+ fce (0 )D (Ä * l)(j)}e j. (3.4.34)
jen
Then
EV,2 = <72 £{ß(j)+M 0)D(fe**)(.7')}2
jen
< c2[ £  * ( i)2 + M O )2 £ {D(/> * <)(i)}2] (3.4.35)
j jen
for some c2 > 0. Now,
Y  B(j)2 = (2ir)-d f  t( = 0{ni (n6)i - 2a} 
j Jn\&
follows from Parseval’s identity and Lemma 3.4.1. Furthermore
fc©(0)2 = 0{S2d max{l,(A<$)4ti},
£ { D ( / i* t) ( j )} 2 = o(nd) 
jen
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follow from Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.5. The term EV2 of (3.4.35) is therefore bounded by
EVj2 = 0 { n d(nö)d~2a} + o[nd62d max{l, (A<5)4d}j
= o(MSSE2). (3.4.36)
Let V2 denote the following sum of terms in (3.4.33)
v2 = E  eJ-{(fee*f)(i) +  fce(0)D€i }. (3.4.37)
Observe that
fce (0)D€j + (fc© ★  e)(j) = fc©(0){(2d)_1 Y  -  ej} + E
m=i i
=  fc©(0)(2d ) ' 1 Y  €j - i  +
|/|=i i* o
and therefore
V2 = E £i - ' fc®(0) + E £i- 'M O } -  (3-4.38)
j €K  |/|=1 1*0
We now bound EV^ 2 in the following way:
ev22 = E  E  E{(2< r 2 E  E  o)2
h e n j 2 e n  |/i |= i 1/2 |= i
+<*-1 E  E  cii€ja€ii- /ici2-/2Ä©(°)M^)
lhl=l ^2*0
+ E  E  eii €J2€ii-heh -h 0^(^ 1 )^e(^)}
1^ 0 12*0
< c3{ Y ke(0)2+ Y  E  M 0 ) M 0 + E E M 0 2}
jeft j€^|/i|=i jeft /
< c4nd{fc©(0)2 + E  M O 2}»
where C3, c4 > 0 and
E  M°)M0 < c5fc©(o){ E  M02}1/2 < c6k@(o)2
Kl=i , I4=i
was used for some c5, cq > 0. Writing fc@(0) in terms of its inverse Fourier transform 
and applying ParsevaPs identity to &©(/)2 yields, for C7 > 0,
EV? < c7n‘'[(2Ir ) -2J{ f  x(«)_1 <«}2 + (27r)-J f  x W ~ 2 d«\
Je Je
= 0[(n£)J max{l, (Ai)4<i}] = o(MSSE2) (3.4.39)
by Lemma 3.4.2.
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Combining (3.4.32), (3.4.36) and (3.4.39), one obtains that
E {U2 + V 2) = o(MSSE2).
It remains to show that if 6m minimises MSSE over <$, then E{VE(<$m)2} = o{MSSE(<Sm)2} 
if and only if A = o(n1-d/2a), where
W^m) = ~ t(j) ~ (€*/i(_1))(i)}{(/i*0(i) “ KJ)}-
jen
Put
r(j) = kn\Q(j) = (2tt) d / xW  t{j,6) dO,
Jn\e
s(j) = ( h * t ) ( j ) - t ( j ) . (3.4.40)
For B( j ) denoting bias of t(j),
W  = 5 Z { £ ( j) - (c * r ) ( j)} s ( j ) ,
jen
(3.4.41)
and
EVE2 = # 0 > ( i ) } 2 + ^ Y ^ Y  *U)rU -  *)}2»
jGft A:
(3.4.42)
since
E{]C (e*r)(.;X j)}2 = ° 2 Y  Y  k)r( j2 - k )
j e n  h e n  h e n  k
= ° 2Y { Y sW r(j ~ k W -  (3.4.43)
k j£TZ
Instead of estimating EVE2 directly, we first estimate the expression given below 
in (3.4.45), in which the sums over TZ in EVE2 are replaced by infinite sums over 2Zd, and 
then give reasons why this change can be made without affecting the asymptotic results.
Put
P  = (2 * ) -* /  r(0)2{*(0) -  1}
J n\e
Q = (2x)-J /  r(»)2{x(«)'1 -  l } 2 dS (3.4.44)
J n \ e
and consider
VEoo = {J2  ß ( ;> ( j)} 2 + Y i Y  sU)rU - k)}2
j k j
= [(2ir)-d f  r(0)2{X(0) -  1} d#]2 + <T2(2ir)-d f  t(8)2{X(0T'  -  l} 2 d0 
J n \Q  J n \@
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P 2 + a2Q. (3.4.45)
By Lemma 3.4.6,
P  x  nd(n6)d~2a min{l, (A<$)2}, (3.4.46)
and therefore
P/MSSE x  (nf)d~2amin{l, (Aü)2}[(n«)d- 2“ + SJ max{l, (AÄ)4<i}]_1
follows from Proposition 3.1. To show that P/MSSE —► 0, let Sm denote the minimiser 
of MSSE over S. Then for 6 = cg^m, eg > 0
(P/MSSE)(<$) x  min{l, (A<$)2}. (3.4.47)
From (3.4.47) it follows that
(P/MSSE)(<$) ^  0 if and only if A6 -+ 0,
and this is equivalent to A = o(£-1 ). But 6m = Cgn-1+d/2a, eg > 0, is a consequence of 
Corollary 3.2, and therefore
P(tf)2 = o{MSSE(«)2} if and only if A = o(n1- <i/2a). (3.4.48)
To show that Q —  o(MSSE2), in view of (3.4.48) it now suffices to assume that A6 < 1 . 
Here we require the assumption that a > 5d/2 in order to show in Lemma 3.4.6 that
Qx nJ(n6)J- 2a(\6)4. (3.4.49)
Thus Q = o(MSSE2) follows, since (A6)4 = o{(n6)d}. (By assumption XS —*■ 0 and 
n6 oo.)
So far we have shown that for 6 = c6m, Wa0 = o(MSSE2). It now remains to show 
that EW 2 = o(MSSE2). Applying arguments similar to those given in the proof of 
Lemma 3.4.3 shows that
V  B(j)sU) = 0[(n6)2(d~a) min{l, (A£)2} max {nr(nS)~2r}] = o(P)
m  r=1....d
(see also (3.4.46)); and
£ { £ * ( • > >  0 '- * ) } 2 = o(m s s e 2).
k j<tn
From these last estimates the desired result follows immediately for EW 2. □
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3 .4 .5  P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  3 .6
Theorem  3.6 Assume that 2, h and e satisfy A l—A3. Assume further that a > 5d/2, 
A > 1 and Ee4 < oo. Then 1 and 2 below are equivalent:
1. E(CV2 -  SSE)2 = o(MSSE2);
2. (n~l X462)d{ l  + (A^)4d}[(n^)d-2a + Sd{ 1 + (A<5)4ei} ]-2 -+ 0.
If 6m minimises MSSE over 6 for given n and A, and ifö =  C3 m^ for C3  > 0, then 2 holds 
if and only if X = o(n1/4).
The proof of Theorem 3.6 requires Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.3, 3.4.5-3.4.6 as well as 
Lem m a 3.4.7 For n > 0 put
B = J (^€*,i("1))(i){(€*fce)(j) + cX} X M*)(X *j-/
j e n  i e t f  l e M
where c m  = |A4|. Then
EB2 = 0[(nX*S2)J m ax{l, (Ai)4li] + o(MSSE2), as n — oo.
P roof o f Lem m a 3.4.7
Put k = CjJl- For j  6 7Z-d,
( e * k Q ) ( j )  + « X M j' X X
i eM l£M
= X cjM i-0 + * X €l X  M i - 0
/gj+Af /ej+A* *€j+Af
= X aA€h
l
where
Mi - 0
Mi - 0 + k E.gj+at Mi - 0
0
if j  - I  e M n A f  
if i  — / € M  
if j  - 1 eAf ,
(3.4.50)
and M  = 7Ld \  AI, Af = 2^ \  A/". With this notation, j9 becomes
B = X X €m/i( 1}(i “ m) X aJi€/ = X X tmCißmi,
j £ H  rn I m /
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where
ßlm = ^ 2  a imhi “  0-
je n
Note that ßu =  0, since atji = 0 for j  G / + A/\ and = 0 for j  G A/\
Now,
E52  =
/l ^2 fcl h
= ^  ^ ( ß i i + ßikßu)
/ *
ji€ft j2€^ /
+ { E ° i .« fc(' 1)(Ä -  -  *)}]•
i *
Let 7  denote the Fourier transform of a. An application of Parseval’s identity to the 
sums over k and / yields
E B2 = <t4(2jr)-2'1 V  V  [{ [  7(0)2ei<"-»-*> d0
h e n  h e n  da -'n
+ { /  7 dfl}2]. (3.4.51)
Consider
J  =  (2n)-u Y } { j a 'r(9)2e'm  d9}{J^xW~2e'{3,e} M)
+ { J  m x ( 0 ) - ' e i m  d6}2]
= 2(2w)-d /  7 (»)2 x W " 2  d$. (3.4.52)
Jn
Here J  is derived from E B 2 by replacing one sum ‘j  G V  by ‘j  G 2Zd’. This change 
to the infinite sum allows us to apply Parsevai’s identity which then leads to the last 
integral in (3.4.52).
It remains to estimate (3.4.52). Define e : 7Ld —► R by
[ -M i)  if j e  AT
e( j ) = \  «De^M O if j  6  A4
( o  if j  G A4 n AT,
where k = c ^ ,  as defined at the start of the proof. Let 77 denote the Fourier transform
of e. In the notation of (3.4.50) one obtains
otji = kQ(j  -  l) + e(j -  l) for j ,  l G 7Ld 
7 2  = ( x " %  + i f ,
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and therefore J  of (3.4.52) becomes
J = 2(2ir)~d{[  x(0)~4 dB + 2 f x W ' 3n W d$ + f  XW ~ 2v W 2 dff}. (3.4.53)
J0  J0  JÜ
From Lemma 3.4.2 it follows that
[  x(0) 4 dO x  6d max{l, (A<$)8ci}. 
J @
To bound the other two terms in (3.4.53), observe that
m  = E e(i)e'wl = E m »k* E eim - ei(,,9)},
j  leM j e M
and therefore
(3.4.54)
(3.4.55)
f  x(9)-3m  do =  ^ M 0 / x ( « r 3 { *  E  eW )  -  de
/GA/” j e M
= (2v)-J ^ { £ x ( d r ' e - <(l'e> d 6}[ j  x(0)~3{k Y .  e'{l'e) ~ e'{l'e)}
j e M
= 0[62d max{l, (A£)8d}] (3.4.56)
follows again by Lemma 3.4.2.
Lastly we estimate / q x(0)2rl(0)2 dO. Observe that /:©(/) = A:©(0){1 + o(l)} for / £ Af, 
and therefore r](6) given in (3.4.55) becomes
*?(«) = fce (0){l + o(l)} Y  -  e<w>}.
l e t f  j e M
Now,
jnx(<>ym2do = i9(o)2{ i+ o(i )} jf# r2E f « E ^ ' ,)-e iM}
/G-Af ?GA1
de
l e t f j e M
0[A4'V limax{l,(A6)4<i}] (3.4.57)
by Lemma 3.4.2. Combining (3.4.53), (3.4.54), (3.4.56) and (3.4.57) gives the following 
bound for J:
J = 0 [ \ 4i62dmax{l, (A^)44} + 6dmax{l, (A£)8<i}]. (3.4.58)
Finally note that the sum ‘j  6 K'  in (3.4.51) may be replaced by the infinite sum 
lj  £ 7Z.d' (the latter was used in the definition of J) without affecting the asymptotics. 
This can be seen by arguments similar to those given in the proof of Lemma 3.4.3. 
Making use of the estimate (3.4.58) for / ,  one now obtains
ET 2 = 0 [ (n \4fj2)d max{l, (A<$)4d} + (n6)d max{l, (A<$)8d}]
= 0[ (n \4S2)d max{l, (A<5)4d}] + o(MSSE2)
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as desired. □
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  3.6
For n > 0, 7Z =  7Zn, N2,SSE^ and CV2  are given by (3.3.8)-(3.3.10) as
je n
SSEj = £ { t ( j ) 2 -2i5(i)(2(j0 + *(j)2};
jen
CV2 = SSE2 + iV2.
Here SSE2  is the (deconvolved) cross-validation approximation to SSE. Since iV2 contains 
only elements which do not depend on S, it suffices to consider CV2 — SSE instead of 
SSE2  -  SSE.
For the remainder of this proof we drop the subscript 2 and write CV, SSE*, t* and 
t instead of CV2, SSE2 , t2 and 2^- Now put
jen
(3.4.59)
jen
CV -  SSE = - 2 ( A + B ) . (3.4.60)
Using this notation, we shall show the following
• EA2 =  o(MSSE2); and
• EB2 = o(MSSE2) if and only if
(S \2n~l/2)d{ l  + ( \6 )2d}{(n6)d~2a + 6d + (A465)d} _1 0.
We recall that
MSSE x  nd[{n6)d~2a +  6d m ax{l, (M )4d}\ 
was given in Proposition 3.1.
For i £ 7Ld define D, on points yj, j  £ 7Ld by
= cm  yj+l ~ Vi+*> (3.4.61)
ieM
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where M  = { j  € 7Ld : \\j\\oo = 2} and cm = \M\  as in (3.2.24). The estimator i* of 
(3.2.25) can now be re-written in the following way:
i ’ U)  = < ( i ) + E fce ( i)D i * i
«GAA
= Mi) + X  M 0D*(Ä * 0(i) + (e * £©)(i) + X  M 0D«€i- (3.4.62)
t'GAf t’GAf
We now estimate EA2, where A was defined in (3.4.59). Put
^ 1  = X  * ( i ) X  M 0 Dt(^**)(i)>
jG ft «GAf
^ 2  = X  * ( i ) X  M 0 D.«b*
j e ^  t'GAf
Using (3.4.62), one obtains A = A\  + A2, and it therefore suffices to estimate A2 and 
EA2 . Consider
M l  = sup \t(j)\ sup |&0(i)| X  X  lD^ * 0 ( i ) l
jen  «eAf jeft t'GAf
< C, f  t ( 9)d e  f  x W 1 « E E  |D.(/»*<)0')l (Cl > 0)
jG ft t'GAf
= o[(n<5)d max{l, (A6)2<i}], (3.4.63)
since the first factor is 0 (1 ) by Lemma 3.4.1, the second is 0[6d m ax{l, (A<$)2d}| by 
Lemma 3.4.2, and |D,(/i ★  t)(j)\ = o(l) by a proof analogous to that given in Lemma 
3.4.5.
An estimate for EA2  is obtained in the following argument.
EA2 = E  E  tU iW h )  E  E  fce(ii)M i2)E(D jlti l Di2ci2)
ji G72. j2 t'iGA/’»2GA/’
< c2 sup \t(j)\2 sup IMOI2 X  ° 2 (c2 > 0)
jen  .gat jen
= 0[(nf)2)d max{l, (A£)4d}] (3.4.64)
by Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 and the fact that Ee2 = <r2. Combining (3.4.63) and (3.4.64), 
an estimate for EA2 is given by
EA2 = o[(n6)2d max{l, (A<$)4d}] -f 0[(nS2)d m ax{l, (A6)4d}]
= o(MSSE2). (3.4.65)
We now turn to the second term, B , in CV -  SSE (see (3.4.59) and (3.4.60)). If B(j)  
denotes the bias of t(j ) ,  then by (3.4.62), B is given by
B =  E W ) +  E  M O M k * « ))  + ( (* ie ) ( i)+  E  te(i)Di(j}(£* /.(- 1>)(i).
jen  «'€
Put
B\ =  '52(e*hi~1))U){(e*ke)(j)  +  E fe0 ( ‘) D«'fi}i
b 2 = ^ # ( j ) ( € * / i (- 1})t;);
j e n
B3 =  ] r ( 6 -*/i( - 1)) ( j ) ^  *e(t)D f(/i^ t)(j). (3.4.66)
j e n  »'eAT
Then B = B\  + B2 + £ 3 , and it suffices to estimate E £ 2, i = 1,2,3. By Lemma 3.4.7 
(which precedes this proof),
EB\  = 0 [ (n \ A82)d max{l, (A<$)4^ }] + o(MSSE2). (3.4.67)
Consider
£ B l =  E E S(iiW2)EE£(A<'I)(A-0A<‘1)(i2-/),
n e n n e n  1
and put
^ 2) =  E < E ß « ' > (- 1, ( i - 0 }2.
/ j
that is, I {B\ )  is obtained from EB| by replacing sums ‘j  6  V  by sums ‘j  G ZZ^ ’. Now
J (£ 2) = (27r)-d f  t{0)2x {0)~2 d6
Jn\&
= 0 [n <i(n^)d_2a m ax{l, (A^)4d}].
The first equality follows from Parseval’s identity. The next step follows from a slight 
modification of part 2 of Lemma 3.4.6 (where we have replaced x ( $ ) _1  — 1 by x(^)-1 )* 
Note that for Lemma 3.4.6 we require that a > bd/2.  We may conclude that
EJ92 = 0[nd(n6)d~2a max{l, {X6)Ad}] =  o(MSSE2), (3.4.68)
since the asymptotics are unaffected by going from I{B\ )  to EB\  as can be shown by 
arguments similar to those given in Lemma 3.4.3.
It remains to estimate
j e n  >€AA
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= *2 E  E E * (-,)ü 1 - i ) h ^ 1)(j2 - i ) r n r n ,
J i€ 7 l  j 2 € 7 l /
where
Ti = E M 0 D i( f t* « )0 ') -
ieAf
From Lemma 3.4.5 it follows that Dx{h* t) ( j )  = o(l) by replacing X!|i|=i by a
change which does not affect the argument. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.4.2, suptG^  |fc@(i)| = 
0[6d max{l, (A6)2d}], and therefore
Tj = o[6d max{l, (A<$)2^ }] for j  £ 1Z. (3.4.69)
Returning to EB 2, one obtains
EBl = <r2 £
h e n  j2en
= E ^ 1Ti2(/i(- 1>*/l(- 1))(ii - j 2), (3.4.70)
j l  J2 € jV2
since M-1) has support in A/jj = {ii + 72 • J i , J2 € A/"}. This set A 2 is finite and
independent of n. Furthermore,
(/!<-*> * = 0 ( A41') (3.4.71)
follows from the fact that | / * ^ |  < !|/|lco||p||i for functions / ,  6 L l , and from Lemma
3.4.2. Combining (3.4.69) -(3.4.71) leads to
E.B3 = o[(nA452)4 max{l, (A£)44}] = o(EB,2). (3.4.72)
The bounds in (3.4.67), (3.4.68) and (3.4.72) now provide an estimate for EB 2.
E B 2 = 0[(nX462)d max{l, (Aü)4d}] + o(MSSE2). (3.4.73)
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains to establish conditions on A such 
that E 5 2/MSSE2 0. (Recall that EA2 = o(MSSE2) by (3.4.65).)
By Proposition 3.1, MSSE x nd[(nö)d~2a -f Sd max{l, (A<$)4d}]. It thus follows from 
(3.4.72) that
E £ 2 /MSSE2 -> 0
if and only if
n~d\ 4d62d max{l, (A^)4(i}[(n^)£i-2a -f 6d max{l, (A<$)4d}]-2  —► 0.
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Consider the case where 8 is chosen to minimise MSSE. We treat two separate cases: 
A<5 < fc, for some finite constant fc, and X8 —► oo.
Without loss of generality, we may take k = 1, and consider X6 < 1 as n —► oo. In 
this case, 8 = ci<$0 where 80 = n~1+d/2a minimises the order of MSSE and c\ > 0. By 
Corollary 3.2, MSSE(<$o) x  n ^ /2a and thus for 8 — c\8o
E £ 2/MSSE2 -+ 0 if and only if n~dX4d 0,
and this is equivalent to A = o(n1//4).
Now assume that X8 —► oo as n —* oo. Then = (nd~2a\ - 4dy / (4d+2a) minimises the 
order of MSSE, and MSSE(^o) x  nd(n~5X4)d^ 2a~d^ ^4d+2a^  by Corollary 3.2. This implies 
that for 8 = C2Ö0 (c2 > 0),
E 5 2/MSSE2 x  {n~d X8d66d(nS)4a~2d}
= n3a~4dX8d.
Now
n3a~4dX8d —► 0 if and only if A = o(n^4d~3a^ 8d).
But X8 > k together with 8 = C280 imply that
nl- d/2a = 0(A) = o(n(4d~3a)/8d).
From this last relationship one deduces that 3a2 — 4d2 + 4ad < 0, which contradicts the 
assumption that a > d. Therefore the case A£ —»• 00 is excluded.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. □
3.4 .6  P roof o f P roposition  3 .7
Proposition 3.7 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A 1-A 4. Assume further that a > 3d 
and Ee4 < 00. If j  > 2 + 2a — d/2a, then
sup sup
0 < t < / c 0 < r < l
CV\(n,pj) -  SSE(n,pj) 
MSSE(n,pi)
CVi(n,<f>itT) — SSE(n,(f>itr) 
MSSE(n, (f>i}r)
o(n 4) a.s.
We first prove two lemmas. Apart from Lemmas 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 below, the proof 
uses Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.3 and 3.4.5-3.4.6 as well as results from the proof of Theorem 
3.5. The notation we use is that established in the proof of Theorem 3.5, and some of 
our estimates are just those obtained in the proof of the mean square results (Theorem 
3.5). One of the main differences to the proof of Theorem 3.5, however, is that we now 
regard the estimator i  (see (3.3.2)) explicitly as a function of the smoothing parameter.
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To do this, we shall use the following notation for x £ I:
U j )  =  ( I * ) ' “ f  r(»)e-W> </« + (***£)(j);
JQX
Mi) = (2 T) -J [  x( o y
JQX
Bx{j) = f  dB-,
Jn\ex
VxU) =  E {(fc**£)(j)2}, (3.4.74)
where 0 r = [6 6 : |0t | < x Vi = l , . . . , d } .  If no specific smoothing parameter is
considered, we shall omit the subscript and revert to the previous notation i , fc@, B and 
V.
Lem m a 3.4.8 For 7 > 1 -  d/2a, k < fc3n7_1+<i//2a with k$ as in (3.3.16), put 
Pi = k\6o + in -7 , <fo)T. = pi + rn -7 /o r 0 < i < k and 0 < r < 1.
I f  a € R. then
F IP.’ ~ 0i,r|a = r an~a7;
2. |p? -  </>?r | X n~7+(l-a)(l-d/2a)
P roof o f Lem m a 3.4.8
Choose an integer i, 0 < i < k. Put y = p,, x =  </>lir. Now, |x — y| =  r n -7 , and thus 
for a  € R,
|ar — y\a =  ran~a i .
To show part 2, note that yny = kin‘y~l+d/2a 4* i implies that
k1n'<-1+i,u< yny < (ki +  k3)n-'-l+il‘2\
since i < k < k^ny" l+d^2a. It follows that
yn1 x  n ' -l+d/ 2'1 and 
(t/n7) - 1 x  n -'+ 1- d/2a.
Thus for a  6 R,
|ya - x a | = ya |l  -  (1 + ry _1n “7)a |
x  ya |l  — (1 +  rn -7+1~d/ 2a)0(|
= ya |Q rn"7+1- d/ 2a +  0 { n 2^ 7+1- d/2a)}|
= |a |ry an-7+1-(i/ 2a( l  + o(l)),
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since 7 > 1 -  d/2a. But y x  <$o = n l+d/2a1 and therefore
yOtjl - ' 1 + l - d / 2 a  x n ( - l + d / 2 a ) o t n - ' y + l - d / 2 a  _  n-7+(l-a)(l-d/2a)
from which the desired result follows since r > 0. □
Lemma 3.4.9 For 7 > 1 — d/2a, k < /;3 n7_1+(i/2a with k3  as m (3.3.16). Put 
Pi = M o + in-7 , (f>i<r = pi + rn -7 /or 0 < i < k and 0 < r < 1.
Then, as n —► 00,
1.MSSE(<t>i,r) x  (riio)J = nJ2/2«;
2. |M55£(0i,r) -  MSS£(p,)l x nJ-U n (1~<i+2a)(1" 1/2a) + n(i-ib}.
Proof o f Lemma 3.4.9
For 0 < * < k, 0 < r < 1, put y = and z = Since x x  it follows from 
Proposition 3.1 that
MSSE(i) x  nd{(nx)d~2a + xJ} x  nd{(n i0)d- 2a + fj|} = n ^ / 2“.
To show part 2, observe that
MSSE(x) -  MSSEfy) = £ { S * ( j ) 2 ~ BvU)2} + EWi) -  V,(i)},
jen  j tn
where B$ and V$ are given by (3.4.74). Consider
I £ { V x (j) -  V„(j)}| = |n V ^ { fc I (02 - M 0 2}l
ten  i
= \nda2 f  x ( 0 ) - 2 d0\
J Q X \ @ y
x  nd\x — y\d.
The second last equality follows from Parseval’s identity and the last x-relationship 
follows from Lemma 3.4.2. For the bias term observe that
I £ { ß x ( i ) 2 -  By{j)2}\ X I /  r(0)2 d»\ x  nd\xd- 2° -  yd- 2°\
j £ H  J®x \®y
follows from Lemmas 3.4.3 and 3.4.1. Therefore one has
|MSSE(x) -  MSSE(t/)| x  nd{\xd~2a -  yd~2a\ + \x -  y\d}
X  nd{ n - 1 + ( 1- d + 2 a ) ( l - d / 2 a )  _|_ n~<h^
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n d~ ^ { n (1- d+ 2a)(1~ (i/ 2a) _j_ n (i-<<b\
as required. □
P ro o f of P roposition  3.7
Fix n 6 W. For notational convenience, we put C = CVi — SSE and M  = MSSE 
here. Let x,y denote points in I  = [Aq<$o, A^o]- To prove the proposition, we use the 
following inequality:
C{x)
M( x)
C(y)
M( y)
< \C(x)-C(y)\ \M{x)\  1 + \C(y)\\M(x)M(y)\ l \M(x)  -  M(y)\ .
(3.4.75)
The first part of this proof is concerned with estimates for C(x) — C(y) and C(y) for 
points x, y € / .  Assume that x > y. To obtain estimates for C(x) — C(y) and C(y) put
C = -2(U + V + W), (3.4.76)
where
u =  EPu)-mmh*m
jen
= 51 {(^  * t ) U ) ° ( h  * 0(i) + * 0(i)Dfj}fc©(o);
jen
v  =
jen
= 5Z K W ) + fce(0)D(Ä ★  t)(j)}cj + {(kQ ★  e)(j) + A:@(0)D€i }ej ]; 
jen
jen
= E W )  “  (€* hi~1))U)}{(h * t)(j) ~ f(j)} (3.4.77)
jen
as in (3.4.28), (3.4.33) and (3.4.41) in the proof of Theorem 3.5, and where
□ Zj = (2d)"1 ]T  zj+i -  Zj
|/|=i
as in (3.4.27). Now
IMO) -  M 0)| = (2?r)— /  x(«)_I M\ X |x -  yl^ (3.4.78)
J Q x \ Q y
follows from the proof of Lemma 3.4.2, since Ax < 1 and
©x \  ©y = {# € : y < |0«| < x Vi = 1 , . . . ,  d}.
I l l
As in (3-4.28), let U\ denote the deterministic part and U2 the random part of U. 
Combining (3.4.78) and (3.4.30), one obtains the following estimates:
U i ( x ) - U i ( y )  = o(nd\x — y\d);
U\(y) = o(ndyd). (3.4.79)
To estimate 172, consider
un =  S ( fc * 0 ( i)D€i = Y  ai €i» 
jen jen+
where 1Z+ = {k e 7Z.d : k = j  + /, j  G 7£, |/| = 1} and the aj denote finite sums of the 
form H|/|<i a j+i(h *00 + 0 f°r finite ctj+i. In fact, for most j  € 1Z, aj = D(/i *t ) ( j ) .  
The Cj are uncorrelated, and supje7j+ E|aj€j|2 = 0 (1 ) by (3.4.29). It therefore follows 
by the strong law of large numbers (see Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974)) that
n~dun —► 0 a. s. (3.4.80)
Together with (3.4.78), (3.4.80) yields that
U2( x ) - U 2(y) = o(nd\ x - y \ d) a.s.;
U2(y) = o(ndyd) a.s. (3.4.81)
To obtain an estimate for V , first consider
Vn(*)-Vn (y) =
= (2 ir) - d£  «,• , 
jzn
where V1 1  is the first part of Vi (see (3.4.34)). A straightforward adaptation of Lemma 
3.4.1 shows that
Now put
d-a _  yd—aI
r(0)e-O,«> d9>
and observe that the Zj are independent and EZj < By Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung 
(1974) it therefore follows that
Y  Zj = o(nd) a.s., 
jen
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and thus one may conclude that
V u { x ) - V u (y) = o(n2d a\xd a -  yd a|) a .s.;
Vn (y) = o(n2d~ayd~a) a.s. (3.4.82)
Let V\2  =  V\ -  Fn, then
V12 = Y ,  kQ(0)D(h*t)(j)€j  =  o(rcV ) a.s. (3.4.83)
j£-R
Here we have used the fact that V\2 is of the same form as C/2 , the random part of U, as 
given in (3.4.77). The same estimate therefore applies to Vi2.
Next let V21 denote the first summand in (3.4.37). Then
Vji(i ) -  v21(y) = <T*{M 0) -  MO)} E E  W-W- (3-4-84)
levjen
where V = {I € 7Ld : |/| = 1, /, < 0 Vi = 1 , . . . , d} .  The random variables t j t j+i  are 
independent, and it therefore follows from Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974) and (3.4.78) 
that
V2\(x) -  V21 (y) = o(nd\x -  y\d) a.s.;
V2i (y) = o(ndyd) a.s. (3.4.85)
Put V22 = V2 — V21 with V2 as defined in (3.4.37). For x and y one has
V22(x) - V22(y) = E E f^ 'ft' = E<2$> + ci * i )  (3.4.86)
jen i& jen
j
where
ßjl ~ kx(j — l) — ky(j — /),
= Y €i €lPj1' =
Kj  l>j
cj = 1 if / — j  € TZ and Cj = 2 if l — j  £ 1Z. Here -< denotes the ordering in 7Ld, introduced 
in the Appendix. Clearly $k and Vj,  $* are uncorrelated, since
E(4*j$fc) — 'y  ^ ^  ^ E(^j^ l ^ m ^ k ^ ß j l ß k m
l<j m-<k
= ( 'lii = k
I 0 if j  #  k.
(3.4.87)
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Furthermore
£ $  < £ { M 0  -  M ' ) } 2 = (27T)-d f  x ( 8 ) - 2 
I J @ x \ O y
follows from Parseval’s identity and Lemma 3.4.2, and thus
< ci\x -  y\d for c\ > 0.
Similarly one shows that = 0 if j  /  k, and E ^ 2 < c2\x — y\d. Next put
= \ x -  y\~d/2$j,  i)j = \x -  y\~d/2Vj,
then
Y ^ ($ j  + Vj) = °{nd) a.s.,
jen
again by Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974). From the last equations it now follows that
V22(x) -  V22(y) = o(nd\x -  y\d/2) a.s.; 
V22 (y) = o(ndyd/2) a.s. (3.4.88)
Combining (3.4.79), (3.4.81), (3.4.82), (3.4.85) and (3.4.88), one obtains
(U + V ) ( x ) - ( U  + V)(y) = o(n2d~a\xd~a + — y|d^ 2) a.s.;
(U + V)(y) = o(n2d- a a.s., (3.4.89)
since | i  — y\ -h• 0, y —► 0, and therefore |x — y\ = o(|x — yl1^ 2) and y = o(y1//2).
Now let 0 < i < k and 0 < r < 1. Take y = p, and x = 0,<r (see (3.5.4) for a definition 
of pi and fatr). By Lemma 3.4.8, |x — y\a = r°‘n~°1'1 and |xa — ya\ x  7l-'H-(1-«)(1- d/2a)> 
Substitution of these expressions into (3.4.89) yields
(U + V)(<f>itr) - ( U  + V)(pi) = 0{n2d- o- ^ i - d+a)(i-d/2°) + v * - ^ ' 2}
=  0 { n ^/2-7+l+(d-l)< i/2a  +  n d -d 7 /2 j  a . <j. ( 3 .4 .9 0 )
For the second equation in (3.4.89) observe that y € I  implies y x  S0 = n~1+d/2a, 
and therefore
(U + V)(pi) = o{n(1+d/a>d/2} a.s. (3.4.91)
To obtain an estimate for W, let W\ denote the deterministic part of W  as in (3.4.41):
je n
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For x 6 / ,  W\ depends on x only through the bias term B, and thus
Wx(x) -  Wx(y) =
jen
Since
B x ( j )  -  B y ( j )  = ( 2v ) ~ d f  T ( $ ) e - W )  d e ,
j  ©i\0y
an adaptation of Lemma 3.4.6 to the volume of integration 0 X \  0 y instead of Q \  0  leads 
to
\Wxix) -  x  n2(d- a)\ 2\xd+2~2a -  yd+2~2a\-,
W\(y) x  n2(d- a)\ 2yd+2- 2a (3.4.92)
(see also (3.4.46)).
As in (3.4.89), we now let 0 < i < k and 0 < r < 1, and put y = pi, x = 4>^r. The 
reader may recall from A4 that A = 0 ( n 1~‘n~d^ 2a). Applying the results of Lemma 3.4.8, 
we get
\ W i -  V F i ( p , ) |  =  0 { n 2(ti- a ) n 2- 2r,- £i/a7 i - 7 + ( - 1- <i+2a)(1- d / 2 a ) }
= O in1- 7" 2^ - 1^ /2“} a.s.; (3.4.93)
Wi(pi) = 0 { n d(npi)d~2a(Xpi)2} = 0 (n ~ 2v+d2/2a) a.s. (3.4.94)
Lastly, let W2 denote the random part of W  (see (3.4.41)). Using the notation of 
(3.4.40), one obtains for x > y £ /  that
W2( x ) - W 2(y) = (e ^ ry )(i)W i)
j e n
=  YY ~ 0 “  rvU ~ 0}
j e n  i
= Y e' ^ ,  (3-4.95)
i
where £/,n = J2jen s(j){rx{ j - l ) - r y( j - l ) } .  Replacing f/,n by its limit & = s(j){rx( j -  
l) — ry(j  — /)} in (3.4.93), one obtains from (3.4.43) that
E { X > 6 } 2 = <r2£ t f -  (3-4.96)
/ l
By applying ParsevaTs identity and by adapting Lemma 3.4.6 to integration over 
0 X \  0 y instead of \  0 , one then gets
Ei Y €itl}2 x  n2{d- a)\ 4\xd+4- 2a -  yd+4~2a|. (3.4.97)
l
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Take m  G INI. Equations (3.4.96) and (3.4.97) imply that
£{™~d Y - E{ ^ L e^ } 2
ie nm i
< Clm - 2dn ^ d- ah 4\xd+4- 2a -  yd+4~2a\
for ci > 0. In particular, if m > n, y = pi, and x = 0 ,tJ. for 0 < i < k , 0 < r < 1, then 
an application of Lemma 3.4.8 leads to
E{m ~d Y ,  «I&}2 < c2(n/m )'2in l - 'l- u - 4’1+,-i - 1'>d/ 2a -  0, (3.4.98)
leRm
since 7 > 2 +  2a -  d/2a  and 77 > 0 by assumption. But the q are independent, and we 
may therefore conclude that
m d Y ,  €iti 0 a -s • (3.4.99)
Combining (3.4.98) and (3.4.99) now yields that
Y  £/& = o{n(1-'l')/2_2T,+(d_i)d/4a} a.s. (3.4.100)
The term ^ ( y )  may be treated similarly: put Q}U = sU )ry{j — 0  and 0  =
limn—oo C/,n- In this notation one may show that
EiX ^lC i}2 x  n2('i- a)A V +4~2a.
I
For m > n, y =  p,-, as above, it follows that
E{m~d X] e^ /} 2 -  c3(ri/m )2d(ny)_2a(Ay)4yci
ienm
< cA{nlm )2dn - 2M l 2an - 4\  
where we have used that p,- x  <$o = n -1+d/2a, and therefore
Y  = o(n~2ri+d2/4a) a.s. (3.4.101)
/G
Replacing £/ by f/t7l and Q by and the sums over G 7£m’ by 6 does not 
affect the asymptotic results, as can be seen by arguments similar to those given in the 
proof of Lemma 3.4.3. We may therefore conclude that
W 2( p i ) - W 2( M  = o {n -2^ - ^ l 2+(d- 1)dl4a} a.s.-,
W2{pi) = o (n -2r?+d2/4a) a.s. (3.4.102)
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Combining the bounds obtained for W\ and W2 (see (3.4.93), (3.4.94) and (3.4.102)), 
W  is bounded by
W(pi)-W(<t>i,r) = 0 { n l-2v+id)/a^_|_ 0 { n ~ 2 , + ( l - 7 ) / 2 + ( d - 1)(i/4a} a  g  .
W (Pi) = 0 ( n - 2,l+d2/2a) a. (3.4.103)
Having calculated bounds for U, V and W,  we now return to (3.4.75) and (3.4.76). 
Combining (3.4.90) and (3.4.103) leads to the following bound for C(pi) — £(</>,>):
C(pi) -  C((j>i,r) = 0{n1-7-2r?+(d“ 1)d/2a} + 0{n(1- 7)/2- 2r?+^ - 1)(i/4a}
+o{n1-7+d/2+^ -1^ /2a + nd~d/y/2} a.s. (3.4.104)
Similarly, by means of (3.4.91) and (3.4.103) one obtains:
C(pi) = o{n(l+d/aW 2} + 0{n~2T1+d2/2a) a.s. (3.4.105)
We now turn to M  -  MSSE. Observe that x  n~d2!2a and |M(<f>i,r) -
M(pi)\  x  nd~'1 {nSl~dJr2a^ l~dl2a^  + n(i-<0-7} by Lemma 3.4.9. These estimates together 
with the bounds given in (3.4.104) and (3.4.105) enable us to show that
\c(pi)-  c(&,r)i + „4-47/2
^_Tll- ' / -2r)+ (c i- l )c i /2a  n ( l - ' y ) / 2 - 2 r i + ( d - l ) d / 4 a  j
= o(n~l ) a.s. for C4 > 0, (3.4.106)
since 7 > 2 + 2a — d/2a. Similarly,
|C(pOI|A<('MA<(/>i)|-I |A < ('M  -  M ( Pi)\
<  C5 n d ~'y~ d’2 l a { n ^ lJrdl a d^l 2 +  n -2»7+d2/ 2 a j | ri( l -( i -(-2a)(l-d /2a) _j_ n (l-ci)7j.
= o(n-1) a.s. for C5 > 0. (3.4.107)
Combining (3.4.75), (3.4.106) and (3.4.107), one obtains
sup sup
0<t<K 0 < r < l
C{<f>i,r)
M(<fn,r)
C(Pi)
M(pi )
= o(n *) a.s. as n 00
as required. □
3 .4 .7  P ro o f o f T heorem  3.8
Theorem 3.8 Assume that t , h and e satisfy A 1-A 5 with A  > d/Aa. Assume further 
that a > 3d and 7 > 2 4- 2a -  d/2a. If
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1. b > (7 -|- u  + d/2a) max{2a/d2, (4r)) *} for lj > 0, and
2. E|c|r < 00 for 1 < r < 2b,
then
sup
S£l
CV(n,6)~ SSE(n,6) 
MSSE(nJ)
0 a.s. as n —► 00.
We precede the proof of the theorem with Lemmas 3.4.10 and 3.4.11. The proof also 
requires Lemmas 3.4.1-3.4.6 given in Subsection 3.4.1, as well as results obtained in the 
proof of Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 3.4.10 For n > 0, p G I  = [Mo, Mo] put V = E je f tE i^ j  fc@p(* -  j ) €*€j- V  
6 G M and E\e\2b < 00, then, as n —*■ 00,
£ E{ £  ke , ( i - j ) u e ]}2k = 0 ( n dpbd). 
j£Tl
Proof of Lemma 3.4.10
For i , j  G 7Ld, p G / ,  put 0  = 0 p and a tJ = — j ). Consider
26
E! E   ^ E  H Elfi. •••eiwlEtfIIl«ijl
i£TZii^tj *26€ft;*2bi£j *=1
< d £  f l  E l a ^ T m. (3.4.108)
p = l  m = l  im
where 2 < sm < 2b, Em=i 5m = 26 and the moments E|cA;|SmEe26 are finite and have 
been absorbed into the constant ci > 0. Now, sm = 2r or sm = 2r + 1 for 1 < r < 6, 
and therefore
E K I ”"
= E.'lQol2r *f sm = 2r
< {E; K |4r},/2{E; K f } 1/2  ^*» = 2r + 1,
(3.4.109)
where the inequality follows from Holder’s inequality. To obtain a bound for (3.4.108), 
it therefore suffices to estimate sums of the form E* la tj|2r for r = 1 ,.. .,26. We claim 
that
E la ül2r = 0 {/>di2r_1i}. (3.4.110)
t
To see (3.4.110), first note that E , la tjl = E i la «'l follows form the definition of the a,y 
with a t = fc©(i). Let f ( i ) = |a,-|2r, and let (f> denote the Fourier transform of / .  Then
W) = E/(0 = E K I 2r>0. (3.4.111)
i t
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Since /  is the 2r-fold product of as, (f) can be expressed as a 2r-fold convolution product. 
Let ß = and observe that ß is the Fourier transform of a. One has
<p(0 ) = J  . . . J  ß(ui)ß(u 2 -  UX) . . .ß(u2r_i -  U2r_2 )ß(u2r_i) duX . . .du2r_i 
= J  ß(üJi) du 1 J  ß(u2 -  Ul) du2 . . . J  ß (u2r- i  -  u2r_2 )ß{u2r—\) du 2r_i 
< { J  ß(u) du}2(r~l){ J  ß(u2r_i - u 2r_2f  du;2r_ i}1/2{ J  ß ( u ) 2 du } l / 2
= { \  X(^ )_1 <M2(r- 1}{ f  x(u)~2 du}
Jo Jo
= 0 { / (2r_1)}. (3.4.112)
Here, the inequality follows by applying Holder’s inequality. The last two lines above 
follow from the definition of ß and Lemma 3.4.2.
Combining (3.4.111) and (3.4.112) gives (3.4.110). Substitution of (3.4.110) into 
(3.4.108) yields
\ctij\Sm = 0 {p d{Sm 1}) for sm = 2, . . . , 26. 
The 26-th moments of (3.4.108) are therefore bounded by
E| £  < W i l2t maxp= l ,...,6
.m = 1
= max
p “  11..
= 0 (p M),
since YLm=\ sm = 26, and p —► 0 as n —► oo. The required result follows now immediately, 
since n  1 = 0 ( n d). □
Lem m a 3.4.11 For n > 0, p 6 I  = [&i<$o, &2^ o] pni
w  = £ (* * * n \e p)0'){(fc**)(i)- Mi)}- 
jen
//6  G W and Ee26 < 00, then, as n —► 00,
EVF26 = 0 { n w(np)b^ - 2a)(Ap)46}.
P ro o f of Lem m a 3.4.11
Fix n > 0, p € L  Put 0  = 0 P, r tj = fcn\e (* -  j ), Sj = (h*t ) ( j )  -  h(j).  Then for
6 G M,
Ely“  = E ( £ £ f i W )“
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<  H  S  X ! • • Y , E K  • " €hbrh h sh  • • • rj2bhbsJ2b)
jiG'ft h b € f t  h  ^20 
b
-  y :  ^Qf y :  • • • y i
<2 =  1 h  /a J 2 b € ^
< E c . B Z ^ r  Z ( Z  . . - B Z  ,(3.4.113)
<2 —i  /j  jzT i  I2 j e n  ia 3
where a
2 < p , < 2 6 ,  ^ p t =26,  (3.4.114)
t=i
and Ca are positive constants into which the moments have been absorbed.
Replacing each term J2jenrjlsj by Y2jrjlsji and ignoring the constants Ca , one 
obtains
Woo = Z Z ^ Z ’-* * ;} ’” • • B { Z rA .a>}',°
«=1 h  3 l a  3
= E D r * s)(,i r - E ( f *<)(,« )'‘ ' (3.4.115)
<2=1 h la
Now,
B ^ x o ”
= D  (r* 3)(/)2’
< {El(r * -s)(04‘J E l(r * *)(0 2}1/2
if p = 2q 
if p = 2q + 1,
(3.4.116)
where the inequality follows from Holder’s inequality. Let g = (r ★  s)2q and let 7 denote 
the Fourier transform of g. One has
Z(«-*«X Q * = X > ( 0  = 7(0) > 0. (3.4.117)
/ l
On the other hand, since g is the 2g-fold product of the functions r ★  s, 7 is the 2^-fold 
convolution product of />, where p denotes the Fourier transform of r * s .  Therefore 7(0) 
may be written as
7(0) = J  . . . J  <(>(ui)(f>{U2 - U l ) - " 4>{u2q-l -^ 2 9-2)0(^27-l) du3i . . . d u 2q- l
< Ci{ J  <f>(u) du}2q~2{ J  (j)(u)2 du] for Ci > 0, (3.4.118)
where we have used the fact that
J  a(x -  y)ß(y) dy\
<
|ct ★  /3(a;)| = C2I J  a(u)b(u)e *^u;’x) du\
C2 J  |a(u>)6(u;)| du = C3 J  |a(x)/5(x)| dx
for Fourier transform pairs (a, a) and (6,/3) and constants 02,03 > 0.
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Since 4> denotes the Fourier transform of r ★  s (for a definition of r and s see the 
beginning of this proof),
<J> = r ( l  -  x~ l ) ln \e
and (3.4.118) can now be estimated as follows, using Lemma 3.4.6:
7(0) < c4[r(0){l — d0]2q~2 ITi e f i l - x W - 1}2 do 
Jn\© n\e
< c5{(np)J- (  \p )2}2q- 2{nd(np)d- 2\ \ p ) 4
= p ^ - ^ - ^ X p ) 2” (c4, c5 > 0). (3.4.119)
By a similar argument to that given in (3-4.117)—(3.4.119), one obtains the following 
bound for the second estimate (i.e. the case p = 2q + 1 in (3.4.116)):
{ £ ( r  * s)(/)4’ y >  * s)(/)2}1/2 < CQ{nd(np)^4q~4
1 I
= c6n',(,^ - a)p('>" 1)Ii■ ’^a(Ap)2', (c6 > 0). (3.4.120)
Substitution of (3.4.119) and (3.4.120) into (3.4.115) yields
b a
Woo < C7 ' £ , U nM i~'‘)P(ri~1)d~ri', ^ P )3r‘
a = l t = l
=  C7 £  n ^ ( d - a ) p (2b-a)d-2ba^Xf)y b
Or —1
= max 0 { n 2il~d- ^ p {-2i- ^ d- 2ba( \p )4b}
\<a<b
= 0 {n 2b{d- a)pbd- 2ba(\p )4b}, (3.4.121)
since maxi<a<b p~ad = p~bd.
This is the desired result for WQ0. To obtain the same bound for EW 2b, one proceeds 
as in that part of the proof of Theorem 3.5 which concerns the term W , in order to show 
that SZ/CCjgft rjlSj)p = o{%2i(r * s)(l)p} for 2 < p < 26. This then completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.4.11. □
P roof o f T heorem  3.8
We are only concerned with the first cross-validation method here, and thus write 
CV instead of CVi in this proof. It will be necessary to regard CV, SSE and MSSE 
explicitly as functions of n; we do this by writing CV(n), SSE(n) and MSSE(n) as in 
(3.2.14).
Let pi = ki60 + in-7 , </>,,r = pi + rn 7 as in (3.3.16). If, as n —► oo,
sup sup
0<i <K 0 < r < l
CV(n,pj)  -  SSE(n,pQ 
MSSE (n,pf)
CV(ra,0t> ) -  SSE(n,<fc,r ) 
MSSE(n,<^jtr)
0 ( n  *) a.s.;
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and
then
sup
0<{<K
CV(rc, Pi) ~ SSE(ra,pt) 
MSSE(n,p,) 0 a.s.,
sup
sei
C V (M )-S S E (M )  
MSSE(n, S) 0 a.s. as n —► oo.
In Proposition 3.7, the first part was proved, and it therefore suffices to show that 
the second condition holds. For this, we use the following strategy. Put
S n = sup
0 <i<n
CV(n,pt) - S S E ( n , p t) 
MSSE(n, pi) (3.4.122)
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see Theorem 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of Chung (1974)), Sn —► 0 a.s. 
if for f  > 0
oo
E > 0  < oo. (3.4.123)
n=l
Now,
E p(5» > f) < E E p{
n=l0<»</cn=l
CV(n,pt) -  SSE(n,pi)
< E E  f~pE{
n=l 0<»<«
MSSE(n,/>,)
CV(n,p,) -  SSE(n,p,) p
MSSE(n, pi) } (p >0)
< r p £ (  rain MSSE(n,/,,)} - '  £  E|CV(n,/,i) -  SSE(n,p,)|”
n=l * 0<t<*
r pe. (3.4.124)
In this calculation, the second last inequahty follows from Chebyshev’s inequality or 
Markov’s inequality. Therefore
£~p£ < oo implies that S n —*■ 0 a.s.,
and thus the theorem follows, if we show that £~p£ < oo.
Estimates for MSSE(n,/9,) can be derived from Proposition 3.1. We now begin by 
calculating the p-th moments. Fix n 6 N. As in (3.4.26) and (3.4.76), put
CV -  SSE = -2(U + V + W),
where
jen
= {(h * *)(i)D(Ä * 0 O') + (h* t)(j)Dej}kQ(0);
je n
v  =
jen
122
= £][{£(.?) + Ä0(O)D(/i*OÜ')}cj + {(A:©*e)(j) + A:©(0)D€i }eJ]; and 
jen
w  =  e  m - t u ) - ( < * h {- l)m { ( h * t ) u ) - t u ) }
jen
= E  W )  -  (e * h(~l))Ü)}{(h* OCO -  *(.?)}• (3.4.125)
jen
Then
E|CV -  SSE|P < Cl{E|f/|p + E|V|P + E\W\P} (d  > 0). (3.4.126)
To estimate the random parts in CV —SSE, we use Rosenthal’s inequality (see (3.5.11) 
in the Appendix) in the following form: writing S = Y . j e n sj-> where 5 is a martingale 
with independent increments, one gets
E |S |26< c 2[ { £ E |äj| Y + £ E b f 6] (c2 >0) .  (3.4.127)
jen jen
Let 0 < i < k. Put p = pi. Consider
Ui = Y . ( h * t ) ( m h * t ) ( j ) k e ( 0 ) ,  
jen
the deterministic part of U, as in (3.4.28), with
|D (/i* t)(j)| = |(2d)-1 E  + fc) ~ (h * t)(j)I
l*l=i
= (2rf)-1l E  EM0O(i + fc-0-t(i-0}l
\k\=l l
< (2d)-1 sup It(j  + k) -  t ( j )I E  MO (J € 7Ld) 
l*l=i T
= 0(n~Ad), (3.4.128)
since ^ i  h(l) = 1, and since t satisfies the Lipschitz condition A5. Replacing Yljen D(h* 
t ) ( j ) = o(nd) in the proof of Theorem 3.5 by Yljen D(h * t) ( j )  = 0 ( n d~Ad), in analogy 
with (3.4.30) it then follows that
\Ui\2b = 0 (n 2bd~2bAdp2bd). (3.4.129)
For
u2= 2(fc*0(j)D «jM 0),
the random part of U, it follows from (3.5.2) and (3.5.3) that U2 is a martingale with 
respect to the cr-field which was denoted by T\  in the Appendix. We may thus use
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Rosenthal’s inequality (3.4.127) to get
Y  E |(/i-*0(j)De;M 0 ) | 2 < c3fc©(0) 2 sup \(h ★  t )( j ) \2 Y ,  Ee2 
jen je7Z jen
= 0 ( n dp2d) (3.4.130)
as in (3.4.31), for c3 > 0. For the second term on the right hand side of (3.4.127), observe 
that
£E |(fc*0C j)D £jM 0)l*  < c4ke(0)2bY,{h* t) ( j )2k£ ( f  (c4 > 0)
jen jen
= 0 ( n dp2bd) (3.4.131)
follows again by the same arguments as (3.4.31), since Ee2b < oo. Rosenthal’s inequality 
for tf2> using (3.4.130) and (3.4.131) now yields
E|*72 |26 = 0 ( n bd p2bd). (3.4.132)
Next consider
U  = E W )  +  M 0)D (A *t)O )}€j ,
jen
the first part of V, as in (3.4.34). Since the €j are independent,
£ { ß O ')  + M 0 )D (/i* t)(j)} 2E<r? = 0 { n d(np)d- 2°} +  o{ndp2d) (3.4.133)
jen
as in (3.4.36). On the other hand,
£  E[{ß(i) + Ae(0)D(A*<)(i)}^P6 < c5 £ W ) 26 + fce(0)2tD(A*O(i)2‘}
jen jen
= 0 { n d(np)2b{d~a)} +  o(ndp2bd) (3.4.134)
for C5 > 0 follows from Lemmas 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
Substitution of (3.4.133) and (3.4.134) into Rosenthal’s inequality leads to
E |F i |26 = 0 { n bd(np)b{d~2a> + nd(np)2b(bd~a }^ +  o{nbdp2bd). (3.4.135)
Now turn to
V21 = (2rf)-, fce(0) £  £  
|/|=i jen
= d_1M  0) Y Y  w +j,
lev jen
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where V — {I ^7Ld : |/| = 1 and /,■ < 0 Vi = 1, . . . ,  d}. It follows that
E (^ € je J+/)2 < cecr4 and
lev
E( S ei ej+026 = Y  Y  £ (eT ej+h - - ej+hb) < c7, (3.4.136)
/€? h€? hb£V
for Cß,C7 > 0 and j  £ From the Appendix it follows that V\ 2  is a martingale with 
respect to the a-field T'2 defined in (3.5.6), and therefore (3.4.127) can be applied:
E|K21|“ < * M 0 ) “ { ( £ l ) * + ( £ ! ) }  (*><>)
jen je n
= 0 ( n bdp2bd) (3.4.137)
by Lemma 3.4.2 and (3.4.136).
Let V22 denote the remaining term in V (see (3.4.125)). Then
^22 = Y Y k&(j ~ 0€J€l-
jen i&
vm = Y Y M i  “  0 CjCi for m £ W.
ienm j ev.‘,j -k  /
By (3.5.4) and (3.5.5), vm is a martingale with respect to the cr-field which was denoted by 
T 2 in the Appendix, and we now have to find bounds for the moments of the increments, 
in order to apply Rosenthal’s inequality. From (3.4.39) it follows that
Y £i Y  M i “ 0 €j*/}2 = 0 (n dpd),
jen ienm\i*j
while
E E ( E  ke ( j - l ) € i€l}2b = 0 ( n dpbd), 
je ft leV-mityj
by Lemma 3.4.10. Together these two estimates lead to
EK.I (3.4.138)
To obtain a corresponding estimate for V22 instead of vm, note that
E\V22\2t < c9{E|V22 -  t,m|26 + E|«m|26} (c9 > 0). (3.4.139)
Now,
e |v22 — t>m |26 = E |£  E
jeV. l£Rm\ljij
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(3.4.140)
< c10| Y, E  *e(j ~ 0 2|6 (cio > 0) 
jenitKm
= o(n p ),
by Lemma 3.4.4. The step involving the constant c\o can be obtained by an argument 
similar to that given in the proof of Lemma 3.4.10. Substitution of (3.4.140) and (3.4.138) 
into (3.4.139) now yields
E|V22|2b = 0 (n u pH). (3.4.141)
We now turn to W  and put
ivI = ^8(j)P*i) (i)-t(i)}.
jen
Since W\ is purely deterministic, (3.4.46) can be used to give the following bound
\Wi\2b = 0{tt2bd(np)2^ i - 2a\ \ p ) 4i}. (3.4.142)
For
w 2 =  E ( f *^0)(j){(^**)(j)-*(j)}> 
jen
the random part of W, Lemma 3.4.11 provides the following bound:
E|W2|26 = 0 {nM(n/>)6(<i~2<‘'(V>)41’}- (3 .4.143)
Having calculated bounds for U ,V ,W , we now return to (3.4.126). Substitution of 
(3.4.129), (3.4.132), (3.4.135), (3.4.137), (3.4.141)-(3.4.143) into (3.4.126) leads to
E|CV -  SSE|26 < cu {{np)2bdn - 2bAd + nhd(np)b(d~2a) + nd(np)2b(d~ ^  + (np)bd 
+n2bd{np)2h(d~2a\ \ p ) Ab + nbd (np)b(d~2a\ \ p ) 4b}
for cn > 0. Now, if p = k\So + in-7 for some 0 < i < k, then p 6o = n~l+d^2a. 
Furthermore, A < c\2 nl~'n~d^ 2a for c\i > 0 by assumption A4, and thus we get
E|CV -  SSE|2b < clz(n~2hAd+b<pla + nb(Pl2a +
= cl3nbd2/a(n~2bAd + n~4bv + n~bd2/a),
from which it follows that
Y  E |C V -S S E |2t < kE |C V -S S E |26
0 < i < K
< c\4 n r~l+d/2a4~bd2/a(n~2bAd + n~4bri + n~b<p/a), (3.4.144)
since k < k3n'y~l4'd/2a.
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From Proposition 3.1, Corollary 3.2 (or from Lemma 3.4.9 which precedes the proof 
of Proposition 3.7) it follows that MSSE(n,/9;) x  n^2/2a, and therefore
mn = {m m  MSSE (n ,/>,•)} 26 x  n 6cf2/a. (3.4.145)
Combining (3.4.144) and (3.4.145) gives rise to the following estimate for (3.4.124):
oo oo
Y .  p (5" > 0  < CIS Y  n -bJ2/'‘n l- ' +'1/2a+bd2/a(n -u *d + ” + n~b,p/a)
n= 1 n = l
oo
=  C15 Y  n',- ' +J/u (n -2bAd + n - 4t"> + n~bJ‘/a)
n = 1
oo
< cis n~l~UJ < oo, (3.4.146)
n = l
since b > (7+u; + d/2a) max{2a/d2, l/4ry}. Equation (3.4.146) shows that ^Z^=i P(«Sn > 
<f) is finite, and therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see (3.4.122) and (3.4.123)),
sup
0 <i<K
CV(n,p,)-SSE(n,/>,) 
MSSE(n, pi) 0 a.s. as n —* oo
as required. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8. □
3.4 .8  P roof o f P roposition  3.9
Proposition 3.9 Assume that h and e satisfy A 1-A 3 and that A = 0 ( n l~d/2a). 
Assume further that a > 3d and 7 > 2 + 2a -  d/2a. If
1. b > (7 + uj + d/2a)2a/d for u  > 0, and
2. E|e|r < 0 0  for 1 <  r < 2b,
then
sup
sei
S S E (n ,6 ) -  MSSE(n, 6) 
MSSE(n,6) 0 a.s. as n —► 00.
Outline of Proof of Proposition 3.9
The proof of this proposition is based on the steps and results obtained in the proof 
of Proposition 3.4. It can be carried out along the same lines as described in the proofs 
of Proposition 3.7 and Theorem 3.8. For this reason, we shall not go into any details 
here, but just indicate the estimates and bounds for the various key steps. The notation 
used here is that established in the proofs of Propositions 3.4 and 3.7, and Theorem 3.8.
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We begin by mimicking the results of Proposition 3.7, that is, we make use of the 
inequality
P ( * )
M ( x)
v(y)
M(y) < \V(x) -  V(y)\\M(x)\  1 + \V{y)\ \M(x)M{y)\  l \M(x)  -  M ( y )|.
(3.4.147)
Here M  will denote MSSE and V  the difference SSE -  MSSE. We use the notation 
of (3.4.14), and let V  = 2S + T\ + T2 .
Put y = pi, x = (f>iyr with 0 < i < k and 0 < r < 1. Put
B , \ , U )  =  (2 * T d f  r ( » ) e - 0 '9> d O ;
J © i \ @ y
kA y(j) = (2T)-d [  x W ' e - W  dB,
Jex\Qy
and let Bx (respectively kx) be defined as in (3.4.74).
One obtains the following bounds for the terms on the right hand side of (3.4.147). 
For
s  = ' £ B u m * w )
jen
as in (3.4.13), one has
E{S(x) -  S(y)}2 < c1(72£ [ { £  Bx(j)kAy(j-  l)}2 + -  /)}2]
1 jen jen
= o[n3d- 2a{xd- 2a|x -  y\d + -  
in analogy with (3.4.16)-(3.4.20). Applying the results of Lemma 3.4.8, it follows that
S ( x ) - S ( y )  = 0 { n ^ / 4 “ + ( 1 - ^ / 2  + n^ /2a-d/4a+(i-7)/2j a 5 .
S(y) = o(nd2/2a) a.s. (3.4.148)
r i = -  ° 2 ) J 2 M i  -  o2>
i jen
E {T xW -r^ y )}2 = £ ( E et-<T4) { Y , k x(l - j ) 2 - k y(l - j )2}2
i jen
= 0 { \ x - y \ ) d,
and therefore
T i { x ) - T i ( y )  = 0(\x -  y\d/2) = 0(n~^d/2) a.s.;
Ti{y) = 0 ( n d2/4a- d/2) a.s. (3.4.149)
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follows from (3.4.22)-(3.4.24), Parseval’s identity and Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.8. 
Lastly, putting
T2 = X !€i€i J2  M i  -  O M i -
* f*t jen
yields
E{T2(x) -  r2(j,)}2 = E E E E E( w » f')
i l^i m r^m
x H  { M il  -  0^x\y(ii ~ 0M.72 -  m)kAy(j2 -  r )
h en j2en
+ k x \ y ( j l  -  *>vC ft -  0 fcx \yÜ 2 “  " O ^ y f e  ~  0 )
= 0[nd{(xci//2 + ^ /2)|x -  i/|d/2 + |z -  y^}]
by a calculation similar to that of (3.4.25). It follows that
T2( x ) - T 2(y) = 0 {n(i+d/2a-,)i/4 + a.s .;
T2(y) = 0 (n j2/‘<“) a.s., (3.4.150)
again by Lemmas 3.4.2 and 3.4.8 and Parseval’s identity.
Using the bounds for M  given in Lemma 3.4.9 and substituting (3.4.148)-(3.4.150) 
into (3.4.147) leads to
P(g) v(y)
Al(x) A4(y)
o(n l ) a.5., (3.4.151)
since 7 > 2 + 2a -  d/2a.
So far, we have sketched the analogue of the proof of Proposition 3.7. It remains to 
find bounds for the 26-th moments in order to apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma. As in the 
proof of Theorem 3.8, one can make use of Rosenthal’s inequality in the form discussed 
in the Appendix, since 5, T\ and T2 are martingales with respect to the <r-fields denoted 
in the Appendix by T\  and T 2. One obtains the following bounds:
ES“  = 0 { n u (np)2bi-d-'l)- b}, 
ET,26 = and
E T f = 0 ( n bdpbd),
from which one concludes that
EV(n,Pi)2b < c2nbd{(np
< c3nbd?/a- bi/2a
for C2, C3 > 0.
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Taking into account the results of Lemma 3.4.9, we argue as follows:
' £ , M ( n ) - 2b £  E
n = l  0<t<K
oo
<  7 / a n ~r-l +  (d/2a) +  (bd2/a) - (bd /2a)
n = 1 
oo
< cA^ n ~ l ~w (c4 > 0),
71=1
since 6 > (7 + a; + d/2a)2a/d.
The desired result follows from Markov’s inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.8. □
3.5 Appendix: R osenthal’s Inequality
For d > 2, 7Ld does not have a natural ordering like 7L\ however, one can define an 
ordering in many different ways. For our purpose it is convenient to make a particular 
choice, denoted by -< with the following properties. Define the n-shell Bn of 7Ld to be
Bn = {j€  : IUIU =  n}.
For each n-shell choose a linear order, say <n. For j , k E 7Ld define j  -< k as follows.
1. If j  and k belong to the same shell Bn, say, then
j  < k if and only if j  < n k.
2. If j  6 Bn and k E Bm for n /  m, then
j  < k if and only if n < m.
(The second property corresponds to ordering subsets according to their sup-norm ||.||oo-} 
For j  E ÜZd, let j~  denote the predecessor of j  with respect to -<. Then
j~  = max{A; ^ j} .  (3.5.1)
k
In what follows we describe two types of martingales and give the appropriate form 
of Rosenthal’s inequality. For more details on martingales see Hall and Heyde (1980).
We begin with the definition of a martingale. Let I  be an ordered set in 2Z. Let 
{Ti : i E / }  be an increasing sequence of cr-fields. A sequence of random variables
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{Z, : i £ /} is called a martingale with respect to {/",} if
1. Z, is measurable with respect to
2. EIZt-1 < oo;
3. £(Zi\Tj) = Zj a.s. for all j  < i.
For our purpose, the crucial property of the index set I'm the above definition is the 
fact that it is ordered. Since we want to define martingales indexed by j  £ 7Ld, we shall 
consider subsets of 7Ld with the -«-ordering, such as the regions lZn defined in the text 
in Chapter 3. Let {ej : j  6 7Ld) denote independent random variables with zero mean, 
finite variance and finite absolute moments. For j  6 7Ld let
T i j  = a{€k : k < j}  (3.5.2)
denote the <r-field generated by the £*, k < j .  For a £ l1(7Z.d), j  £ 7Ld, put
S i j  = ]Ta*€jfc. (3.5.3)
k<j
It follows immediately that S i j  is an T i j - martingale.
For the second example, take {ej : j  £ 7Ldj as in (3.5.2). For j  £ 7Ld define
T 2,j = (r{ekei : / X H  j}  (3.5.4)
to be the cr-algebra generated by pairs e^e/. Take j  £ 7Z.d, a £ ll {7Ld X 7Ld) and put
S2,j = J 2 Sk with Sk = X  aki€k€i‘ (3.5.5)
k<j Uk
Note that S2j  is an T 2>j-martingale, since
E(52,j|r2ii) = ( E +  E  H E a« E(t*«*i*v)}
ArXt i~<.k-<,j l-<,k
=  XX a k l € k € t -  ^2,i
k<i l<k
for i ■< j ,  since E(c^£/|T 2,i) = E(£fc£/) = 0 for i -< k < j .
As a special case of the S2 martingale defined above, put
T 2j  = vUkCk+i : fc :< j, / € 7>} (3.5.6)
where "P = {/ £ 7Ld : |/| = 1, /,• < 0 Vi = 1 , . . . ,  d}, and let
S'2i] = E 4 ,  4  =  E f^ + ' -  <3-5-7)
Jtxj Z6P
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Clearly S'2 j is an T 2 j-martingale.
Before we present the form of Rosenthal’s inequality which is appropriate for S\ and 
S2, observe that 5i and 52 are both sums of independent random increments, and thus
vh = E E (3-5-s)
k<] k<j
Vh  = E E(4l^ -) = EE E
fcXj /-<& m~<,k
= E E ^ EefcEe? = ^ E E ^ *  (3-5-9)
/ - < &  / - < &
Here denotes the predecessor of k as defined in (3.5.1).
The full version of Rosenthal’s inequality can be found in Theorem 2.12, p23 of Hall 
and Heyde (1980). We are only concerned with the upper bound part for the martingales 
S1 and S2 here. The proof of Rosenthal’s inequality for our index sets follows from that 
given in Hall and Heyde (1980) by essentially replacing their indexing 1 < i < n by our 
ordered indexing sets in 7Ld. We shall therefore not give a proof here.
Because of the independence of the increments in S\ and S 2 , and because of (3.5.8) 
and (3.5.9), it follows that
E[{£E(aHl^-)}r] = EW&r =
E [{ E  E ( 4 ln - ) } r] = E(V ljY  = (V ljY . (3.5.10)
k<3
Hence, if we write Xk for otk€k or for Sk, for Sj = ^2k<j the upper bound of 
Rosenthal’s inequality reduces to:
For 1 < r < 00 there exists a constant c > 0 such that
EISjl*- < c[{E E(X,2|/-*-)}r + £  E|X*|2r], (3.5.11)
k±j k<j
where Tk — T\ ,k or Tk — T 2 ,k as appropriate.
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C h ap ter 4
M ed ian  S m ooth ing
4.1 Introduction
In linear regression the least squares method is a very popular estimation procedure. It 
is linear and thus ‘nice’ from a mathematical viewpoint—and is also relatively easy to 
compute. For the normal model it furthermore results in a minimum variance unbiased 
linear estimator. However for data with outliers, or for models other than the normal, 
the least squares estimator does not perform so well. For this reason, one often turns 
to more robust estimation methods which may not be quite as efficient as least squares 
under the normal model, but which will perform well in a broad range of situations. We 
shall concentrate on one such method, the least absolute deviation method, which leads 
us to consider a running median estimator, rather than a running mean estimator. This 
estimator is in many ways more robust than the running mean. In fact for estimation 
of a location parameter the median is the most robust estimator with respect to the 
robustness notions associated with Hampel’s ‘influence function’ and Rousseeuw and 
Hampel’s ‘change-of-variance function’ (see Section 2.5c of Hampel et al. (1986)).
Apart from its importance as a robust estimator, the median has its own place in 
image processing: median filtering is a commonly used technique for detecting and pre­
serving edges and for filtering out impulses (see Gallagher and Wise (1981), Yang and 
Huang (1981) and Bovik et al. (1987)). Many interesting algorithms have been derived 
for the median, as well as some more theoretical properties. The continuing interest in 
the median as an edge-preserving tool can be seen in the growing number of research 
papers in this area (see e.g. Huang (1981), Chin and Yeh (1983), Bovik et al. (1983) 
and (1987), and references therein).
It may also be of interest to observe that the edge-preserving property of the median 
has a mathematical counterpart in the ‘local-shift sensitivity parameter A’, which is 
infinite in the case of the median (see p88ff of Hampel et al. (1986)).
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Motivated by the robustness properties as well as by its widespread use in image 
analysis, we shall focus here on the asymptotic behaviour of the running median or 
median smoother. For this, we use the framework of M-estimation and robust smoothing 
methods which has been described briefly in Section 1.5 of Chapter 1. opposih.
For regression models of the form
Y{ = m(xi) + €{ for i = l , . . . , n ,  (4-1-1)
Priestley and Chao (1972) suggested the use of the linear estimator ra* given by
= LS(z)*i
* = i
for weights a,-(x) derived from a kernel density function (see (1.4.5)). Estimates of this 
form are frequently used, partly because of their flexibility and smoothing properties. 
They are certainly appropriate if the 6, are normally distributed, but for other noise dis­
tributions, Härdle and Gasser (1984) have suggested the use of the weighted M-estimator 
approach: The unknown function m in (4.1.1) is estimated by mn, where m n(x ) is a zero 
of the function Hn given by
n
= X > i ( * M U - - )  (4.1.2)
i = l
for a suitably chosen function -0.
The method proposed by Härdle and Gasser presupposes that the function ^  of (4.1.2) 
has a bounded derivative if)' and that ^'(0) is positive. We shall refer to M-estimators 
of this type as smooth M-estimators. As we shall see in the next section, the median 
smoother is an M-estimator but not a smooth M-estimator. We also deviate from Härdle 
and Gasser in that their regression functions are defined on [-1,1], while we consider 
d-dimensional domains (d > 1) for our images. This generalisation to higher dimensions 
affects the bias in a rather surprising way, with d = 4 the dimension at which both the 
terms that contribute to bias are of the same order (see Theorem 4.4).
In the approach we adopt here, we choose a family of smooth M-estimators which 
converge to the median smoother. Thus instead of considering a single estimator and its 
asymptotic behaviour as the sample size increases, we deal with a family of M-estimators 
simultaneously. Our results describe the asymptotic mean square error as the sample 
size increases and as the M-estimators approximate the median smoother, and from this 
we are able to determine the asymptotic mean square error of the median smoother. 
The standard with which we compare our results is the rate of convergence of the mean 
smoother. To obtain this rate of convergence for the median smoother as well, the rate 
of convergence of the M-estimators to the median has to be chosen correctly: if the rate 
is too slow, bias increases too much.
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The chapter is organised in the following way: in Section 4.2 we describe our model, 
and the family of M-estimators approximating the median. In Section 4.3 we first present 
the results for our approximating M-estimators (Propositions 4.2 and 4.3) and then in 
Theorem 4.4 we derive the rate of convergence for the mean square error of the median. 
Corresponding results for the mean estimator are also briefly described in this section. 
Proofs of our results are deferred to Section 4.4.
4.2 Im age M odels and the M edian Sm oother
4 .2 .1  M odels for th e  O bservations
In picture transmission or picture scanning by television cameras, the input picture is 
usually distorted by additive random noise which is independent of the input. As in these 
examples, our observations in this chapter will consist of true images which are degraded 
by random noise. Such observations can also be regarded as coming from d-dimensional 
(d > 1) regression models.
A. The true image T. We assume that the true image is a deterministic real-valued 
function T  which is defined on a region in Rd, d > 1. For mathematical convenience we 
consider the compact region J d = [—l , l ] d.
We assume that V2T exists and is bounded. In this chapter we let V denote the 
derivative with respect to x £ Rd] thus for any g defined on Rd
V<7
V 2<7
_Q_\T
•ä ^  9v dx\  ’
(d$ )^s 1 , . . . ,  d. (4.2.1)
We say V2T is bounded if sup ^y ^  |(x, V 2Tx)\ < oo.
B. The random noise e. Let e denote a random function defined on J d, and assume 
that for x £ J d, ex = c(x) is a random variable with probability density function f x — 
/(-; x). This defines a function f  : R x J d -+ R. For convenience we sometimes refer 
to /  as the probability density of the random function c. By abuse of notation, but 
in conformity with the derivative notation V defined in (4.2.1), we write V /  instead of 
V/(e; •). Thus, V / refers to differentiation with respect to the second argument x € J d, 
but not with respect to the first. For each random variable er , let
Eex = I  £f(e;x) de. (4.2.2)
The use of a continuously defined noise model allows us to make assumptions 
about the way the density of e svaries spatially as the grid becomes finer. It can 
also result in different noise processes for each realisation. See also (4.2.3) below.
We asume that e and /  satisfy the following:
N1 The function / ( -\x) is symmetric about 0, and / ( 0;x) > 0 for x £ J d; 
N2 The derivative V2/  exists, and V /, V2/  are absolutely integrable;
N3 The function /(-;x ) satisfies a Lipschitz condition at 0 for x £ J d;
N 4 The €x are independent with mean zero.
C. T he observed  data  Y . For x £ J d, T  and e as in the preceding two paragraphs, 
put
Y(x)  = T(x)  + ex. (4.2.3)
Equation (4.2.3) defines a random function Y  : J d —> R, and each random variable Y{x)  
has an induced probability density function /y(*;x) given by
f v (y , x)  = f { y ~  T(x)-x},  (4.2.4)
where / ( - ; i )  is the probability density function of cx. The density f y  is twice differen­
tiable with respect to x £ Rd. This follows from N2 above. Furthermore,
EY(x) = J  yfy{y;x) dy = J  {T(x) + £}f(e; x) de = T(x)  (4.2.5)
follows from (4.2.2) and N4.
The true image T  is defined everywhere in J d, but observations of T  can only be 
obtained at discrete points in J d. For n > 0, define Qn C 7Ld by
ffn = {j = { /• '}  € TLd : < n, i = 1 (4.2.6)
(see also paragraph A of Subsection 3.2.1). The grid Qn is regular, square-based and 
consists of 0 ( n d) equally spaced points and Qn — Hn with K  = 1 in the definition of 7in 
(see (3.2.13)). The notation for the components jM  of j  £ 7Ld differs from the subscript 
notation of Chapter 2 to avoid confusion with the notation used for the sampling points 
Xj in (4.2.7), below. With each j  £ Qn we associate a sampling point xj  £ J d, given by
Xj = n -1j, (4.2.7)
and then consider data of the form
Yj = T(xj)  + €j, for j  £ Qn. (4.2.8)
A comparison with (4.2.3) shows that Yj — Y ( x j ) and Cj = €Xj. This slight ambiguity 
in the notation for e will not be a problem and is outweighed by the simpler notation of 
(4.2.8).
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4.2 .2  T he M edian Sm oother T
To estimate T  from the data Y), we use the median smoother or running median, denoted 
by T, which is defined as follows:
For x € J d, put
V(x, - )=  £  ai (z)|yi - . | ,  (4.2.9)
j£Qn
for weights 0 < aj(x) < 1, such that ^2jegn Qj(x) < 1, and let
f ( x )  = argmin U(x,  •). (4.2.10)
Sometimes T ( x ) is called the LAD-estimator (least absolute deviation estimator) as in 
Bloomfield and Steiger (1983).
To allow for edge effects, we require only J2jeGn aA x ) -  1 »  and not a j (x ) = 1*
Since we are concerned with asymptotic behaviour here, the choice of method for dealing 
with edge effects is not very important.
We choose the weights in the following way. Fix n > 0. For x = € J d define
d-dimensional cubes Vx of volume n~d by
Vx = {* = {z(i)} € J d : i (i) -  ^  < z(,) < * (i> + V« = l , . . . , d ) .  
For 0 < k < n,put h = (2k + l)/(2n). For x 6 J j , j  € , define aj(x)  by
a (x)= I ( 2 k + i ) - d if V„_„n [ - * ,* ] - 2 / .
I 0 otherwise
(4.2.11)
(4.2.12)
where Xj is as in (4.2.7) and In denotes a closed cube of volume (2n)~d. As can be seen, 
at most (2k + l )d weights are non-zero, and otj(x) = 0 if xj is outside a certain window 
centred on x. Putting
Lk(x) = { j  e Qn : ctj(x) t  0} (4.2.13)
leads to
U(x, -)= Y ,  ocj (x)\Yj - - \  = (2k + \ ) - d Y  in  - ' I -  (4-2.14)
j e L fc( x )  j e L k(x)
The weights aj (x ) defined in (4.2.12) are special cases of the weights derived from 
kernel functions: assume that k : J d —► R is symmetric and f Jd k(u) du = 1. For x 6 J d, 
VX] as in (4.2.11) for some Xj  G J d, and 0 < h < 1 , put
a j ( x )  =  h - d f  K ( ^ - ^ ) d u .  (4.2.15)
JvXj h
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In this situation, h is often called the bandwidth or smoothing parameter and is regarded 
as a function of n, as is done in kernel density estimation or nonparametric regression. 
In these two research areas, one wants to choose h asymptotically optimally, where ‘op­
timality’ refers to the minimisation of an appropriately chosen measure of performance, 
such as those described in Subsection 1.4.1.
Our weights can be derived from (4.2.15) by putting
k(u) = 2~d and h = (2k -f l)/(2n). (4.2.16)
Unlike nonparametric regression or density estimation, the significant parameter for us
(2) Yv-'sevd o^po^itiL pcxae
here is k (instead of h), which determines the window size. Our aim is to select k = 
k(n) asymptotically optimally (see the paragraph following (4.2.18)). Note that (4.2.12) 
reduces the ‘effective’ observations Yj to those which satisfy j  £ Lk(x).
From (4.2.9)-(4.2.12), one can derive the fact that
T{x) = f ( x t )  f o T x e V Xl, (4.2.17)
that is, T  is constant on the cubes Vxn £ £ Qn. On the other hand, if x — xg for some 
£  £ Q n ,  and if f(x) denotes the median of the observations Yj, j  £ L jt(x), then it follows 
immediately that f(x) = arg min C/(x, •). Thus it suffices to estimate T  at the grid-points 
Xj, j  £ Z-fc(x).
To evaluate the performance of the median smoother T, we consider the (pointwise) 
mean square error (MSE) of T. For x £ J d, put
MSE{f (x)} = E{f (x) -  T(x)}2 (4.2.18)
(as in (2.4.3)).
The estimator T  clearly depends on n and k. For given n, how is k chosen? In the 
sequel we shall regard k as a function of n and then select that k which minimises the 
order of the mean square error (4.2.18) as n —► oo. Such a k will be called asymptotically 
optimal.
4 .2 .3  A pp roxim ations to  th e M edian S m ooth er
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, we employ methods used in the devel­
opment of the theory of M-estimation in order to calculate the mean square error of T. 
These methods require differentiability properties which the median does not possess, 
and we therefore cannot adopt this approach directly.
We generalise the definition of M-estimator given in (1.5.2) to include weights. We
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call f  a weighted M-estimator for the observations Yj  if
f  = arg min ^  o-jpiYj — •) (4.2.19)
for weights aj and some ‘distance’ function p. Using this definition, it follows that the 
median smoother T  of (4.2.10) is a weighted M-estimator with po(z) — \z\ in place of p 
in (4.2.19).
The approach adopted here is to construct a family of convex functions {/>„ : v > 0} 
such that
1. p„ -► po as v -+ 0;
2. for each v > 0, p„ is even and p u £ C2(R).
The first property of the p„ suffices to ensure that the M-estimators T v corresponding 
to p v converge to T. The second allows us to calculate the MSE for each T u in terms of 
expected value and variance of H u (see (4.1.2) and Section 1.5). Combining these two 
results and letting v decrease at a suitable rate enables us to estimate the MSE of T  
from the corresponding estimate for T v.
For v > 0 define functions pv : R —*■ R by
p„(z) = {z2 + v2} ' 12. (4.2.20)
For n > 0 and observations Yj  of the form (4.2.8), put
Vv(x,-)=  £  (4.2.21)
j e L k(x)
where the weights aj(x) and the sets Lk(x) are those of (4.2.12) and (4.2.13), respectively. 
From (4.2.20) it follows that
limipv(z) = po(z).v—*-0
The convexity of Uv implies that for x £ J d
{ru £ R : r 1' = argmin Ul/(x1 •)}
is non-empty, convex and compact. This result follows as in Lemma 1 of Huber (1964) 
and shows that a minimum of Uv exists. For x £ J d we put
T v(x) = argmin {/‘'(x, •)• (4.2.22)
Clearly T" is a smooth M-estimator corresponding to the convex C2-function p„. In the 
next section we consider some of the properties of T u, which will then be used in the 
MSE calculations for T.
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4.3 R esu lts
For the results given in this section we regard the window size parameter k and the pa­
rameter v of the family of M-estimators T v as functions of n. For notational convenience 
we let L1-L4 denote the statements below about the asymptotic behaviour of k and v 
as n —► oo:
L l k(n) —► oo;
L2 k(n) /n  —► 0;
L3 v(n) —► 0;
L4 v(n) = 0 { k ~ dn~l max(fc2n_1, 1)}.
The parameters k and n refer to the window size and sample size in each dimension. 
Sometimes it will be advantageous to use the parameters K  and N  given by
K = (2k + l )d, N = (2n + l )d. (4.3.1)
We call K  the effective sample size, and N  the sample size, and we regard K  as a function 
of N.
For the convenience of the reader we briefly summarise properties of the image T, the 
noise e and the probability density function /  of e, which were described in the previous 
section. For n > 0, consider data Y  of the form
Yj = T(x j ) + €j, for j  e Gn, (4.3.2)
where
A1 the true image T  : J d —► R possesses a bounded second derivative V2T;
A2 the €j are independent with mean zero;
A3 the density /  has first and second absolutely integrable derivatives V /  and V2/ ;
A4 the family {/(-;x) : x £ J d} is symmetric about 0, satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
at 0 and is strictly positive at 0.
4.3 .1  C onvergence of f u to  T
We begin by proving the convergence of the estimators T u to the median T.  As can 
easily be seen from the definition of U and Uu (see (4.2.14) and (4.2.21)),
Uu(x , uj) —► U(x,u)  as v —► 0, for x £ J d, u  £ R,
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but it remains to be shown that the minimiser of the Uv converges to that of U as 
v —► 0. (Note that U is defined on an odd number of points and therefore has a unique 
minimiser.) In the asymptotic results below, we let k —► oo (as n —► oo). To indicate the 
dependence of T, T ", U and Uu on &, we write for x £ J d
Tk(x) = argmin Uk(x, •)
T£(x) = arg min U%(x, •) (4.3.3)
where
U k M  = E
j€M i )
££(*,-) = E  “ > (* ){« •-• )*  + ( 4 - 3 . 4 )
jeL fe(x)
With this notation we obtain the following relationship between T% and f*.
P roposition  4.1 Assume that T and e satisfy A l—A4 and that k and v satisfy L I—L3. 
I f  x £ «/d, and if v < k~dn~l max{Ar2n-1 , 1}, then
\f£(x) -  fit (a:) I = 0  j ( ^ ) 2 + rc_1 j  as n oo.
The proposition shows that the T£ approximate Tk as r» —*• 0. In fact, it tells us 
explicitly how to choose i/, here as a function of as well as of n, in order to guarantee 
that T£(x) is within an 0 { (£ )2 + n~1} neighbourhood of Tfc(x), a fact which we rely on 
in Theorem 4.4.
A proof of Proposition 4.1 can be found in Subsection 4.4.1.
4.3 .2  T he M ean Square Error o f th e f v
We begin with some notation. For z £ R, put
Vv(z) = z{z2 + */2}-1/2
= v2{z2 + v2}~3/2. (4.3.5)
For data Yj, j  £ Gn, as in (4.3.2), and for x £ J d, define
#£(*>*) = Y  a A x ) M Yj ~  z )
j€Lk(x)
££(*»*) = Y  aAx)^ l(YJ - z)- (4-3-6)
jeLfc(x)
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Recall that if pu{z) = {z2 -f i'2}1/ 2, as in (4.2.20), then
M z ) = d z Pl' ^ '
i’l(z) =
An immediate consequence of this relationship is that
Tk(x) = arg min U%(x, •)
implies
H j ; { x , m x ) }  = 0. (4.3.8)
For each i  6 the function H% is differentiable with respect to the second variable 
and we may thus write
H i { x , f £ ( x ) }  = H{{x,T(x)}  + DUx , T ( x ) } {T ( x ) - T j ; ( x ) } .  (4.3.9)
Here we have used a Taylor expansion of each summand of Hjf about T(x), the true 
image at x, and
b vk{x, T(x)} = Y ,  <*i(x W A Yj -  T (x ) + Vj} (4.3.10)
denotes the remainder with ijj = 6j{T(x) — Tf(x)},  for some 6j, 0 < 9j < 1. Since Tf (x)  
is a root of H%{x, •}, we obtain the following expression
m x )  -  T(x)  = HZ{x,T(x)}  [ö n x ,T (x )} ]“ ' . (4.3.11)
If one shows that D%{x,T(x)} converges to some non-random 7^(2), then it will follow 
that
E{ fZ(x)  -  T(x)}2 = £H£{x, f i : (x)}2i „ ( x ) - \  
that is, the mean square error of Tf  can be expressed in terms of EH%{x,T%(x)}2.
This is the approach we adopt here. The idea goes back at least as far as Cramer’s 
proof of the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimator (see Section 33.3 
of Cramer (1946)).
We begin with estimates for moments of H%. For x 6 J d, k € W, v > 0, put
ßk = E HZ{*,T(x)}
v uk = var H£{x,T{x)}
7 u(x) = E ^ (e x). (4.3.12)
In this notation we have
P roposition  4.2 Assume that T and e satisfy A 1 -A 4 , and that k and v satisfy LI—L3.
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I f  x 6 J d, then there exist c\,ci > 0 such that
ßk < ci/(0;ar) | ( ^ ) 2 + n 1 j  j l  +  0 ( i /2) +  0 ( ^ ) |
and
l + 0 { ( - ) 2} nv k < C2& d
Furthermore, there exists C3 > 0 suc/i that, as n —> 00,
T(x) } 2 < c3 { ( ^ ) 4 + « - 2 + fc-'} {l + <V) + 0 ( ^ ) 1 .
The proof of this proposition is given in Subsection 4.4.2. The object of Proposi­
tion 4.2 was to calculate expectation and variance of Hf.. It now remains to obtain an 
estimate for in order to be able to derive estimates of the bias and variance of T f  
(see (4.3.11)). This is the concern of the next proposition.
Proposition 4.3 Assume that T and e satisfy A l—A4 and that k and v satisfy L1-L4. 
I f  x 6 J d, then
MSE{T£(*)} < «1 { (£ )4 + + {1 + o(l)}
as n —► 00, for some C\ > 0.
A proof of Proposition 4.3 is given in Subsection 4.4.3. We delay a discussion of the 
above results until after our main result, Theorem 4.4.
4 .3 .3  T he M ean Square Error of f
Our next result gives a general bound for MSE{T(z)} as well as establishing optimal 
choices for the parameter k. As defined in Subsection 4.2.2, k is asymptotically optimal 
if it minimises the order of MSE.
To derive the mean square error of the median smoother T(x)  from the preceding 
results, we make use of the equality
f k - T  = (Tk -  f i )  + ( f f  -  T).  (4.3.13)
In Proposition 4.1, the rate of convergence of the estimators Tf  to Tk was given. This re­
sult together with the estimate of the mean square error of Tf  as given in Proposition 4.3 
leads to
Theorem 4.4 Assume that T and e satisfy A 1-A 4 and that k and v satisfy LI—L4. If
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x 6 J d, then as n —>■ oc,
(4.3.14)
Furthermore, optimal choices of k and the associated MSE are as follows:
1. I f  1 < d < 4, then k*(n) = n4/(4+d) minimises the order of MSE and
MSE{Tk*(x)} = 0 { n - 4<f/(4+^}. (4.3.15)
2. If  d > 4, then k*(n) = n2!d minimises the order of MSE and
MSE{Tk*(x)} = 0 (n~ 2). (4.3.16)
A proof of Theorem 4.4 can be found in Subsection 4.4.4. Note that the first two
The optimal rates of convergence of MSE (4.3.15)-(4.3.16) may be rather surprising, in 
the sense that they seem to indicate that the rates of convergence of MSE do not decrease 
as the dimension increases. This is in fact not the case as the next corollary shows, in 
which we re-state the result in terms of the effective sample size K  and the actual sample 
size N . Recall from (4.3.1) that K  = (2k + l)d and N = (2n + l ) d.
Corollary 4.5 Under the assumptions of Theorem 4 - 4 >
Furthermore, the optimal rates of convergence of MSE are as follows:
1. I f l < d < 4 ,  then MSE{Tk*(x)} = 0 { N ~ 4^ 4+d^ }.
2. I f  d > 4, then MSE{Tk*(x)} = 0 (N ~ 2ld).
4 .3 .4  D iscu ssion  of R esults
Comparison with the mean smoother. As indicated in the introduction of this 
chapter, we want to compare the rates of convergence of the median smoother with 
those of the mean smoother. For this, we impose assumptions A 1-A 4 on the true image 
T  and the error c, and we take the weights otj(x) as defined in (4.2.12). This implies 
that we consider the mean smoother at x on (2k -f l )d points centred on x £ J d.
Let u j? \  and denote the analogues for the mean of Uk, Hk and Dk. Then
terms in (4.3.14) are due to squared bias and the term k d is due to the variance of Tk(x ).
M SE {fk(x)} = 0  { (K /N )4/d + N ~2/d + A " 1} . (4.3.17)
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for x 6 J d, 2  € R,
= Y ,  aA x )(Yj - z )2
j £ L k{x)
H[k \ xi z ) =  - 2  E  aA x)(Yj ~ z )
j'GLfc(r)
D[k \ x , z )  = 2. (4.3.18)
If Tk ;(z) denotes the minimiser of Uk (x, •), then, in analogy with (4.3.11), one obtains 
for x 6 J d
f i 2\ x )  -  T(x)  = H i2){x,T(x)}  [o | 2*{x,T (x)}]_1 (4.3.19)
and therefore it follows immediately that
MSE{f<2)(x)} = iE tf< 2>{x,T(x)}2.
Now, replacing xpv by the identity function and ipl by the constant 2 in the proof of 
Proposition 4.2 simplifies that proof immensely and yields
E*®(.,rW) .  ( ! ) • / , VT(.+ M.).)* +o(. - i  (o < «, <.)
and
var ^ 2){x,T(x)} = 0(k~J), 
from which one concludes that
MSE{7^2)(x)} = 0 1 (£ )4 + n - 2 + | , (4.3.20)
as n —>• oo. A comparison of (4.3.20) with Theorem 4.4 shows that the median smoother 
performs as well asymptotically as the mean smoother.
Dependence of bias on dimension. Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.4 and (4.3.20) show 
that, asymptotically, the M-estimators T", the median T  and the mean converge to 
the true image at the same rate (although the constants may of course be different). The 
term k~d is due to variance of the estimators and reflects the fact that variance decreases 
as the effective sample size increases. In contrast to this, bias, which is 0 {(£)2 + n -1 }, 
does not seem to depend on the dimension of the problem. This behaviour may be due 
to the fact that we have used a regular square-based grid, and thus n-1 and (^ )2 are the 
same in each direction. For other grids, such as triangular-based or hexagonal grids, it 
would be interesting to see whether bias behaves as in our case or whether bias reflects 
the worst one-dimensional direction.
Dependence of optimal rate on dimension. It is interesting to observe the ef­
fect of the dimension on the optimal rate of convergence, as given in Theorem 4.4 and
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Corollary 4.5. One first observes that the optimal rate of convergence decreases as the 
dimension d increases. More surprising, however, is that one has to distinguish two cases, 
1 < d < 4 and d > 4, and that the optimal k and the corresponding rate of MSE are 
given by different functions in each case. The split into two cases is due to the order 
of bias: If 1 < d < 3, the term in n~l is negligible compared with that in (^ )2. For 
d = 4, and for the optimal window size parameter k , the terms in (£ )2 and n-1 are of 
the same order. When d > 4, the term in n~l becomes the dominant term and the term 
in (^ )2 becomes negligible. The importance and dominance of the grid spacing n -1 for 
higher-dimensional observations is rather unexpected in view of existing one-dimensional 
results in nonparametric regression, where this term is usually negligible (see pl27-131 
of Eubank (1988)).
Dependence of chosen u on dimension. For the optimally chosen k, the chosen 
v decreases more rapidly as d increases. However, for d > 4, one no longer requires 
v(n)k{n)2~dn~2 = 0(1), and v(n) = 0(k~dn~1) suffices, since it is no longer necessary 
that the rate of convergence of Tf  to T  be smaller than (^ )2. (As we have seen in the 
previous paragraph, for d > 4, the bias of T  is 0 (n -1 ).)
4 .4  P roofs
In this section we give the proofs of Propositions 4.1-4.3 and of Theorem 4.4. For the 
ease of the reader, we repeat the statements of our results before proving them. Propo­
sitions and Theorems are numbered as in Section 4.3, while the lemmas are numbered 
consecutively as Lemma 4.4.1, 4.4.2, etc.
4.4 .1  P roof of P roposition  4.1
Proposition 4.1 Assume that T and e satisfy A l—A4 and that k and v satisfy LI—L3. 
If  x € J d, and if u < k~dn~1 max{fc2n_1, 1}, then
\f%(x) -  fk (x ) I = 0  j(—)2 + n_1|  as n —► oo.
Proof of Proposition 4.1
For x £ J d, u  G P, k and u such that L1-L3 hold, recall that 
Uk(x,u) = aj(x)pu( Y j -  u)
j £ L k(x)
Uk{x,u)  = Y ,  a A X ) \YJ
j e L k(x)
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where pv(z) = {z2 + t'2}1/2. It follows that
SUP \Uk{x,u) — Uk(x,u)\ = sup aj(x)  [{(lj -  u;)2 + i/2}1/2 -  \Yj
k k j £ L k (x)
< sup J2 aA x) { \ Y J  -  u \ + V -  \ Y J  -  u \)
k j £ L k(x)
<  V-
Furthermore, from the definitions of U% and Ukl one has
Uk{x,u) > Uk(x,u),
and therefore for x £ Jd, u 6 R,
Uk(x,u) < Uk(x,u) < Uk(x,u) + v.
Now let Tk(x) = arg min Uk(x,-) and Tk(x) = arg min Uk(x, •). Then 
Ui{Xif i ( x ) }  < U i { x , f k(x)} < Uk{x,Tk(x)} + * 
follows immediately from (4.4.3).
Figure 4.1: Location of minimisers of Uk and £/£. 
As Figure 4.4.1 shows,
\fH(x) -  f* ( i) | < v{2k + l)d,
(4.4.3)
(4.4.4)
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since U%{x,T£(x)} belongs to the epigraph of If*, Uf{x ,Tf (x)}  is bounded above by 
Uk{x,TZ(x)} +  J', and (2k -f l)~d is a lower bound for the absolute value of the slope of 
the curve Uk- For k, n E N, let v < k~dn~l max{fc27i_1, 1}. Equation (4.4.4) now leads 
to
\T£(x) -  f k (x ) I < ci max{fc2rc_2, n -1 } (ci > 0) 
as required. □
4 .4 .2  P r o o f  o f  P ro p o sitio n  4.2
Proposition  4.2 Assume that T and e satisfy A 1 -A 4 , and that k and v satisfy L1-L3. 
I f  x E J d, then there exist ci,C2 > 0 such that
ßk < ci/(0; x) j ( ^ ) 2 + n~l I  j l  + 0 ( v 2) + 0 ( ^ ) J
and
vk < c2  ^ ^ 1 + 0 { ( J ) 2} .n
Furthermore, there exists C3 > 0 such that, as n —► 00,
EH"k {x , T( x ) Y  < c3 +  n - 2 +  *TJ )  ( l  +  0 ( v 2) + 0 ( £ ) } .
Before we prove the proposition, recall from (4.3.12) that for x E J d
ßk = E H i{x ,T (x )}  
vl  =  var Hk{x,T(x)}
lv(x)  = E ^ \ e x ).
We begin with Lemmas 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, which are used in the proof of Proposition 4.2.
Lem m a 4.4.1 Assume that k satisfies LI and L2 and T  and e satisfy A 1 -A 3 . For 
x E J d, take xj E J d such that j  E Lk(x). If  u E VXj and v > 0, then
|EA { Y j -  T(x)} -  EM Y ( u) -  T(x)}| < cl7l,(aOn-l {l + 0 ( - ) }  (c, > 0).n
P roof o f Lem m a 4.4.1
Fix x , Xj E J d. For u E VX], consider
E = E ^ { ^ - T ( * ) } - E ^ { y ( t t ) - T ( * ) }
=  J  Mv -  T ( x ) } { f Y ( y ; x j )  -  f v ( y \ « ) }  d y
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(4.4.6)= -  J  ^ u { y -  T(x)}(u -  X j , V f Y(y, Xj  + £j)) dy.
Here we have used the Taylor expansion of f Y about Xj ,  and = 6\{u — x j ) for some 6\
with 0 < < 1. Another Taylor expansion of V f y  about x gives
V /r(y ; xj + fj) = V f Y(y; x) + V2/y(y; x + Q)(xj  + £,• -  x) (4.4.7)
for some vector (j = 02( x j  + — x ) ,  0 < 02 < 1. Substitution of (4.4.7) into (4.4.6) gives
E  = -  J  ipu{ y - T ( x ) } { ( u -  X j , V f Y(y\x))
+(u -  Xj ,  V2/y(y; Xj  + Cj)(zj + -  ®))} dy. (4.4.8)
Since
V[V>i/{y-r(x)}/y(y;*)] = - ^ '{ j
+ M y ~ T ( x ) } V f Y(y;x),  (4.4.9)
the first term in (4.4.8) may be evaluated as follows
(■Xj ~ U>J M v  ~ T(x) }V f Y(y‘,x) dy)
= (,Xj -  u, V J  ip„{y -  T( x) } f y ( y ; x) dy)
+(*j -  ^V T (x )) J il>'v{y -  T(x)} fy(y; x) dy 
=  ( Xj  -  u, VE t/>v { Y (x) -  T(x)}) +  { x j -  u, VT(x))7„(x)
= {xj — u, VT(x))7„(x), (4.4.10)
since E ^ { y  -  T(x)} = 0 and 7l/(x) = f  ^'u{y -  T(x) } f y(y;x)  dy follows from the 
definition of 7^, given in (4.3.12).
To estimate the second term in (4.4.8), note that is bounded and that, by A3, 
f  V2/y  = 0(1). Furthermore, u -  Xj = 0 (n -1 ), since u € VXj, and Xj — x + = 0 (£ ) ,
since n -1 = o(£), by LI and L2. Combining these facts, one obtains
I(u -  x j ,  J  4>v{y-T(x) }V2f Y(y;x + (j)(xj  + £,• -  x) <fy)| < c2^  (4.4.11)
for some c2 > 0. Substituting (4.4.10) and (4.4.11) into (4.4.8) now yields the following 
estimate for E
\E\ < |(xj — u, VT(x))|7l/(x) + c2~2
k
< c3n_1{7J/(x) + - }  (c3 > 0)
n
as required, since VT is bounded. □
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L em m a 4.4 .2  Assume that T  and e satisfy A l —A 4 and that k and v satisfy L 1-L 3.
1. I f  x, s G J d, then there exist Sq > 0 and cq > 0 such that for 0 < 6 < Sq
W AY(s) -  T(x)} < /(0 ; s)g{T(s) -  T (x ) ,»/}{! + c06 + 0(A)}
where
g{a,b) =
6 + a
+
6 — a
{(<$ -j- a)2 -f 62}1/ 2 {(<$ — a)2 + 62}1/ 2 ’
2. I f  x G J d, and s is chosen such that s =  Xj for some j  G Lk(x), or if s =  x -f hu 
for u e  J d and h = (2k + l) / (2 n), then there exists a constant C\ > 0 such that
Et/v{K(s) -  T(x)} < c , /(0 ;x )  ( l  +  O (^ )  +  0 ( r 2)} .
3. For 7i/(z) =  E tp,l/{Y(x)  -  T(x)}, x G J d, there exist constants c\, c  ^ > 0 and 6 > 0 
such that for v < 6
C2/(0; *){1 -  -^ 2 } < lv(x) < ci/(0; z ){ l  + 0{i/2)}.
P ro o f  o f L em m a 4.4.2
For a;, s G </d, put
y (5) -  T(s) = T(s) -  T ( x ) +  €a = a +  e3, (4.4.13)
where a =  r ( s )  — T(x).  Then
A = Ei>l{Y(5) -  T(x)} = J  ^ ' (a +  €)/(e; s) de. (4.4.14)
The density /  satisfies a Lipschitz condition at 0, with respect to its first argument e 
(see A 4), and we may therefore write
f(e;s) = /(0 ;s )  +  d3(e).
It now follows tha t there exists > 0 such that for 6 < 60
f(e;s) < /(0 ;s ){ l +  ci<$} for e G [-<$,6], c\ > 0. (4.4.15)
For 6 < 60, A as defined in (4.4.14) now becomes
A =  J  ^ ,l/(a + e)f(e;s) de+ j  ^ ( a  +  e)/(c; s) de
< / ( 0 ; s){l + ci<5} J  ^ ( a + 0  de
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(4.4.16)+ / + / ) ^u(a + e)f{€;s) de.
J - o o  J6 }
Consider
v2 / {(a + e)2 + u2 } ~ 3^2 de 
J-6
6 +  a Ö — a
{(6 +  a)2 + i/2} ' /2 + { ( i - a ) 2 -!-!/2}1/ 2'
(4.4.17)
To estimate the remaining integrals in (4.4.16), observe that
VC(a + e) < v2\a + e|~3,
and thus, as v —► 0,
(/_oo + /  j ^ ( fl + e ) /(€ ;5 )d e < c 2^ - ^ 3  = 0 ( i / 2) (4.4.18)
for some c2 > 0. Substitution of (4.4.17) and (4.4.18) into (4.4.16) now yields
A < /(0;s){ l  + ci6}g(a,i/) + 0 ( v 2)
= /(0; s)g(a, v ) { l  + c\6 +  0 ( u 2)} (4.4.19)
with g as in the statement of the lemma.
Inequality (4.4.19) gives a bound for A for general x, s € J d. We next consider some 
specific choices of s for a fixed x.
If 5 =  x +  /in, for h = (2k +  l) / (2 n) and u 6 J d, or if 5 =  Xj, j  6 £jfc(x), then 
a = T(s) — T(x) = 0(k/n) .  But k and v satisfy L1-L3 and therefore for large n
g(d, */) = 2{1 — ^2  }{1 + o (l)} . (4.4.20)
Using this expression for g , one obtains the following bound for A:
w 2
A < 2/(0; s ){ l + + 0 (^ 2) +  o(1)}{1 — (4.4.21)
Next observe that
/(0; 5 )  = /(0; x) + (5 -  x, V /{0; x + B(s -  x)})
for some 0, 0 < 9 < 1, since /  is differentiable. Now V /  is bounded on J d and hence
/(0; s) -  /(0; x) = 0(5  — x) = 0 ( —). (4.4.22)
n
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Substitution of (4.4.22) into (4.4.21) gives the estimate
A < 2/(0; x){l + c\6 + 0 ( —) + 0 ( v 2) 4- o(1)}{1 — }
< c3/(0; x){l + O (-)  + 0 ( v 2)} (c3 > 0). (4.4.23)n
This shows part 2.
To complete the proof, recall that
7,(x) = E < ( ( l ) = £ ^ { Y ( x )  -  T(x)}.
Taking 5 = x in the proofs of parts 1 and 2, the arguments used above now lead to
lu(x) < c3/ ( 0; x){l + 0 (^ 2)}.
On the other hand, the above arguments show that there exists c4 > 0 such that
l u { x )  > c4/ ( 0 ; x ) { l -  ^j}.
□
P ro o f o f Proposition  4.2
Fix x G <7 ,^ and consider for k 6  W, j/ > 0
= E H  a ,(x )^ {y ,  -  r(x)}
jeLk(x)
= h - d Y ,  f  K ( ^ A ) E M Y j - T { x ) } d u ,  (4.4.24)
jeLk(x)JVxi
where
( h - d f y  K(*jZ)du  if F* n [-A, A]1' 2  /n
° j ( x ) = S ' , .( 0 otherwise
with In a closed cube of volume (2n)~d, and
Lk(x) = { / € 2^ : ckj(x) ^ 0}.
(See also (4.2.12) and (4.2.13).) For simplicity of notation, put L = Tfc(x). Replacing 
Yj, j  € T, by Y(u)  for u G - leads to the following expression for ß%:
ßk = h~d ^ 2 f  k( ~ T “ )E^ { ^ ( w) “  T (x)} du + lv{x )0(n~l ), (4.4.25)
U L Jv*i h
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since E [iJ>v{Yj -  T(x)} -  iJ)v{Y(u) -  T(x)}] < Ci7„(x)n *{1 +  0 (£ )}  for some c\ > 0, 
by Lemma 4.4.1.
Next fix j  € L. Write Vj for VX] and consider
Wj  =  f  k( U— * )E4>v{Y( u) - T ( x )} du 
JVj n
=  Jv ~f~~) J  M v ~  T ( x ) } f Y(y;u) dy du
= J  M y  -T(ar)} Jv K( - Y - ) f Y(y;u) du dy 
= J  *l>u{y -  T(x)}hd J_ K(z) fy(y ; hz +  x) dz dy ,
where we have used the change of variable z — (u — x)//i. Here Vj  denotes the cube 
of volume 0 ( k ~d) which is obtained from Vj by the above change of variable. One now 
obtains
Wj  =  hd J_ k(u) J  il)u{y -  T(x)} fY(y;hu + x) dy du
= hd [_ Av(w)E0l/{Lr(hu -f x) — T(x)} du.  (4.4.27)
Jv:
We now estimate B.ifv{Y(hu  + x) — T(x)}.  For u 6 Vj,  put £ = hu.  Observe that 
Ei>v{Y(s)  -  T (s)} = 0 for 5 G Jd, and therefore
E 1>v{Y(£ + x ) - T ( x ) }  = J  [ M y - T ( x ) } - ^ „ { y - T ( Z  + x)}] fY(y,Z + x) dy
= J  t i , { y - T ( t  + x) + 0} {T( t  + x ) - T ( x ) } M v > t  + x ) dy  
=  r J  v £ { y -  T(£ + x) 4- 0 }/y  (y; £ +  x) dy , (4.4.28)
where r = {T(£ + x) — T(x)}, and we have used the Taylor expansion of Vv about £ -f x 
with mean value 9 = B\t for some 0 < 9\ < 1. A change from f Y to /  and a Taylor 
expansion of /  about x now leads to
Eil>v{Y(Z + x ) - T ( x ) }  = t J  i)'l/(e + 0)f(€;Z + x) de
= T J  + 0){/(c; x)  + V /(c; £2 +  *))} de
for some £2 = ^ £ , 0 < $2 < 1. For the first term above, Lemma 4.4.2(2) provides the 
bound
J  +  0 ) / O ;  x) de <  c 2/ ( 0 ; ® ) { i  +  o ( ^ )  +  o ( i / 2 ) }  (c2 >  o )
for A:, ^_1 large, since A; and i/ satisfy L1-L3. Observe that V /  is bounded and V /  6 i 1 
and therefore, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.2, one may show that
r J  V£(e + 0)(£ ,V /(e;£2 + x)) de < c3r(£, V /(0; £2 + x)){l  + 0( u2)}
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for k, v 1 large, and C3 > 0.
Together these two bounds now lead to
E M Y ( t  + * ) - T ( x ) }
< C4T 
= C4T
f ( 0;®){1 + O (- )  + 0 ( u 2)} + <£, V /(0 ;&  + *)){1 + 0 ( u 2)} 
/ ( 0 ;x ){ l + O ( - )  + 0 (^ 2)} +  h(u, V /(0 ;f2 +  *)>{! + 0 ( v 2)} <4.4.30)
Substitution of (4.4.27) and (4.4.30) into (4.4.25) now yields
h~d = Y .  f -  + x ) ~  T(x)}
j<=L i  € L J v >
\  K{u)'E'il)u{Y{hu  + x) — T(x)} du 
JJdl
<  C4 / k ( u ) 1 
JJd
/(0 ;x ){ l +  O ( - )  +  O(i/2)} 
n
+ /i (« ,V /(0 ;6  + x )){ l +  O (i/2)} du, (4.4.31)
since h = (2k + l) /(2 n). Next observe that T  has two bounded derivatives (by A l)  and 
hence
t = T(Z + x) - T ( x) = (Z,VT(x) )+
= h(u,VT(x)) + if i2(u ,V 2T(x + #3/111)11) (4.4.32)
for some 0 < #3 < 1 and £ = hu.
Using the identity (4.4.32) and the fact that £2 = #2^  = #2hu, (4.4.31) is estimated 
by
h - d T W j  < c4 f  K,(u){h(u, VT(x))  + ^/i2(u, V 2T (x + 03hu)u)}
jeL Jjd 2
x [/(0; x){l + 0(h)  + 0 (u 2)} + h(u, V /(0; 92hu + x)){l + 0 (^ 2)}] du 
< c5h2 Q /(0 ; z){l + O(h) + 0 ( v 2)} J ^ k(u)(u,\72T(x + 93hu)u) du 
+ {1 + 0 ( v 2)} J  k(u)(u, VT(x) ® V /(0; x + 92hu)u) du
for some c5 > 0, since n is symmetric. Here V T ( x ) ® V /(0 ; x + 92hu ) denotes the tensor 
product of the vectors VT(x) and V/(0 ; x + 92hu ).
Since 7„(z) < c6/(0 ;x ){ l + 0 ( v 2)}, by Lemma 4.4.2, since h =  (2/; +  l) /(2 n ) and 
k(u) =  2~d, we have
ß i  = h - d Y W ,  + l v (* )0 ( n -1)
j €L
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(4.4.34)< c7/(0 ;x ){ (^ )2 + n 1 }{1 + 0(v2) +n n
Here
c7 = max{c6,2~dc5Ci ,2~dc5C2},
where
Ci = sup j (u ,V 2T(x + d3hu)u) du 
o<e3<i J jd
C2 = /(O; a;)-1 sup f  (m, VT(a:) ® V/(O; x + ö2k ) u )  c(u. 
o<02<i J J d
This completes the ‘bias’ part of the proof.
For x £ J d, k £ N, v > 0, j  £ Lk(x), put
Zj = i>v{Yj -  T(x)}.
Consider
vuk = var Hk {x,T(x)}
=E{ £  C j M Z i  -  EZj)}*
j e L k(x)
= £  a ;(* )2{ E Z j- ( E  Zj ?} .  (4.4.35)
j e L k(x)
Now for j  £ Lfc(x)
EZj =  J  i l>v{y-T(x)}fY(y;xj) dy
J  Vv{y -  T{x)} f r { y \ x) + (xj -  x, V/y(y; x))
+ - ( x j  -  x, V2/y{y;x + 04(xj -  x)}(xj -  x)) (4.4.36)
for some 0 < 64 < 1. (Recall that /y  is twice differentiable since /  is and V /y , V2/y  
are absolutely integrable by A3.)
As in the proof of (4.4.8) in Lemma 4.4.1, we use (4.4.9) to obtain
M v  -  T(x)}V/y(y; x) = V [\j)v{y -  T(x)}/y(y; x)] + 0 '{y  -  T(x)}/y(y; x)VT(x).
Substitution into (4.4.36) gives
EZ j  =  (1 + V )  J  - T ( x ) } f y ( y ; x )  dy
+(xj -  x, VT(x)) J  i p l { y  -  T(x)}/y(y; x) dy
+ 5 “  a:,V2/y{y;x  + 04(xj -  x)}(xj -  x)) dy
= (1 + V )E ^(cx) + (xj -  x, VT(x))71/(x) + 0 ( |x j -  x |2)
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= l » i x )ixj -  x , VT(x)){l + 0(x j  -  x)}. (4.4.37)
This follows since EVv(€x) = 0, and thus the first term disappears. For the last term we 
have used the facts that \fu{z) < 1 for any z G R, and f V 2f y  dy = 0(1).
To estimate the term EZj  in (4.4.35), note that
EZ)  = j ^ v{ y -  T(x) }2f Y (y, xj) dy
< J f y ( y ; x j ) d y  = l.
Substitution of (4.4.37) and (4.4.38) into (4.4.35) leads to
(4.4.38)
Vk < aj (x )2 [ l  + l v ( x )2 (x j  — x i VT(x))2{l -f 0 ( x j  — x)}]
j € L k{x)
= £  (2fc + l ) - 2d fl + 0 { (^ )2}1
} € L t (x) ■■ ^
= ( 2 k + l ) - J 
< cak~d
l + 0 { ( - ) 2} 
n
(<* > 0),1 + 0 { ( - ) 2>n
since Xj — x = O (-), and VT is bounded by A l.
Equations (4.4.34) and (4.4.39) now yield the estimate:
E Hj;{x,T(x)}2 = m 2 + v"k
< 4 / ( 0; x)2 | ( £ ) 4 + n- 2} ( l  +  0 (o2) + 0 ( £ ) )
k
(4.4.39)
+c8k-d i + 0{(rn
< c9 { ( ^  + n- 2 +  fc-',}{l + 0(^) + 0(^)}
as k —► oo, v —► 0 for some eg > 0.
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2.
4.4 .3  P ro o f o f P roposition  4.3
Proposition 4.3 Assume that T and e satisfy A l—A4 and that k and v satisfy LI—L4. 
I f  x G J d, then
MSE{Tk (x)}< d  ( ( ^ y  + n~2 + {1 + o(l)}
as n —► oo, /or some c\ > 0.
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The proof of this proposition requires Lemmas 4.4.3 and 4.4.4, which we state and 
prove now.
L em m a 4.4.3 Assume that T  and e satisfy A 1 -A 3  and that k satisfies L 1-L 2. I f  
x £ J d, then, as k —► oo,
Tjt(x) — T(x)  = 0 ( —) a.s.
n
P ro o f  o f L em m a 4.4.3
Fix x € </d. For n, k > 0 there exists j  £ such that 2 £ . Since Tk(x) = Tk(xj),
by (4.2.17), we put
fjt(x) = med(yj+*)
where med^ denotes the median over the set {I £ Qn : < k Vi = 1 ,..  .,d} . Consider
l f t ( * ) - r ( * ) |  = |med{yi+, - r ( * ) } |
= I med{T(a:i+/) -  T(x)  +  ej+^}|
med{£i+, + (&, VT(x)) +  -<fc, V 2T (z + (4.4.41)
where 0 < 9 < 1, & =  xj+i — x, and we have used the Taylor expansion of T  about x. 
Observe that for any sequence of random numbers a^, be
I med(a^ +  6^)| < | med(a^)| +  max |6*|.
Making use of this inequality in (4.4.41) leads to
|f*(*) -  T(x)| < I med(£j+<)| +  max|(£;, VT(x)) +  i f e , V 2T(x + (4.4.42)
Now, V2T is bounded and |&| = |xj+e — x| < c\k/n  for some c\ > 0, by the definition of 
med^. We therefore estimate the second term in (4.4.42) by
m a x |fe ,V T (x )) +  L ^ , V 2T(x + ^ ) ^ ) |  < c2-  +  c3( - ) 2
t Z n n
= o A )  (4.4.43)
n
for C2, C3 > 0, since k/n  —► 0 by L2 .
For the first term in (4.4.42), note that
E < * e{x )F t — F j
i e L k ( x )
as k —► oo, where Ff denotes the distribution function of q . An application of the 
Extended Borel-Cantelli theorem (see pl05f of Shorack and Wellner (1986)) together
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with the proof given on p7 of Pollard (1984) now leads to
med{eJ+ }^ —► medcj a.s., as k —+ oo.
But the probability density function /  of e is symmetric by A2. From this it follows that
med €j = 0. (4.4.44)
Substitution of (4.4.43) and (4.4.44) into (4.4.42) now gives
fk(x) — T(x) = 0(  — ) a.s.
n
as k —► oo. □
Lem m a 4.4.4 Assume that T and e satisfy A 1-A 4. For x £ J d, k £ IM, v > 0, put
i>U*,T(x)}=  £  { Y j - T  ( * ) - % }
j e L k(x)
where r]j = 9j{T(x) — Tk (x)}, 0 < 0j < 1.
If  k and u satisfy L1-L4, then
Dk{x , X/x)} = 2/(0; x){l + o(l)} in pr.
as n —► oo.
The proof of this lemma requires some of the arguments leading to Lemma 4.4.2, 
which precedes the proof of Proposition 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.2.
P ro o f o f Lem m a 4.4.4
Fix x £ J d. For k £ N, v > 0, put L = Lk(x) and
d\; = £«j(*)v>Uyi-T(*)-%}
j e L
where pj = Oj{T(x) — Tk (x)}, 0 < Oj < 1.
We begin with an estimate for EDk. We then show that lim £ D k exists, and that for 
v and k /n  sufficiently small, Dk = E.Dj'jl + o(l)} in probability.
Fix j  £ L, put Zj = ipHYj -  T(x) -  T]j}, and consider
EZj = E {^Yj-  T ( x )-  r,3} = E -  T(x) -  V] + 13).
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Observe that T(xj)  — T(x) = 0 (£ ), and
M  = 9j\T(x)-Tj ;(x) \
< \ T { x ) - f k(x)\ + \Tk( x ) - f j ; ( X)\
= 0 ( ^ )  +  0 { (^ )2} a.s. n n
= O (- )  a.s. 
n
k x
(4.4.45)
This last follows from Lemma 4.4.3 together with Proposition 4.1 as v —► 0, k —► oo. 
To obtain an estimate for EZj,  we use arguments similar to those given in the proof of 
Lemma 4.4.2. However, instead of using 0 < S < 6o, here we regard S as a function of n. 
Specifically, put <$(n) = fc1+7/n , where 7 > 0 is chosen small enough that <$(n) —► 0 as 
n —► 00. For large n, it follows that <$(n) < So. Furthermore, L1-L4 imply that 1/ = o(£) 
and k /n  = o(S) as n —► 00. In this case, one can show that the factor g used in the 
statement of Lemma 4.4.2 has the following form:
One now obtains, in analogy with Lemma 4.4.2,
EZj < 2 /(0 ;i){ l + c i« (n )} { l--1 } { 1  + »(1)}
n *
< 2/(0; x) < 1 + c i-----  { l+ o ( l)}  ( c i > 0 ) .  (4.4.46)
Similarly one may show that
(4.4.47)
Using these last two bounds for EZj,  it follows that
(4.4.48)
i t L
It remains to show that
Duk = 2 /(0 ;x){l + o(l)} in pr. (4.4.49)
as k —► oo, i/ —► 0. To do this, put
Z* = Zj -  EZj
o r  = E aA^ )z*-
j € L
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The proof of (4.4.49) proceeds along the following lines. We first show that var Dk* —► 0 
as k —► oo, v —► 0. This will imply that Dk* —*• 0 in probability.
Put bj = T (x j ) — T (x ) -  r]j and consider
EZj2 = /  ^ bj + de
=  v4 J{(bj  + €)2 + v2} - 3f{e;xj) de
< c3/(0 ;x ){ l + 0(i/2)} (c3 > 0). (4.4.51)
Using this estimate, one obtains
var D r  = E { D ? } 2
= ^ a , ( x ) 2{ EZj - i EZj ) 2}
j e L
< c4^ a j (x)i
j e L
ul+lm  *){1 + 0(^2)} + /(0; , ) » | i  + 0 ( « _ );*)2 {
< c4m ax{/(0;x),/(0;x)2} j l  + 0 ( ^ — ) |  ^ (2 fc  + 1)
(4.4.52)
for some c4 > 0, as k —► oo, v —► 0. In the derivation of (4.4.52) we have used the bound 
given in (4.4.46), as well as the fact that the weights aj = (2k + l ) -<i for j  6 L. Now, 
(4.4.52) implies that
lim Dk* = 0 in pr.
k —»00 
t/—0
From the last relationship, the definition of Dk* and (4.4.48), it now follows that
Dvk = E ß £ { l+  «(!)} inpr-
and therefore
lim Dk = 2/(0; x) in pr.
A: — oo 
I/—0
This completes the proof of the lemma.
P ro o f o f Proposition 4.3
Fix x 6 J d. For k 6 W, v > 0, put
r i  =  ft(* ) -  T(z),
□
(4.4.53)
and recall from (4.3.11) that
rk = Hk{*,T(x)}  [5 j{ x ,r(* )} ]_1 . (4.4.54)
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By Lemma 4.4.4,
Dk{x,T(x)}  ->• 2/(0; ar) in pr. 
as k —► oo, v —*• 0. Since /(0 ; x) ^  0, it follows that
(4.4.55)
Dk{x,T(x)}  1 —^ {2/(0; x)} 1 in pr.
We may therefore write
rl  = ^ { x ,T (x )} { 2 /(0 ;x )}  1{l +  o(l)} in pr.
= (EH i { x , T(x)} + [Hvk {x,T(x)} -  EH vk { x , T(x)}]) 
x { 2 /(0 ;x )} _1{! + o(l)} in pr. (4.4.56)
Consider the term Hk — E Hk . Put Zj = ^„{Yj -  T(x)} for j  € Lk(x) and recall that 
H {{x ,T (x )}=  Y ,  < * M M Y j - T ( x ) } .
j e L k (x)
The random variables Z, are uncorrelated and
E Z) =  J  M y  -  T(x)}2f Y(y; Xj) dy 
=  J { y - T ( x ) } 2 [ { y - T ( x )}2 + v2} 1 f Y (y;xj) dy
<  1 .
The strong law of large numbers (see Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974)) now yields
H£{x,T(x)} = E i n i . r W H l  +  otl)}  a.s.
= ßk {l + o(l)} a.s., as k —> oo, v —*■ 0,
and therefore
H uk {x, T(x)} -  EHk {x,T{x)}  0 a.s.
By Proposition 4.2, ßk < ci{(£)2 +  rc 1}{l + 0 (^ 2) + 0 (^ )} , and we may therefore apply 
Theorem 4.1.4 of Chung (1974) to deduce that
E|J5Tjf{x,T(x)} -  EHk {x ,T(x)}|p -> 0 for p =  1,2.
It now follows that the bias B  and the variance V  of Tk are
B(r f t  = E { f jf (x )-T (x )}
= E ^ { ^ r ( x ) } { 2 / ( 0 ;x ) } - 1{l +  o(l)}
V(rk) = var {Tk ( x ) - T { x ) }
= var Hk {x,T(x)}{2f(0;  x)}“ 2{l +  o(l)}. (4.4.59)
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Applying the results of Proposition 4.2 for expected value and variance of Hk {x,T(x)}  
yields, as k —► oo, v —► 0,
B(ruk) < c2{ (^ )2 + n 1}{1 + 0 ( v 2) +  O ( - )  +  o(l)} n n
V(rj|) < c3k - d 1 + 0 {(^)2} + 0(1) n
for some c2, C3 > 0. The mean square error of Tk (x) is now estimated by 
M SE{f£(i)}  < c4 ( ( £ ) 4 + n - 2 + {1 +  o(l)} ,
for some c4 > 0, as k —► 00, v —* 0, since A:, v satisfy L1-L4. This completes the proof 
of Proposition 4.3. □
4 .4 .4  P r o o f  o f T h eo rem  4.4
Theorem  4.4 Assume that T and e satisfy A 1 -A 4  and that k and v satisfy L1-L4. If  
x £ J d, then as n —► 00,
M SE {fk(x)} = O j ( ^ ) 4 +  n~2 + k - J\  . (4.4.61)
Furthermore, optimal choices of k and the associated MSE are as follows:
1. I f  l < d < 4, then k:*(n) = n4/(4+d) minimises the order of MSE and
MSE{Tk*{x)} = 0 {n ~ 4d/(4+d)}. (4.4.62)
2. I f  d > 4, then k*(n) = n2/a minimises the order of MSE and
M SE { fk*{x)} = 0 ( n " 2). (4.4.63)
P ro o f o f Theorem  4.4
For x e J d, k e H , v > 0 ,  write
Tk(x) -  T(x) = {Tk(x) -  r k {x)} + {f%(x) -  T(x)}
and observe that
E { ft(x ) -  T(x)}2 < c ,E { ft (x) -  TC(x)}2 + c2E {f£ (x ) -  T (x)}2 (4.4.64)
for some c\ c2 > 0.
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Now, since v(n) < c^k dn 1 max{/;27i 1,1} for C3 > 0, it follows by Proposition 4.1 
that there exists c4 > 0 such that
\Tk(x) ~ Tk(x )I < c4 | ( ^ ) 2 + n~11 . (4.4.65)
The bound given on the right hand side of (4.4.65) is not random, as is clear from the 
proof of Proposition 4.1, although both 2 \ and T% are.
A bound for the second term in (4.4.64) is given by Proposition 4.3 as
E {f£(*) -  TOr)}2 < c5 ( ( ^ )4 + n- 2 +  k - d\  {1 +  0(1)}, (4.4.66)
for some C5 > 0.
Combining (4.4.65) and (4.4.66), the mean square error of Tk(x) is bounded by
MSE{ffc(x)} < c6 { ( £ ) 4 + n~2 + k - d\  {1 +  o(l)} (4.4.67)
k —► 00, v —>■ 0, for some cq > 0.
To obtain optimal rates of convergence for the MSE we choose the parameter k in 
such a way that it minimises the order of MSE. We distinguish three cases, depending 
on the dimension d of the observations, which combine to form the two in the statement 
of the theorem:
1. Take 1 < d < 3. Equating the terms (£)4 and k~d of (4.4.67) leads to
k(n) = n4/(4+d)# (4.4.68)
This choice of k satisfies LI and L2. Furthermore, n~2 = o{(£)4} implies that 
the term n~l in the expression for the bias is negligible. For k as in (4.4.68), MSE 
becomes
MSE{ffc(x)} = 0  | ( £ ) 4 + = 0 { n - idl^ d)}.
2. Take d > 4. Equating the second term due to bias (n~2) with the variance term 
k~d yields
k(n) = n~2/d
as the optimal window size. In this case, the first term in the expression of the 
bias, namely (£)4, is negligible and
MSE{f*(x)} = 0{n~2 + k~d} = 0 (n ~ 2).
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3. Finally, take d = 4. In this case, k(n) = n1/2 satisfies all the requirements on k. 
Furthermore, for this k ,
k - 4 = n - 2 =  < - ) 4, 
n
that is, all three terms in the mean square error are of the same order, and
MSE{f^(x)} = 0 { ( - ) 4 + n - 2 + k - d} = 0 (n ~ 2). 
n
□
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